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Hopes to encourage negotiations

By Laird

Mo- l iternKS:

science adviser says health
care reform will be the flagship piece of legislation for
1971 — , story, page 5a.

A ^am°n °f .
finaBiiinit
UOaDIIIOn moderate
and

¦ liberal H o u s e members
is within striking distance :
of electing one of its own
to a hi.gh leadership post for
the first time — story, page
7a. ,-

Meeds 'aidJS ^
kota girl suffering from an
inability to use words or understand them needs to
spend a year or more in a
special therapy school —
arid her parents haven't the
funds —¦ story page lb.

Big storiesTita "

No. 1news story of 1970, according to an Associated
Press survey was the series
of explosions that rocked
the Twin Cities during late
summer — story, page 2b.
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reorganization
is commanded

By ROBERT A. DOBKIN
WASHINGTON W - A
major reorganization of military intelligence has been
ordered by Defense Secretary Melyin R. Laird following charges the Army carried out a vast spy operation against civilians.
In a move to tighten civilian control Over the military, Laird directed that
command of the Defense Intelligence Agency DIA be re-

U.S. ready to assume
new Mideast obligations

moved from the Joint Chiefs
of Staff , the Pentagon's
ranking military body, and
placed directly under his authority.
"I want to be certain that
Department of Defense intelligence and counterintelligence activities are completely consistent with constitutional rights, all othMEETING A SNOWMAN
er legal provisions and national security needs," he
. . . Gary Joe Price, left,
said. "These activities must
four-year-old
Scranton, Pa.,
be conducted in a manner
youngster,
blind
since birth,
which recognizes and preserves individual
human
meets
a
snowman
and gets
¦
rights." ¦;.
his impressions by running
Laird's orders, to "take
his fingers over the cold
effect at the earliest date
snow.
Explaining what a
practical" but not later than
Feb. 1st, were spelled out
snowman looks like is
in a memorandum to the
Gary's curly-haired cousin,
Joint Chiefs, the civilian secCorey Ann Sheppleman, 3,
retaries of the Army, Navy
and Air Force and the direcalso of Scranton. (AP Phototors of the various defense ' fax ) :
agencies.
Although the defense chief
did not refer directly to disclosures last week that
Army intelligence agents
had spied on hundreds of
civilians, he indicated this
was one of the determining
factors for his action and
made reference to "abuses."
Dgniel C. Henkin, chief
Pentagon spokesman declined to explain what Laird
meant by abuses, but noted
JAKARTA, Indonesia (AP) —
the Army was ordered last
June to destroy its volumin- Twenty-four persons were killed
ous intelligence files on civ- Wednesday night when two vesilians considered potential sels operated by an American
troublemakers.
For at least the past year, oil service company collided in
there have been charges in the Java Sea 30 miles east of
Congress and from former Jakarta and one sank.
Army intelligence agents
A spokesman for Pertimina,
that military authorities
were overzealous in con- Indonesia's state-owned oil corducting surveillance of per- poration, said all of the dead
sons involved in antiwar ac- were from the Northern Dancer,
tivities or leftist political a 90-ton passenger ship bringing
groups.
42 oil workers to Jakarta for the
Christmas holidays from the oil
drilling ship Thorton. anchored
80 miles off the Java coast.

By JUHN M. HIGHTOWEtt

WASHINGTON (AP) — Hoping to encourage opening of
peace negotiations by Jan. 5, the United States has indicated
willingness to assume heavy new obliga- Y . . . ' . • tions in the Middle East.
An MK
AD
Secretary of State William P. Rogers
"
assured Egypt and Israel Wednesday that
News
the United States Would join in guaranteeing
A
l •
Analysis
a peace settlement in the traditionally crisis¦
'
'
:
'
'
wracked area and would consider putting US. ' '
troops in a peace-keeping force;
The kind of active participation in peace keeping which
could take both political and military form would mean a new
degree of U.S. involvement in a foreign trouble spot.
And it would come while the United States is trying to
extricate itself from Southeast Asia .
7
Rogers outlined the U.S. position at a news conference
Tuesday.
Officials said, however, that the U.S. is in fact deeply
involved in the Middle East anyway because of long term
interests there, commitments it has already made to Israel,
its support for Arab states iike Jordan and Saudi Arabia,
and its peace initiative.
Rogers emphasized that the basis for any U.S. undertaking would be an agreement-primarily between Israel
and Egypt-for permanent peace in the area. He said the
countries joining such a settlement would have to be satisfied "that they have sufficient strength to protect them.. selves." ¦ •

24 killed as
ships collide
of Indonesia

• 7 '! TO) ANNOUNCE ENGAGEMENT? . . . Tricia Nixon,
•President Nixon's elder daughter, will announce her engagenient. sometime during the holidays to Edward Finch
Cok, the son of an Army colonel who is now studying law
at ,' Harvard University, the Philadelphia Inquirer reported ,
jn!its early Thursday editions. The couple is shown a year
ago at the debutante ball in New York. (AP Photofax)

All-volunteer force
mentioned in budget
By FRED S. HOFFMAN
WASHINGTON (AP) - Next year 's defense budget will include about $1.3 billion
to move toward a hoped-for all-volunteer
armed! forces by mid-1973, Pentagon sources
say.
While austerity will be applied in many
areas of the military establishment, the Pentagon leadership is inclined to be liberal in
supporting measures designed to lure young
men to military life.
About $500 million in the new budget
would finance a 20 percent salary increase for
the lowest ranked enlisted men. Another $800
million would bo spent on a variety of plans
ranging from revitalizing recruiting to providing special pay for service in the combat
arms, sources said.
The money requested will be bound up
in the budget President Nixon will send to
the new Congress early in 1971.
The Army faces the most demanding job
in planning for the switch to an all-volunteer
force because it is largely draft based . Tlie
Air Force, Navy and Marines draw their
strength from volunteer enlistees.
An inkling of the problem facing the
Pentagon can be found in recent statistics

showing re-enlistment and ROTC enrollment
have fallen to their lowest levels in decades.
Army planners hope to be able to spend as
much as $125 million next year in trying out
a new approach to persuading young men to
enlist specifically in the infantry, artillery
and armor branches.
Experience has shown, officers said, that
only about 4 percent of the young men. who
enlist ask to be assigned to the combat arms.
The Army is considering offering a $150
a month special allotment to men who «nlist
in the infantry and successfully pass through
training. Volunteer artillery men and tankers
would draw $100 a month in special pay.
Army authorities intend also to put on an
intensive expansion of their recruiting effort ,
including outlays of perhaps $20 million a
year to buy prime TV and radio time recruiting commercials. Right now, the services
get public service recruiting spots, but most
of these are shown in odd hours.
Army officials also are planning to increase the size of their recruiting force and
to train recruiting sergeants to go out into
the high schools and before citizens groups to
stimulate youth interest in regular military
service.

The Northern Dancer, an airconditioned passenger boat that
belonged
to the Santa
Fe Pomeroy Co. of New Mejdco,
sank after colliding with the
900-ton Aquadud, which was
being used by the Indepenient
Indonesian American Petroleum
Co. to carry supplies to the
drifling ship.
The Pertimina spokesman
said 14 bodies were recovered
by the Aquadud. The other victims were believed trapped inside the ship when she sank.
Many of the passengers were
sleeping when the collision occurred , the spokesman said.
Eighteen
survivors were
picked up by the Aquadud. The
cause of the collision was being
investigated.
Pertimina said the dead Included three Americans, three
Singaporeans , ono Australian ,
one Frenchman and one Canadian. The other 15 were Indonesians.
All were employed either by
the American firm , which is
based In Singapore, or by Reeding and Bates, owners of the
drillin g ship, which was hired
out to the firm.

Husk falls on war
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Previously listed $5,221.40
Paul Libra .......... $¦ ¦ .'
In Memory of
Peter ................ 35
Mr. & Mrs. Richard
M. Smith Jr. .... ... 10
Winona Drag-Ons
Motor Vehicle
Club ....... .......... 160
In Memory of
Gary Gudmundson .. 5
The F. Zeches
20
Stanton & Clara .... 5
Anonymous .......... 2,50
Sandy, Brad,
Denny
3
D. J. Johnson
Transfer
3
Paul , Jeff , Julie.
Jon, Chris &
,
Sally
6
Paul's Westgate
Liquors
5
Westgate Bowl
5
Goltz Pharmacy ..... 25
Joseph M. Dalini,
1
Rochester
Jim, Joe, Jay,
Jennifer, Janie &
K.4D
Jeannle
1
T.W. ..
25
Anonymous
Total to Date ....$5,543.39

Iowest in 5 years

SAIGON (AP) - U.S. and
South Vietnamese forces joined
the Viet Cong and North Vietnamese in a Christmas ceasefire tonight, and the U.S. Command announced the lowest
weekly death toll in more than
five years.
,
The Americans and South
Vietnamese suspended offensive
combat operations throughout
South Vietnam for 24 hours, beginning at 6 p.m., Saigon time,
at 5 a.m. EST. But American
bombers continued to hit targets
in Cambodia and Laos, where
the truce did not apply.
A Viet Cong cease-fire went
into effect at 1 a.m. Saigon time
today and was to last 72 hours.,
The allied commands reported
only two enemy attacks in the
first hours of the communist
cease-fire, both against South
Vietnamese forces. One South
Vietnamese soldier was reported killed.
rjBs25J2Si «$3ss5:r*5ssaj stf wsKar^ The U.S. Command announced that 23 Americans were
killed in action in Indochina last
week, the lowest toll since 14
combat deaths were reported
Oct. 17-23, 1865. Another 46
«
w Americans died last week of
$ As has been its cus- s nonhostile causes, Including ac% torn for many years, |
cidents and illness; 160 were
the Winona Daily News a wounded , the lowest total in six
|
» will not be published H weeks, and 1,431 are missing or
capttlred, the command said.
» Friday, when busi- s South Vietnamese headquarg ness places will be g ters reported 266 of its troops
killed last week, the lowest in
I? closed for the Christ- |
six weeks, and 886 wounded.
g mas holiday. Regular |
The U.S. Command said allied
$ publication will be re- s forces killed 1,404 North VietB namese and Viet Cong.
« sumed Sunday.
K
Itemember to drive H American battlefield casualties, maintaining a five-year low
« carefully.
H this year, reflect the growing
disengagement of U.S. ground

t

I

No paper
Friday

$

He empnasizea in responaing to questions mat xne umiea
States has assured Israel It could count on continued American support.
Once a settlement is achieved, Rogers said, the question
of securing it¦ would have to be negotiated by the countries
involved, . ".'
"We have indicated to all concerned," Rogers said, "that
we are prepared to play a role in providing guarantees—a
responsible role, a role mat's satisfactory to the parties."
He added the United States would ,participate economically in overcoming the devastations of war, would assist the
refugees and would take "a very active role diplomatically."
7 Under questioning he made it clear that the Nixon administration's stand on sending American troops to the Middle
East is less fully developed than its policy of readiness to join
in guarantees of a peace agreement.
The present cease-fire between Tsrael, Egypt and Jordan
Is now in its fifth month. It is due to expire Feb. 5, the
terminal date for the extension of the orig&al three month
¦truce.
Rogers cited the continuing absence of active war in the
area as a reason for some optimism about the prospects for
negotiations.
"We think 1971 may be a year of decision in the Middle
East. We think the climate is very good," he said. Whether
the Russians are pressing for a settlement as he said the
U.S. as doing was a question on which Rogers expressed
skepticism.

i
I
I

J

forces from the war. President
Nguyen Van Thieu took note of
the diminishing American
forces in a. Christmas message
to the 339,200 GIs still in his
country, 135,200 , fewer than last
Christmas.
"Next year," he said, "there

will be even fewer of you as
your Vietnamese comrades Inarms will shoulder Increasing
responsibilities and the Vietnamese civilian population will
play a larger role in self-defenso
for the protection of their villages and hamlets."

WASHINGTON (AP) The "U.S. Post Office says
330 Americans in North
Vietnamese prisoner of war
camps mailed 2,578 personal
letters home in thd first 11
^
months of this year.
Postmaster General Winton M. Blount described the
flow of mail from POW
camps as a marked increase over that reported
in previous years—which
he said amounted to a total
of just 600.
The Pentagon says 378
Americans are held captive
in North Vietnam while Hanoi puts the figure at 329.
Blount also said Wednesday 3ti an interview that efforts are being made in Paris and elsewhere — hd declined to say where — to
verify that mall being sent
from familios to POWs Is
beinp; delivered to the captive servicerncn.
Exact statistics on t h e
mail being cent home by
POWs were supplied by a
post office spokesman who
said they were from De-

fense Department sources.
Christmas letters f r o m
POWs are expected to boost
the year 's final total
Blount said there has been
"a vast increase in mall to
North Vietnam," especially
Christmastime packages.
Statistics on this were not
immediately available because much of the outgoing
material is included in tho
heavy crush of other Christmas mail, a post o f f i c e
spokesman said.
Various groups fearing
tho POWs are not receiving
proper care have organized
mass mailings to North
Vietnamese officials.
These letters contribute to
the growth in the load of
mall concerning thel POWs.
But Blount said he had no
Immediate figures on the extent of this letter-writing
campaign,
Blount also said the size
for packages sent to American prisoners of war in
Southeast Asia has been
increased,

2,578 letters
sent by POWs

Hey gang! The j olly old elf's begun ihe annual trip !
By HAL BOYLE
. NORTH POLE (AP ) - He's
offl
Santa Claus is on his way at
last!
' Tho jolly old Sainl. and Ins famous reindeer are zooming
through the arctic skies right
now, heading for the American
border. He'll reach it tonight.
The northern lights switched
to a clear steady green—the
"go-ahead" signal. And tho
Boyal Canadian Mounted Police
sent Santa this message:

"We are clearing all air lines
in your path , old boy. There is
no speed limit for you tonight.
The sky Is yours. Go as fast ns
you like. Good luck!"
And Santa Claaus needed tht
wide, clear road in the sky. For
his big red sled was packed so
full of gifts it overflowed, It
looked like a big hay rick zooming through the crisp air.
"Oh, dear, oh, dear ," worried
Santa, just before the takeoff.
"1 do hope none of these presents falls out and beans some

poor innocent rabbit down below; I believe this must be tlio
heaviest load I've had in 20
years,
"What Is he fretting about?"
whispered Donder to Vixen.
"He's only riding in that sled.
Wo havo to pull it."
Vij^en laughed so hard the
bolls , on her harness tinkled in
merry music. And all the other
reindeer laughed, too.
A R Santa Claus climbed up
into the sent of the sled, puffing
a little because he has gained

some weight, this winter, three
black and white penguins waddled across the snow in front of
the reindeer.
"Here, here, get out of the
way, please," said Santa Claus
importantly. Then he said , surprised :
"Why, what aro you penguins
doing up at, the North Polo anyway? You're supposed to be at
the South Pole."
"We're on a vacation ," said
one of tho penguins. "We're
looking for Florida. Have you

seen it. anywhere?"
"Gtimb a b 0 a r d, c l i m b
aboard!" boomed Santa . "I'll
drop you off there. But I must
say this is the first time I ever
picked up three hitchhikers
wearing tuxedoes. "
Just then Mrs. Santa Claus
came running out waving a long
piece of paper.
"You almost forgot your list
of good children ," she said.
"Never mind ," said Santa , "I
don 't need it. This year I am
going to give a present to every

little hoy and girl, good or bad.
Tho bad ones will feel sorry
then , because they know they
don 't deserve a nice present.
It'll mnko 'em try harder to ba
good next year."
"That isn't, according to
lloyle," said Mrs. Claus , who
likes to piny bridge , "But it
does mnko sense, you old softie."
Santa stood up to nrnck his
Whip in the air-tho signal to be
off. But then he heard a small
voice crying:

"Wait. Pleaso wait."
It was Cluny, Santa 's favorite
little elf. The other elves gossiped about Cluny ond said sho
' wns clumsy at making toys. But
Santa knew it was only because
she was so young. He liked her
because she had a good heart.
"Hero," said tho elf , holding
up a small shiny figure.
"What's this? What' s this?"
grumbled Santa. "You're ton
( Continued on page 2n , col. 8)
HEY GANG

The weather

Referendum
set for school
attachment
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Memorial Hospital
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Two-Sfate Deaths

Four killed;
state highway
toll now 934

I

Hey gang

(Continued from page 1)
late. My pack is already loaded." . - 7
"It is only my present to the
world," said Cluny. "I made It
at night in my room—all by niyself." ;
Santa took the little figura
from her hands. It was a fceautiful angel with butterfly wings
and a robe of purest white. In
her hands the angel held a
small magic wand.
"It is the angel of peace," explained Cluny.
"Why, Cluny," said Santa,
"this is better than all the other
gifts put together. I'll.sea that
your angel waves her -wand for
one day at least over every
home on earth.''
And he picked up Cluny and
gave her a big whisker-tickly
kiss on her cheek. Then he
picked up his long whip again
and cracked it sharply in the
frost air.
"Ho , ho, ho, here we go!" he
roared. "Ho, ho, ho,¦ here we

Mrs. Morgan Spears
Mrs. Frances V. Rogala
Funeral services for Mrs. COCHRANE, Wis.—Mrs. MorFrances V. Rogala, 468 Main St., gan Spears, 61, Cochrane Rt."1,
were held this morning at the died at 11:24 p.m. Wednesday By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
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St. Mary's Cemetery.
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and south tonigit. Low to- Honolulu, clear .... 78 71 .' . shrinking school district until and empty, apparent false parking
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Winona , serves Winona, Waba- month. He and his wife have Council gave final approval Margaret Christ and Mrs. Eliza- a marketable product , the court only county-run health clinic.
Delta Chi (SDX), thd professionWednesday for pay increases
al journalism society, Wednes- 10:10 a.m. — East Broadway sha and Houston counties under three sons and one daughter, for St. Paul policemen and fire- beth Proft , Denver, Colo., and said Minnesota Power & Light
and
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Street,
skidcepted exemptions for their
a public program with special all living at homo.
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"
interest
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L. Knutson, president of ConThe increases, ranging from Four brothers and one sister tools and machinery or its in- coal and appliances held for sate
cordia Collego in Moorhead , Casey, 16, Homer Road, 1957 tal retardation and alcoholism.
have
died.
ventory from personal property at retail.
$960 to $1,440 annually, will go
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center is 76 E. 4th St. There
nation of the Concordia student
Wis., 1952 model sedan, no da- also ore offices in St. Elizabeth
policemen working nights will a.m. Monday at Our Lady of This option is used by most Electric generating plants aro
newspaper.
receive a mohthly night differ- Perpetual Help Church , thd Rev. manufacturing firms but until taxed as real estate and thus
Hospital, Wabasha , and at the
The 6DX board! of directors mage.
John Mauel officiating. Burial now electric power producing are not involved in the dispute.
ential of $40.
12:55 p.m. — West Wabasha Lake City Municipal Hospital ,
asked that publication of the
will be in Calvary Cemetery. firms had not been eligible for In the decision written by
The wage package had been
"Concordian" be resumed and and Pelzer Streets, rear-end Lake City.
Friends may call at the Kil- the option.
Chief Justice Oscar R. Knutson,
that its . editor, Omar Olson of collision: Marjorle C. Robinson
BLAIR , Wis. (Special) - tentatively approved by union lian Funeral Home after 3 p .m. The test case involved only tho court said the State Tax
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Luverne, Minn, be reinstated
Laura Lee Kirkpatrick , 12-yearSunday where the Rosary will four electrical transformers val- Department had gone beyond its
The board charged thd Rev. top, $800; Vincent D. Clzewski,
old daughter of Mr. and Mrs. tober.
be said by the St. Ann SocieHy ued at $630, located in the com- poweYs in telling assessors that
Kmitson had acted arbitrarily, 460 High Forest St., 1970 model
Stanley Kirkpatrick, Hamilton Still pending is a wage dis- at 7:30 and by the Knights of munity of Fraser in St. Louis power companies did not qualand had violated due process sedan, $700.
Rt. 2, Mont., who has been hos- pute between the city and classi- Columbus at 8:30. A Christian County.
ify for the tax exemption option.
3:17 p.m. — East 4th and
provisions of a students rights
pitalized at University Hospital , fied civil service and profession- woke service will bo conducted MP&L la the only major pow- Under the ruling, other power
document he signed in October. Franklin streets, turning colliSeattle, Wash., tho past several al employes.
by Father Mauel at 8,
er firm which has sought to companies could choose to exThe Rev. Knutson ordered the sion: Donovan L. Wenger,
weeks has returned to her home. Tho city council has approved
exempt Its tools and machinery empt vast quantities of personal
paper suspended Dec. 7 after Fountain City Rt. 1, Wis., 1955
The Kirkpatrlcks are former across-the-board increases of
from personal property taxes. property from taxation next
it published an advertisement model sedan, $200; Rebecca A,
Blair residents.
$600 annually for both employe
Other power producers have ac- year.
for a New York abortion refer- Peplinskl , 366Mi Kansas St.,
She has been undergoing tests groups, but employe representaARCADIA , Wis. (Special) - and treatment , and will havo tives have requested the servral service.
1964 model sedan , $325.
Wayne Nllscstuon , a 1964 grad- preparatory surgery for a kid- ices of an adjustment panel.
uate of Arcadia High Jgdiool ney transplant , which is exand a 1968 graduate of Wiscon- pected to take placo in early
sin State University — E a u summer.
Minneapolis school
Claire, recently returned to Arcadia after spending two years The Blair Education Associa- superintendent gets
with the Peace Corps In Sierra tion has made a request for con- three-year-contract
Ten yea rs ago . ..1960
Leone, West Africa. Last week tributions for the family. Mrs.
Santo has to stay in top shape for hit job t««mt V[J |
he shared some of his experi- Kirkpatrick was an elementary MINNEAPOLIS (AP) - Dr. ST. PAUL (AP)-Two men 1
1
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GilPresident-elect John Kennedy today-picked Roswell
school teacher in tho Blair
got tougher «very year. Mow In addition fro mow B§3
patric, who was undersecreta ry of the Air Force in tho Tru- ences with the English classes Schools last year, and Mr. Kirk- John B. Davis, Jr., Minneapolis escaped serious Injury Wednes- ¦Kg to
taught by Mrs. Leone Fernholz
school superintendent, has ac- day afternoon when their light MM and sleet he hat to got through polluted air and IH
man administration, to bo deputy secretary of defense.
patrick
drove
the
school
bus.
The
cepted
a now tlirec*yearcontract piano crashed west of Interstate UgU an occasional drug abustr -who Is "flying"
l high.
l' I
City Engineer Jamos Klcinschmidt was elected to tho at tho high school.
family moved to Montana in which leaves hls\anniiol salary 35W at tho Twin Cities Army
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h
i
s
But
w
Winona General Ifospital board of directors.
. V' <>lad t0 "Pot* that Santa Is In ox- H|
Ammunition plant In New Brigh- Mm
lecture with slides from Sierra June.
unchanged at $40,000.
MM* callent- health. The raiults of his .Annual physical H
I
Leone, where he taught agriculMembers of tho Minneapolis ton .
i
l
Twenty-five years ago . . . 1945
|
fi check-up are in and the doctor 's report Is good. He M
ture in a parochial secondary Stock retired
School hoard expressed regret Authorities Identified the two rJLl >«" *e<"» advised to cut dovw> a lltfrla on tha cabr- Ifit
that the contract , effective Jan. as Mlchaol Boyce, 18, Frldloy, U '** bu* otherwlte he Is lit to go tho next 1,000 year* MM
Winona Is assured of a "White Christmas" as the citi- school of -400 boys , and from
¦
¦
M or so.
1, does mot provide for a salary and Daniel Wandmacher , IS, *^
zens are digging their way from under six inches of tho Ghana* Nigeria , Ethiopa , Kenya for Ettrick
K
increase, and said they may Now Brighton,
and the island of Zanzibar, Co-op Creamery
white stuff today.
We dope you ere taking caro of your health 1
|9
11
consider a pay hike in the fu>- Boyce was listed In satisfac- E
Telegrams from local sportsmen , clubs and individuals where ho traveled when he was
¦H those days.
MM
AIUJALUA
tory condition at St. Paul Ram, Wis. (Speciau — ture.
protesting the lo-wering of pools in the Upper Mississippi havo on vacation from his teaching
duties.
Tlie recent consolidation of tlie Davis reportedly did not ask sey Hospital late Wednesday.
been forwarded to President Truman.
Highlights of his talk Included Ettrick Co-op Creamery w i t h for a raise.
Wandmacher was treated for
his efforts to Initiate a broller- the A-G Co-op Creamery of Arlacerations and an ank\e Injury
Fifty years ago . . . 1920
ralslng nnd cgg-laylng project cadia has involved the retire- policy of Land O'Lakes Cream' and released.
From the
lEI
If]
Miss Margaret Rciloy is visiting her brother at Plainview. for the boys of his school , a ment of all stock held by mom- cries of which A-G is a mem- Maj. Lawrence Sisterman,
project supported by help from bora of the Ettrick Creamery ber. However , as in tho past , commanding officer at the New M
53 Employees at
M
the A-G Co-op Creamory of Ar- at full value. In addition , anoth- dividends related to estate will Brighton plant, said tho plane
Seventy-five years ago . . . 1895
cadia; the extensive diamond er $17,001) in dividend earnings be retired at full value as tho crashed about 3:30 p.m. after
The West End Originals gave the second of a , aeries «f mining carried on in Sierra Le- was paid to all Ettrick cream- estate is processed.
Its engine apparently failed.
one , tho second largest diamond ery patrons for the business Tho Ettrick Co-op Creamory Thel craft enmo to rest In a
Christmas dances at West End Hall.
years of 1057 and 1050.
has marketed its milk with A-G clearing about 10 feet from a
Street Commissioner Clark* has six snowplows at work deposit area in the world;
The pastoral life of tho Masla All remaining and future divi- for tho past 15 years. The ln- treo and 20 feet from a chain
this morning and two men engaged in shoveling tho cross^^^S^^^^ocl ^
f att.
tribe of Kenya ; tho Moslem In- dends pertaining to tho Ettrick creriBlng transition of Grade A link foneo , he said. The wings M\ Jbaavt&mi,
walks.
¦s
i Phone 425-70M ^3fi[23BD^ Ph. 451-710O |
fluence in tho architecture of members will bo negotiated on milk prompted tho Ettrick wore torn off.
?|
Lagos, Nigeria's capital , and tho the some basis as A-G Co-op members to Join A-G, which Sisterman said the plane was
One-hundred years ago . . . 1870
extensive game preserve within Creamery which Is currently on Is one of tho largest dairy mar- registered to tho King 's Wing
Capt. E. H, Kennedy special agent for the Post Office a national park located ot tho a 10-ycor term baBls. This Is keting coopertaivca in Wiscon- Flying Club at Anoka County
baso of a now Inactive volcano. in lino with the divided term sin.
departmentIs in town.
Airport.
Maternity pittenti: J lo 3:30 and 7 to
8:30 p.m. (Adult* only,)
Visitor* to a patient United to two at
one time.
Visiting hour* : Medical and aurglcal
patients: 2 to 4 and 7 to 1:39 p.m. (No
children under 12.)
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CELESTIAL EVENT . . . Daily News camera . 'catches' .'the beginning of
merion very like the one that occurred in 7 B.C., the year the Christ child
th& formation of the Star of Bethlehem with Venus pictured near the moon is believed to have been born.The celestial eyent occurs about every 800
this morning. When the formation is completed, the planets Venus, Jupiter 7 years. '
7and Mars , will mass Christmas morning near the crescent moon in a pheiio.
y - .—— ———
——- :
. /. . . . . . .
i'

Living costs Winonans treated
up three-tenths to heavenly show
of one percent

Winonans this morning were able , to see the beginnings
of a rare celestial event which may have led the Wise Men
to the Bethlehem manger
where Christ -was born in about
¦
7.B.C. . 7 . :. :¦. , -. ¦;

WASHINGTON (AP) - Liveastward, Winonans were able to see at least
ing costs rose three-tenths of 1 one Looking
of the three "wandering" stars which on Christmas
per cent in November, a" sharp morning will appear as three distinct points of light m a
slowdown from October's pace triangle;
of inflation, the government
The "stats" are actually the planets Venus , Jupiter and
said today.
Mars, with Venus being most visible today. The rare formaThe increase was the second tions may have been what the ancients called the Star of
smallest monthly rise in 18 Bethlehem which led the Wise Men to the Bethlehem manger,
months ' and only half the
Tbe suggestion the three massed stars may have been
amomnt of October's rise.
the Star of Bethlehem is not new. It was first proposed by
The consumer price index the German astronomer and mathematician Johannes Kepler
reached 137.8 per cent of the in 1604. -:1957-59 average, meaning it cost
The three massed stars will remain close to each other
$13.78 last month for every '$10 for only one or two nights and then will not rotate to a
worfth of typical family ex- similar position for about another 800 years.
penses in the base period.
The department also reported
that the average paycheck of
some 45 million rank and file
worlers dropped 66 cents to
$121.07 per -week and purchasing
power was 1.8 per cent below a
year ago because of a drop in
the average -work week and the
rise in prices.
The report said the price rise*
In November moderated because of a substantial drop of
food prices and lower gasoline A Minnesota Supreme Court nieces and nephews, none of
ruling; issued today upheld a whom lives in Winona.
prices.
Piices for clothing, housing, finding by District Court Judge
cars and consumer services Dan Foley last - year relating THE SUPREME Court upheld
to distribution of proceeds of the Judge Foley's decision that the
weit up.
estates of the late Mr. and Mrs. net $117,000 in Mrs. Perkins'
TBie over-all level of living Fred 0. Perkins of Winona.
estate should go to her heirs.
costs was 5.6 per cent above a Mr. Perkins, who died in 1932, This includes certain real esyear earlier, the smallest an- had set np a life estate for tate, savings bonds, interest on
nual spread in 13 months.
Mrs. Perkins who died Feb. 19, invested funds and cash diviTlie bureau said grocery 1967. She had lived at 355 W. dends from stocks. Some of Mr.
prices in November dropped 4th St.
Perkins' heirs had argued that
seven-tenths of 1 per cent in- The dispute, involving three the unused portions of her including declines for beef , pOrk, sets of litigants, was a b o u t come from the estate should
poultry, eggs, fruits and vegeta- where the unspent portions of revert to the original estate of
bles.
income Mrs. Perkins got from the husband.
G-asoline* prices dropped six- the life estate would be distrib- However, said the court, the
tenths of one per cent, the re- uted after her death. She and her original stocks, forming part of
port said.
husband had no children. Heirs the estate of Mr. Perkins, should
and beneficiaries of the couple remain in his estatej along with
are several of their respective the stock increases that had

¦

' ' ¦:

Gradual trend
toward warmer
temperatures

A gradual wanning trend
Is expected to hold temperatures above zero in the
Winona area over Christmas aiter W e d n e s d a y
night's cold wave produced
the coldest temperatures of
the seaison to date.
- The mercury continued to
slide , throughout the day
Wednesday and reached an
overnight low of 9-below
early today.
With a haze obscuring
otherwise g e n erally fair
morning skies, temperatures
rose to a noon reading of
O and should drop no lower than aBont 5 tonight.
Partly cloudy skies are
forecast for Friday when a
high of about 20 is forecast.

Supreme Court upho lds
Perkins estate decision

Man charged
with forgery
at Preston

PRESTON, Minn. - A native
of Rochester Minn,, was
charged with nine counts of
forgery when he was arraigned
Wednesday morning in municipal court before Judge George
Murray.
Ercell Hinck, 42, also is wanted in the state of Iowa on
charges of forgery and escape,
according to Carl Fann , Fillmore County sheriff.
Judge Murray set bond at $2,000 and ordered that an attorney be appointed for Hinck. He
then was remanded to the Fillmo re County jail.
He was arrested Sunday night
at the edge of Preston by Lanesboro and Preston police officers
after Sheriff Fann sent out pick
up orders for him after he tried
to pass a check in Mabel.
Amounts of the forged checks
passed in Fillmore County during the past six months range
from $10 to $22. The charge
ia a felony.

IRS schedules
taxpayer help

- Winona, area residents who need federal income tax
assistance may visit the Internal Revenue Office, Room 108,
Exchange Building, 51 E. 4th St., Mondays during the filing
period from 8:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m., according to George
Lethert, district director.
A taxpayer . assistor will be available to answer questions , offer help and instructions on completing the 1970
federal returns.
A special telephone has been installed also for local
taxpayers who wish to receive tax information . Answers to
most tax problems may be secured by calling 452-6911,
Monday through Fridays from 8 a.m. through 4:30 p.m. This
special line will be manned by trained personnel who can
offer information to all callers.
For 1970, the IRS has improved the form to make it
easier for individuals to complete their return , according to
Lettner. Many new tax law changes will affect most area
citizens. Among them : an increase in the value of each exemption; liberalized filing requirements; and new rules for
deductions for charitable contributions , auto expense and
moving costs.
The IRS urges taxpayers with problems to contact the
representative in Winona on Monday mornings, or call the
assistance number—452-6911 for information to make filing
their return easier.

occurred in the interim/ These
are then to be distributed to
Mr. Perkins' heirs and beneficaries, according to his will.
Several beneficiaries of Mrs.
Perkins had contended! in district conirt that the stock increases should have become
part of Mrs. Perkins' estate.
These relatives were represented by two Litchfield, Minn.,
lawyers, George Neperud and
R. N. rhompton.
The main stock holding in the
estate consisted of 5,400 shares
of International Harvester Co.
stock, valued currently at about
$27 per share. When originally
made a part of Mr. Perkins'
estate, the share total was 1,100. Stock splits and stock dividends increased the number of
shares to the present total.
ALSO INVOLVED in the case
were First National Bank of
Winona, as administrator de
bonis non (provisional administrator) for the Fred Perkins
estate, and Mrs. Clifford
(Bertha Featherstone) Dartt,
Red WLng, Minn,, and others,
represented by Bernard Harroun, Minnetonka, Minn. T h e
third set of litigants included
Mrs'. Lillian Walker, Marshall,
Minn., and other relatives and
Merchants National Bank , Winona, executor for the estate
of Mrs. Perkins, represented by
Harold Libera, Winona.
Judge Foley's ruling had upheld the original decision of the
probate court here. The case
was taken to the Supreme Court
on appeals by beneficiaries both
of Mr. Perkins and Mrs. Perkins.

Winona man
gets probation
in theft case

A Winona man receiveti an
Indeterminate probationary sentence this morning in connection with the theft of some rings
last summer.
David Huwald , 25, 602 E. Sanborn St., wns sentenced to up
to five ye*ars probation by Winona County District C o u r t
Judge Glenn E. Kelley.
Huwald pleaded guilty Sept.
28 to the Aug. 22 theft of four
rings from a show-window at
Edwin 's Jewelers, 50 E . 3rd St.
He was accused of smashing
the front window of the store!
oh Aug. 22 and removing the
rings.
Representing him in tho case
was court - appointed attorney
Harold J. Libera.
¦

SANTA VISITS .. . Not to be forgotten
by Santa Claus this holiday season are the
patients at Community Memorial Convalescent and Rehabilitation Unit. Hero Santa

visits with, from left , Clifford Hcnnesay nnd
Royal Murray and therapist , Mrs. Helen
Grothem. (Doily News photo)

SP1U1STG GROVE GYM
SPRING GROVE, Minn. (Special) — Tho Spring Grove High
School gymnasium will bo open
to youth of tho area during
Christmas vacation. Days are
Saturday, Monday, Tuesday,
Wednesday, and bee. 31 and
Jan. 2. Hours ore from 1:30
to 4 p.m.

"'
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Peerless Chain
evacuated for
bomb threat

The Peerless Chain Co. plant
at 1416 E. Sanborn St. was evacuated for an hour Wednesday
evening after the plant office
receive d a telephoned bomb
threat.
Winona Police Chief James W.
McCabe said this morning that
officers received a call at 8:02
p.m. from Raymond Becker ,
607 W. King St., reporting that
he had just received the threat
ening call at the plant office.
Becker told police that the
¦voice sounded "young and
husky," and just said that there
-was a bomb in the building and
hung up.
The building had been evacuated by the time authorities arrived, McCabe said. Police and
plant supervisors searched the
building, found nothing, and let
the employes go back to work
at 9:02 p.m.
McCabe said it was the first
telephoned bomb threat received in the city in several months.
A rash of threats plagued authorities during September and
October.
In other police action, detectives are investigating another
in a series of house burglaries,
this one at 723 W. Howard St.
An investigation revealed that
the door to an upstairs apartment there \vas forced sometime Tuesday night, but Chief
McCabe said a list of missing
items could not be compiled until after the residents, a group
of college students, return from
Christmas vacation.

Judge asks
briefs on
drug charge

Highway bypass
Legislators
at Lake City is
plan office
in
planning
stage
hours Dec. 30

Two local legislators, City
Rep.-elect M. J. McCauley and
Sen. Roger Laufenburger, will
hold pre-session office hours at
City Hall, Winona, Dec. 30.
Constituents are invited to
drop in at Room 204, between
2 and 6 p.m., to discuss the
forthcoming legislative session
and various issues.
McCauley is circulating a
questionnaire that he hopes residents of his district will fill out
and mail to him. On the questionnaire are eight questions
dealing with current issues. ;
Respondents are asked to give
then* opinions on such matters
as publicizing names of repeating juvenile offenders, state
aids to private colleges, taxation, annual legislative sessions, Mississippi River cleanup, no-fault auto insurance and
drug problems.
McCauley said persons completing and returning the questionnaires need not sign their
names unless they wish.
The legislature will covene
the first week in January for its
biennial session.
ECOLOGY AWARD
LOS ANGELES (AP) - The
Southern Chapter of the California Environmental Health Association has awarded producerdirector Cornel Wilde with a
certificate of recognition in connection with his current MGM
film, "No Blade of Grass,"
which deals with an ecological
disaster and the chaos that follows. '.
The Environmental Health
Association is made up of public
health specialists, many of them
in government, who are professionally concerned with the
ecology and the effects of environmental and e c o l o g i c a l
changes on the population.

LAKE CITY, Minn. (Special)
— Preliminary sketches of possible bypass routes for Highway
61 at Lake City were shown at a
Lake City Council meeting by
R. P. Klobuchar, assistant district engineer, Minnesota Highway Department.
Highway 61is a major arterial
and as such should not pass
through tiie main portion of a
town, he explained. He said he
was not asking for any official
action "because we're not ready
to submit anything for approval"
Klobuchar exhibited sketches
that showed bypass routes for
Lake City starting in the vicinity
of Anchor Inn, crossing to the
west of the cemeteries and rej oining the existing highway at
several alternate points to the
north.
At the north end of town one
possible route followed the bluffs
all the way and one rejoined
the present highway in the vicinity of the Boy Scout camp,
Camp Hok-Si-La; 7
According to current plans the
golf course would be bypassed
either in front or behind. Current bypass plans are adaptable
to either side of the railroad
tracks. A third route would follow west of the tracks parallel
with the railroad right of way.
The engineer stated that it
has not been determined what
properties will be taken . However, he added that some will
be purchased at the south of
town.
According to Klobuchar, the
route between the' Lake City bypass and Red Wing is another
project. He added that any bypass considered would work with
the northerly route.
He predicted that the project
most likely would not get un-

Bells added to
CST campanile

Since 1824 when the cornerstone of the Chapel of Saint
Mary of the Angels was laid at the 'College of Saint Teresa,
its campanile tower has been without bells—despite tbe fact
that "campanile" means "bell tower." A campanile , historically, implies the presence of bells.
But this Christmas, bells will ring out for the first time
from the college campanile. The bells are the gift of the Rt
Rev. Msgr. Richard Speltz, St. Peter's Catholic Church, Caledonia, Minn., to the college. Msgr Speltz, long interested in
bells, recognized the worth and quality of these bells and
sought a suitable home for them.
The smaller bell, 100 years old, named St. Aloysius, was
executed by J. G. Stucksteed and Brothers of St. Louis, Mo.
Th& larger bell, unnamed, was struck in 1894, by Stucksteed
B.S. Co., also of St .Louis.
Bells, long associated with worship, are usually of two
types: swirigingvand struck. The bells in the campanile tower
are of the swinging type and according to experts are of
excellent tonal quality.
The bells were moved to the campus by Al Welsner and
were raised to the campanile by campus workmen last week.

der way until the late 1970s, depending upon action taken by
the legislature.
The Highway Department believes that a route should ba
established as soon as possible
so that needed land can be acquired within a period of two
or three years. Then when tha
city knows where the highway
will be constructed public and
private plans can b& implemented withou t fear of futur*
development.
When queried on what would
happen to the old road when a
highway is relocated , Klobuchar (explained that in towns of
5,000 population or more the
road is usually returned to the
city as a state aid road. In
communities having less than
5,000 population the old road
reverts to the county as a state
aid road.
The Minnesota Highway Department is required to make
comprehensive route studies,
according to state statutes.
Klobuchar said that between
Lake City and Wabasha there
are only two possible ways to
go-on top of the bluffs or along
the lake shore by the railroad
tracks.

Accident in
Goodview brings
traffic charge ^

An accident on 44th Ave.,
Goodview, at 7:25 p.m. Wednesday, resulted in a careless driving charge.
According to authorities, Lawrence Northam, 18, 618 Center
St., driving north on 44th Ave.,
looked back and bis 1966 car
veered to the right striking a
parke'd car belonging to Vernon
Seitz, 108 E. Wabasha St.
The Northam car receved approximately $500 damage to the
front, and the Seitz vehicle, a
1969 station wagon, $300 to tho
rear. ' . -' .
Darrell Loos, Goodview deputy marshal, investigating, charged Northam with careless driving causing an accident.
SANTA VISITS BLAIR
BLAIR, Wis. (Special) - Santa Claus played host to a largo
number of children at City Hall.'
After a short chat with each
of the children , Santa presented
them with several treats donated by local organizations, including the Blair Chamber of
Commerce, Lion's C.lub, American Legion, Blair volunteer fire
department. American Legion
Auxiliary members assisted
Santa in distributing the gifts.

A Rasmussen - type hearing
was held in Winona County District Court late Wednesday to
determine the admissibility of
certain evidence in the marijuana possession case of a local
youth.
Edward Z. Smoloch, 18, 871
E . Sanborn St., faces a possible
five-to-20-year sentence if con-"
victed of the felony charge.
He pleaded not guilty before
Judge Glenn E. Kelley Dec. 9.
Wednesday 's hearing was called to determine the legality
of evidence to be presented at
Smoloch's upcoming trial, and
to determine the legality of his
arrest.
Smoloch was originally arrested on an intoxication charge
at Ruth's Restaurant, 126 E.
3rd St., but the charge was
changed to possession of mariju ana after a quantity of what
was alleged to be marijuana
was found in his pocket.
Smoloch appeared with courtappointed defense attorney Stephen J. Delano.
Assistant County Attorney Julius E. Gernes called only three
witnesses Wednesday, all to
testify concerning Smoloch's appearance at the time of his
arrest In connection with th*»
legality of that arrest on the
original a l c o h o l intoxication
charge.
Essentially concurring testimony was heard from Winona
Poke Patrolmen Herbert Nchols and John Mallandcr, and
from Mrs. Kenneth Johnson,
4840 8th St., Goodview, a waitress at Ruth's.

Winners named
for Mondovi
lighting contest

MONDOVI , Wis, (Special) —
Winners in the annual community Christmas lighting contest
have been ahnounced.
They are: fi rst place, Harvey
Dehnlce, Mondovi Rt. 2, ond second place, Randall Morcy, 400
Parker Avenue. Two residences
received third place : the Gaylord Schultz residence, 072 Highlnnd Avenue, nnd Merlin Mikelson, 212 W. Mill St.
Best decorated street w a s
Parker Avenue , with Onk and
Highland receiving second place
mention.

TO RING OUT . . . For the first time in
the history of tho Chapel of Saint Mary of
tho Angels, College of Saint Teresa , the
campanile or bell tower has bells. Here tho
two bells are raised to tho campanile by tho

campus workmen after they were donated to
tho college by tho Rt. Rov. Msgr. Richard
Speltz, pastor, St. Peter's Catholic Church,
Caledonia, Minn.
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By EARL WILSON
NEW YORK - "Every
man is entitled to his favorite fcrand of insanity,"
Mark Twain said, and here
I go again with mine . . •'.
picking 1970's Broadway
Bests and Bests in Show
Business . . . a n d if you disagree, send in your own n<*
minees.
Comedy Smash : Flip Wilson .'. .New Male Sex Syriir
bol and Music Man: Burt
Bacharach (with a special
bow to lyricist Hal David
for the big song "Raindrops
Are Falling On My Head")
i .. All-of-a-Sudden-Headline
Comediennes: Tatie. Fields,
Joan Rivers, the fat and
the lean of Show Biz .
New Gal Stars: Singers
Karen Wyman, 18, and Julie Budd, 16, and this year's
Cinderella, Tricia O'Neil,
25, who came to NY without
stage experience and beat
out 250 other girls to win
Richard Rodgers' nod for a
top role in "2 x 2."
Biggest Personal Triumph : Danny Kaye in "2 s
2" even if he did use that
4-letter dirty word (but Katie Hepburn said it in "Coco," so if a woman says
it , that makes it O.K.,
right?)
Biggest Surprise: George
Sanders marrying his exwife Zsa Zsa Gabor's sister
Magda when everybody
thought he was going to
reniaTry Zsa Zsa. (Asked
when he got the idea, he
1
said "Twenty years ago ')
Star:
New Movie Glamour
Goldie Hawn (who didn't
need nudity to inake it)
Most controversial actress
and "character ": Sylvia
Miles of "Midnight Cowboy"
who posed nude with 8 nude
guys for a magazine.. ' .- ",.
Biggest shocker: Burlesque
girls on B'way wearing nothing, NOTHING, at all ,and
girls dancing same way in
cocktail lounges on Hollywood. Strip .
Comebacks : Muhammad
Ali & Mae West - and Dow
Jones . .. . .Best Personal
Appearance in Las Vegas :
Elvis Presley & Barbra
Streisand. Best Personal
Non-Appearance in Las Vegas: Howard Hughes .
Retirement We Saw No
Need for: Arthur Treachcr's
Authors: Shirley MacLaine, Erich Segal ("Love
Story ") Jake La Motta (and
Rosemary Wilson and Ruth
Pool).
Top Country
¦ Singer : Johnny Cash . .' .New Sexy Singer: Dick Jensen . . ". But
Engelbert Humperdinck was
probably the biggest attraction of females. At the Americana Royal Box, he was
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Television review

BURGER

S ounces of choice ground
beef , large slice of cheese,
crisp lettuce, sliced tomato
and special dressing on a
large toasted bun.

90'

Steak Shop
125 Main St.

DANCE
_to THE FERRARIS

and "Batman ," midseason replacements have lost their stepchild status.
Anthony Quayle, who will play
a retired Scotland Yard inspector involved with special criminal cases, hopes the American
public enjoys his 16 episodes of
"Strange Report." But, as far
as he is concerned, "That's all
there is; there isn't any more."
The actor Is starring In one of
Broadway's smash hits of the
season, "Sleuth." It has a long
run ahead and "there is the film
version coming up and all sorts
of things. No, I just couldn't go
back nOw to doing more television."
Quayle wound up his "Strange
Report" assignment almost two
years ago after an eight month
stint. Tho episodes were turned
out in a complicated business
deal that involved NBC, Norman Felton who was under contract to the network to develop
shows and Lew Grade, a British
TV tycoon.
Although NBC held off using
the series, it has been aired in
England and elsewhere. Quayle,
who has been in the theatre for
almost 40 years and was director for 12 years of the Memorial
Theatre at Stratford-on-Avon, is
a popular actor-director in England, best known for his Shakespearean roles.
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ENTERTAINMENT

Saturday Evening, 9 p.m. - 1 a.m.
Live Music By EDEN SET of La Crosse
OPEN

fHondy, Wednesday, Thursday 4 p.in. -l a.m. — Closed Christina* Day
Saturday and Sunday Noon-1 a.m. — Closad Tuosdays
SKI-DOO RENTALS AVAILABLE

„

- U/h» rn ih.
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II.OD-Whoro
h.
Honrt ls
Jeopardy
Bewltchec)
OlrlTalk
11:30 Search for
Tomprrow

A n Winona Dally Newt .
^« Winona,Minnesota

Highway 35 Between Cachrans and Alma
"Just 25 Minutes From Winona

II

»<30 Ho Said, Sh»
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lOiOO Family Affair J-4-8
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Ccniury
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niblo study
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I lovo Lucy
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» ° Lovo of Llfa
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Hollywood
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That Girl
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EauClalre-WEAU Ch. 13
La Cross^WKBT Ch 8
La crosso-WXOW Ch. I»
Programs subject to change
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World Apart
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11
11:55 News
Ho-lJ
12:00 News
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AIIMyChlldren
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2
"
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"'" World Turns
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1:00 Lovo Is A Many
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8-9-19
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BEWARE
It's an annual warning, but
can't bo said to often is the
feeling of city health departments.
DON'T USE POISONOUS
PLANTS FOR CHRISTMAS
DECORATIONS.
Tho Hat includes poinscttia ,
English holly (it's tho berries
that aro harmful ) , and mountain
laurel (sometimes used in making wreaths).
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By BEVERLY PETERSON
HONOLULU (AP ) - They
could have been two of the loneliest people in the world thjs
Christmas, but then ... someone remembered.
Emang Mathanyane and Israel Mosele came to Hawaii 18
months ago after answering an
advertisement in a newspaper
in their homeland, the African
republic of Botswana.
The ad said two four-year
government scholarships were
available in Hawaii for students
in math and engineering. The
government would pay transportation costs.
What the ad didn't say was
that living expenses weren't included in the scholarship.
Mathanyane and Mosele, both
21 then , arrived in Honolulu
12,500 miles from home, and
soon learned the bad news.
"We had been told that people
in Hawaii would take care of
us,' 'said Moselo, "but when we
arrived, no ono seemed to know
about that."
They lived with host families
for a while. Then, Mathanyane
took a part-time job and moved
Into the YMCA near the University of Hawaii. Moselo moved in
with a university family.
Several groups collected money for tho foreign students. But
this year, when the initial publicity subsides, financial problems loomed.
"The intentions wore good,
but I guess people just forgot
about them," said Cornelius
Downes, a state employe.
When tho matter was called to
tho attontion of Gov. John
Burns, Downes was appointed to
find sources to help tho stuW« Wlah Everyone a
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DAVE KIRAL
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Sun., Dec. 27

"COUNTRY C6NTS"
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¦ I D N I G HIP
EARL .' .' .
It's Greek Tragedy time
at 20th C-Fox, -with conjecture over whether Darryl
Zanuck'll lire his son Richard Zanuck, whether he'd
survive reorganization and
who'd replace them all (David Merrick?) .. . (Never
underestimate DFZ) . . .
Andy .Warhol's movie
"Trash" is being j| howh in
Hollywood by Cinema 5 to
get Oscar votes for Best
Supporting for "Holly Woodlawn" — who plays a gal
but is a guy . . . David
Frost flew his •'mum" oyer
from London for his White
House appearance; just recently she went to Buckingham Palace with him when
he got the O.B.E. . . .
Congressmanwoman - elect
Bella Abzug arrived at the
"Investigation Of, etc.*' premiere in a 1952 well-dented
Chevy.
When Princess Maria Beatrice arrived at Monique
Van Vooren's hot pad, Monique showed her a portrait
of her grampaw, the late
King Albert of Belgium,
which Monique had on the
wall cause she's a Belgian
. . . Laura Johnson was so
thrilled -with Gary Grant
snuggling up to her, reach*
ing into his pockets, etc. —
till she found he wanted to
show her his baby pictures.
Oscar hopeful Ali MacGraw and Bob Evans, iq
matching turtleneck sweaters, said at La Scala
they're looking forward to
the birth of their baby in
Feb. in CaUf., and that
afterward
she might retire
¦
. - .'¦:. ' The football Giants
changed] their victory party
to a consolation supper with
their families at Gallagher's
. . . Theatrical atty. Leon
Charney'll establish a drama chair at American U^
of Jerusalem . . . "Ryan 's
Daughter" director David
Lean is in line for knighthood.
Secret Stuff : A hot new
film star's seeing his analyst because he persists in
showing up in disguise at
every movie he sees .¦'- . .
Jackie Mason and Marilyn
Michaels joined Lon Ritchie
to celebrate completion of
his second album .. . Jackie Vernon will appear in
"Love, American Style"
. . . Art collector Vincent
Price, now filming "Dr.
Philbes," said, "The two
most important necessities
for an art collection are

Christmas saves
poor' students
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(•OO Religion
4-S-ll
»Jews
3-3-»-10-lM3-l»
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e-9
' . «¦ #. 7. ¦ •
A 1
4-4-8-17
•:3D Cartoons
college Film
10
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19
¦
o i l ?. In
..
I Believe
13,34 cartoons
4
Miracles
Wy Mother, rhe Car 5
"
Issues/Answers
4-9
JJ
.
.,«
u8:45
Oral »
Roberts
10 Pm .
10
f:0O Christmas Music
Bishop Sheen
11
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S-ll
H-» llOO
Day of Discovery 5
Family Hur
t
Johnny Ouest «-9-t»
Directions
»
,
:
hl
Th L fe
Echoe r0*" Calvary
'2
"
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.?J for
. Today
5 J
Faith
J
10
Cartoons
«-»-i»
Film
19
»:4S Wagon Train
10 1:15 Davey S Goliath
6
10:0O Camera Three
3-8 1:30 Western
6
Town Hall
S
Roller Derby
9
Cathedral ol To«ovlo
10
morrow
t _
Directions
19
Church Service
II IiOO Girl from '' .N.C.L.E
Gospel Jubilee
13
3
10:30 Face the Nation 3-B
Sunset Strip
9
Henry Wolf
s
Film
19
Discovery
9 Ji30 Alovle
e-ll
Sunday Report
11
Consumers' Report
Adventure
19
19
11:0O Oral Robert!
3 3:00 Pro Football 3-10-11
Face the Nation
4
Wost Deadly Game 9
Discovery
f
Mr. Roberts
19
This Is The Life
8 3:30 Film
l»
80, '
<:
00
Young
People
's
S.fc
. the
.i World
... ,^ '
Where
In
Coneort
J-4-8
10
Focal Point
t
Town Hall
11
Mov b
9
ald
Tr '
Dr n 1
II
'3
Ji Life
'" '
ii Mi This
5u Is
i .The
. !i"'
11.30
High School Chorus l»
Meet the Prosi B-IO 4:30 Bill Anderson
4
Almanac
4
Brady Bunch
19
film
< 1:00 Unbeat
4
e
B"13
Wagon Train
11
,
^"?.
McHale's Navy
9
Lot's Make A Deal 19
Quarterback Club 19 3:30 News
3-4- 8
11:43 Aviation
4
NowlywcdGame 19

"It was fun, rather, to dream
up the character of Adam
Strange," he said. "I believe he
comes out a sane, humorous,
Alma,Wis.
ironic man, resourceful and
thoroughly admirable even
SAT., DEC. 26
though constantly surrounded
by intrigue and mirder. "
If per chance tlie Friday
night series, which has its premiere Jan . 8, should strike the
audience's fancy, it may be
awkward. After 16 shows, it is
SATURDAY & SUNDAY,
hard if not impossible to recast
OEC. 26 & 27
a character in a title role.
KAY & LEON
Quayle, who has an American-born wife and three grown
ROSTVOLD
; children , is settling down in
NEW YEAR'S EVE PARTY j New York for a lengthy stay.
DEC. 31st
;
"Getting a play like 'Sleuth/
| a real hit , is what it is all
"WEEPING WILLOWS "
Country & Western
] about ," ho said. "You spend a
lifetime in the theatre and you
SATURDAY & SUNDAY
do a lot of things. But something
JAN. 2nd & 3rd
like this comes along, if you are
Dance to
lucky, a few times in a life. You
KAY & LEON
just don't walk away from it
when it happens, "
ROSTVOLD
WHAT IS CHRISTMAS?
AP's Hal Boyle says, "It Is
tho time of letting go of hidebound prejudices and having the
courage to be sentimental and
SUPPER CLU B
good. It Is the time when men
Located 3 Miles South
take down a cold unfeeling star
on Highway 26
; from tho sky and make lt a
Toward Brownsville
; warm and stirring beacon on a
i
tree. "
i.
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2:00 Challenge
5
Pro Foolball
38
7:00
Film
If:
2:10 Movio
Ml
7:30
Wis. Outdoors
19
1:00
3:00 Wagon Train
10
Sports Calvacade »
1:30
Manhunt
19
j: lo Something Else
I
1:00
KHIy Challenge
t-9-19
4:00 F Troop
5
1:30
Soccer
(-9-19
High School Highlights
11
10:00
Hourof Hope
11
4:30 Girl Irom U.N.CL.E
10:10
i
11:00
Wrestling 10
Adventure
11
11:30
Question MarK
U
4:45 Campus Comment 13
6:00 Theater
3
Outdoor Newsreel
- , 4-»
Pro Football HighAftornnnn
Htiernoon
|lghfJ
11
«:00 Cartoons
8-8
Porter Wagoner
U
Jf^c
'J.lfui HO.,«J »=» News ' 3-4-5-J-8-10-13
Pro
Foolball
TlmeTunnel
t
Casey
11
ooath
navi
Dea h vniiev
' Valley Day> „
11:15 Pro Football
4
11:30 Western
«-9 : . . . - - . . edd couple
»
°_ 'lAgriculture
19
c
1:00 Movie
11
evening
1:30 Movie
(-9
<:D0 News
3-4-5-19
Discovery
19
Westerna
»

SILVER MO0SI
PAVILION

1

'
r ' *

Mnminn
iviuriuiiy
Cartoons
3-4-3-«-S-!-10-13-ll
Adventure
ll
Sesame Street
2
Tree House Club 11
Uncle Marty 's
Party
11
Sesame Street
2
Jerry Lewis
1+u
Perspective
11
Harlem Globetrotters
1-4-1
Farm Forum
11
News Special J-1H3
Telkln
11
Madagimo
11
This Week In
Pro Football
11
The Monueei . . . ' 1-8 ' .
News
4
American Bandstand
6-9-19

British defective
series set for air

BIG TOM

' "
-

.
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By CYNTHIA LOWRY
NEW YORK (AP) — A British-made detective s e r i e s ,
"Strange Report,'' will step into
the NBC shoes v soon to be let
vacant by the canceled "Bracken's World." Since the success
of "Laugh-In," Glen. Campbell

K .

kissed by about SCO girls
and women in one week.
Asked if he wanted to try
for 301, be didn't have the
strength to answer.

L'COVE Bar
Minnesota City

\
\

dents.
This week, the funds came
through. The university pledged
$1,900 and two private Hawaii
foundations donated $2,500.
"It will he a good Christmas,"
said Mathanyane, who said he
spent the holiday alone in his
room last year.
Both have received invitations
to Christmas dinners.
"I was thinking," Mosele
said, "that I couldn't get farther
away from home, only nearer.
That was| the only good thought.
Now there are others."

Winona Daily News
THURSDAY. DECEMBER 24, 1970

SUBSCRIPTION RATES
Sinole Copy — lOe Dally, 25c Sunday
Delivered bv Carrier—Per Week 80 cents
26 weeks 3U.39
52 weeks $30.40
By mall etrlctly In advance* peper efot*
p«d on expiration datei '
In Fillmore. Houston, Olmsted, Wobasheartd Wlnon* counties In Mlnn»iot»i Bu^
folo, jack ion, Pepin, end Trempeelesu
ceunllei in Wliconaln, end lo military
personnel wllh military «ddrems In the
continental United States and overseas
with APO er PPO addreisee.
year
811.M t months
115.00

• mon,hl "°-73 'rrc"1't1' t9 'n

Elsewhere —
In sjnlfed States end Cansds
121.00
1 year
818.0Q ? months
115.00 3 months
f t.oo
A month*
Sunday News only, 1 yesr
810.00
Send change ot addren, notices, undelivered cop loi, subscription orders end other
mall llemi to Wtnone Pally N«w«. P.O
Box 70, Wlnonei, Minn, 8»»7.
Second class postsu* paid at Winona,
Minn.
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DANCE

TEAMSTFRS
\
SATURDAY NITE
at Hi*
\

TEAMSTERS CLUB
720B Cast Third St.
MinH>4r»

<
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IMAGE AWARD
NEW. YORK CAP) - Marvin
Van Peebles,' who. directed and
Columbia Pictures'
scored
"Watermelon Man," has been
na-med winner of the 1970 Image
Award for the best score °* a
motion picture. The Image
Awards are presented annually
by the National Association for
the Advancement of Colored
People in recognition of outstanding achievement in all
fields of entertainment.
"Watermelon Man," starring
Godfrey Cambridge and Estelle
Parsons, is a satire about a bigoted white suburbanite who
awakens one morning to discover he has turned black.

Music by
"Don Morgan &
HI» Orch*»tra"

Wfpbstcr

EARL'S PEARLS: A half
hour after the taxi strike
ended, a man at Jiffy Theatrical Copy Center reported he saw a driver "with an
off-duty sign. ("Then I knew
they were back at work.")
"It's odd," John Bruno
said, "the same movies wa
slept through in theaters
are keeping us awake on
TV.*' That's earl, brother.

MERRY CHRISTMAS
ALL THEATRES CLOSED THURSDAY, CHRISTMAS fV6

STARTS FRIDAY CHRISTMAS DAY
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One off-Broadway show bad
to delay its re^opej^ng,
Cye Mai-tln claimed. No ona
remembered where they put
the costume.
WISH I'D SAID THATt
Our necessities are becoming too luxurious and rm
luxuries too necessary. —
Arnold Glasow.
REMEMBERED QUOTEj
There is nptWng BO powerful as truth, and often nothing so strange. — Daniel ,

enough money and enough
wall space."
TODAY'S BEST LAUGH:

SATURDAY AT 1:15

"SNOW QUEEN"
ALL SEATS 35?! — 0
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Television highlights, movies
Highlights
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Tcday

PUP WILSON SHOW. Burl Ivesy Slim GaiUard and the
Sha-Na-Na rock group join in and in one skit Wilson deals with
two crazy booking agents, Ives and GaiUard, hoping to find
youngsters for his holiday show. 6:80. Chs. S-10-13.
(3HBISTMAS SPECIAL. A concert of Christmas songs by
the University of 8outh Carolina choir. 7:00/ Ch. 2.
JIM NABOBS. Opera star Marilyn Home drops in on the
holiday show which also has a Brothers-in-law sketch in
which anti'Christmas Harry dreams of being visited by
ghosts. 7;O0. Chs, 3-4-8.
IRONSIDE. "Alias Mr. Braithwaite." The regulars are
all trying to snare a confidence man who has bilked a lot of
trusting San Francisco women, including Mark's aunt, out
of their life savings. 7:30. Chs. 5-10-13.
BEWITCHED, "Sisters at Heart." An offbeat story conceived by 26 students at Thomas Jefferson High School in
Los Angeles. Little Tabitha's black friend, Lisa, comes- to
stay for a few days and a miracle occurs — both girls' skin
turn into black and white polka dots—and creates many complications. 7:30. Chs. 6-9-19.
BOOK BEAT. Mrs, Lyndon B. Johnson talks about ber
husband's Presidential accomplishments, bis despair over
Vietnam, and
his decision not to run for the Presidency. 7:30.
Ch.'2. '. - :
MAGIC OF CHRISTMAS, Don Murray celebrates Christ,
mas with Pat Boone, Jackie Vernon, Shari Lewis and her
puppets, the Free Design and the Little People. 7:30. Ch, 11.
COLLEGE CONCERT. A Christmas Eve concert with
the madrigal singers of Golden Valley, Minn-, Lutheran
Church. B-.30. Ch. 2.
SOUNDS OF CHRISTMAS. Holiday music performed by
soprano Leona Gordon, the Jimmy Joyce singers and the
Glendale (Calif.) Symphony Orchestra. 8:30. Ch. 11.
CHRISTMAS CONCERT. Philip Stein directs the University^Mifmesota Men's Glee Club. 9:W. Ck
DEAN MARTIN SHOW, A replay of the 1968 Christmas
Shpw with, Dennis Newbart, Dom DeLuise and Bob Newhart.
8:00. Chs. 5-10-13. .
, •
CHRISTMAS MUSIC. "Two Thousand Years Away. " A
program of original holiday carols. 10:15. Ch. 3.
CHRISTMAS MUSIC. Pete Seeger sings a number of traditional Christmas songs and also a medley of Spanish carols.
10:30. Chs. 3-8.
CHRISTMAS CONCERT. The Minneapolis Boys Choir
presents a program of Christmas music. 10:30. Cb. 5.
HEART OF CHRISTMAS. Skitch Henderson directs tha
NBC Orchestra in a program of holiday niusic. 10:30. Ch, 10.
CHRISTMAS SPECIAL. The New York All-High School
Choir sings Christmas carols and there's a Christmas message by the president of the New York Council of Churches.
10:30. Chs. 6-9-19.
PROTESTANT CHURCH SERVICE. "Peace Throughout
th« World" is the theme of this Manhattan Baptist Church
service telecast from the United Nations. 11:00. Chs. 3-4-8.
CATHOLIC CHURCH SERVICE. The traditional Christmas Eve Mass from New York's St. Patrick's Cathedral is
highlightedby a taped message from Terence Cardinal Cooke,
who is visiting GIs in Vietnam. 11:00. Chs. 5-1043. "
CHURCH SERVICE. A Mass at , the Roman Catholic
Church of the Epiphany, New York, is celebrated. 11:00.
Chs. 6-9-19.
CHRISTMAS SONGS. 12:0O , Ch. 4. (See 10:30. Chs. 3-8.)
' Friday 7
CHRISTMAS DAY SERVICE. Live from the National
Cathedral in Washington^ D.C., the Christmas Day service
with the Rt. Rev. William F. Creighton, Episcopal bishop
ot Washington, celebrating. 9:00. Chs. 5-10-13,
SPECIAL. "S. Hurok Presents.'' Two world-famous virtuosos, violinist David Olstrakh and pianist Sviatoclav Richter
play sonatas by two of the world's greatest composers, Beethoven and Brahms. 3:30. Chs. 3-4-8.
THE BRADY BUNCH. "The Voice of Christmas. Story
about the preparations for Christmas during which Mother
Brady loses her voice a couple of days before she's scheduled
to sing a solo with the Church Choir. 6:30; Chs. 6-9.

VOGUE ^,A
FRI. - SAT.

Julie and Rock In War 's
Funniest Encounter

"DARLING
UL"
Rock Hudson
Spy, Entertainer or

.lady In love?
With Our Fine
Stir Up Compl iments

RS%
1!K
MOST COMPLETE STOCK
IN THIS AREAI
Phone 452-4*970

CALLAHAN'S
LIQUOR STORE

Leonard J. Tschumpor
119 Main Street
Opan Friday lo 9 p.m.
Saturday to 10 p.m.
'

'

OPEN
BOWLING
Christmas

Movies

Today
"THE PASSWORD IS COURAGE," Dirke Bogarde. Humor tinges a suspenseful account of real-life prisoner of war
Charles Coward who wages a one-man battle oi wits against
the Nazis from i940 to 1945 as he escaped from one POW
camp after another (1962). 8:00. Chs. 3-4-8.
"GOLDEN GIRL," Matzi Gaynor. Story of Lotta Crabtree,
the famed Civil War entertainer (1951). 10:30. Ch. .11.
"SEND ME NO FLOWERS, " Doris Day. Farce involving a hypochondriac husband who thinks he's dying <1954).
11:30. Ch. 13.
.Friday

"LIFE WITH FATHER, William Powell. Potraifc of a
middle-class New York family seen in vignettes that capture
the charm, humor and gentle pathos of the 1800s (1947). 8:00.
7
Chs. 3-4-8.
THE ROAD TO HONG KONG, Bob Hope, Bing[ Crosby and
Dorothy Lamour. The trio gets together for a madcap chase
from India to a Tibetan lamasery to Hong Kong. (1961).
10:30. Ch. 9.
"BUNDLE OF JOY," Eddie Fisher. A girl is accused of
being the unwed mother of a baby she found on the steps of
a foundling home (1956). 10:30. Ch. 11.
"THE PAINTED HILLS," Paul Kelly. Lassie tries to
avenge the murder of her roaster who was killed during a
dispute over a gold mine (1951). 10:30. Ch. 19.
"TO KILL A MOCKINGBIRD , " Gregory Peck. Harper
Lee's Pulitzer Prize novel that couples a suhtle indictment of
racial prejudice in the deep South and the maturing of two
youngsters (1962). 12:00. <Jh. 13.
"PEGGY," Diana Lynn. Two sisters compete for the title
ef Rose Bowl queen (1950). 12:20. Cb. 4.
"DRESSED TO KILL," Basil Rathbone. Sherlock Holmes
is called when banknotes are stolen frona the Bank of England
(1946). 12:30. Ch. 11.
Saturday

Film producer
files libel suit
against Torme

LOS ANGELES (AP) - Judy
Garland's third husband, film
producer Sid Xuft, has filed a
$200,000 libel suit against Mel
Tonne, alleging the singer
made disparaging remarks
about him in a book.
Torrae's book, "The Oth*
Side of the Rainbow With Judy
Garland on the Dawn Patrol,"
was published last August. The
suit was filed Wednesday in Superior Court.
Luff was married to Miss
Garland 13 y<ears before their
1965 divorce. She dietf in 1969 at
'47.
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Ball invitations
late in arriving;
plans uncertain
ST. PAUL (AP)^Ahout half
of the guests invited to goverhor^elect Wendell Anderson's
inaugural ball failed to meet the
Decemher 22 deadline for responding. That's because they
didn't get their invitatiojjs.
The commttee i» charge of
arrangements for the event put
some 13,000 invitations in the
mail last week at St. Paul post
office.
Due to the volume of Christmas mail, the St. Paul post office sent some of the invitations
to suburban post offices for
processing.
'
Tuesday, the day replies were
due, about 7,000 invitations
were found still piled up in the
Forest Lake, Minnesota, post
office.
The inaugural committee then
extended the reply deadline to
December 2S.

By FRANK CAREY
WASHINGTON (AP- - Prest
dent Nixon's chief science ad<
visoi says the flagship of the administratioii's 1971 legislative
program will be reform of the
nation's health care system.
But no new major outlays of
federal money are envisioned,
adds Dr. Edward E. David Jr.
"The program of health initiatives," said David ia an interview Wednesday, "will be the
big Initiative for the administration in the coming year."
"j.t will fce extremely goodi"
said David, who has; Headed the
White House Office of Science
since Septemand ¦ Technology
¦
ber, ¦
The 4B year'Old former Bell
Laboratories acoustics and communications scientist—the first
top White House science advisor
to come directly from industry
—refused to outline specifics of
the Nison health plan. Put he
said in general, they would cover: ¦
—The need to make medical
services available to all Americans.
—New eEophasis on the '-prevention ojc disease"—including
accidents—as a method of reducing
; the need for health services. —Ideas on "new health-care
techniques and .. . reforniing
the health care (delivery) system." 77
"As to how these things can
be done is somethii)g on which
the President will have a great
deal to say," David said. He in
dicated the administration's
proposals -would be unveiled either in specific legislation, the
annual health message to Congress—or loth.

tucey satisfied
with budget meets

STEVENS POINT, Wis. (AP) r- Gov-elect Patrick J.
Lucey says his unique series of public hearings on state
budget problemsThas been so successful that he will undertake the same project two years from now during prepara.
tions of the next biennial budget.
Lucey takes office Jan. 4. He said the seven hearings
have not provided assurances that Wisconsin can avoid a
tax increase in the 1971-73 biennium.
But the series, which concluded Wednesday in Stevens
Point, dragged department spokesmen into the open to discuss mutual problems and reduced "bureaucratic jargon about
supposed needs," he said7
Lucey, former Democratic state chairman and a former
lieutenant governor under Republican Gov. Warren P.
Knowles, lias estimated there is a $500 million gap between
estimated tax revenue and agency budget requests totaling
$2.2 bilhon for the 1971-73 budget which the legislature begins considering in January.
Wisconsin governors traditionally review budget requests
In the Capitol at Madison. Lucey said he chose to go on
the road with his hearings to give taxpayers a closer look at
the budget-making process.

The science chief volunteered
nothing on what the President
might have to say on financing
—including, whether the administration will propose an additional federal role in health ii*
surance.
Bat at least one major administration official recently undercut any hopes that Nixon would
back a new compulsory health
financing plan.
Deputy Undersecretary of
Health Robert E. Patricelli said
it is the administration's "conclusion that universal, compulsory health insurance is not
needed at the present time if
proper use is mad© of alreadyavailable leverage in the (health
delivery) system.
During the interview, David
said Nixon will place the same
emphasis on the health program
as he did on his. still-pending
welfare reform proposal.
Known as the Family Assistance Plan, the measure faces
an uncertain fate in the 91st
Congress due to adjourn within
two weeks.
David said the health care
proposals have heen under
study for months and attributed
the delay to a number of
causes:
¦'¦ ¦•
The health and medical
care field is "people-oriented
. , . and you have to be careful
that the government . . . does
not interfere with the doctor-pa-

tient relationship."
• "Medical car* Is a very
personal thing, and, therefore,
when you. propose initiatives,
you have to be careful not to degrade the (health-care delivery)
system .., to a mechanistic
procedure . .. less suited to tho
medical needs of the people,"
But he added, "At the sama
time, you have to look for efficiency .. . you can't go in and
reorganize the way you would
with a business.''
The shmrt, youthful-looking,
David, who resemhles the Duk«
of Windsor, said his office is
playing a "much more activist
role" than any time during the?
eight years since it opened.
No more is it serving a purely
advisory role, he said.
On other subjects, David said:
9 Despite what he says ara
some "misleading" views to th©
contrary, "science and technology are high priority items'* in
the Nixoa administration's list
of priorities—"and I think that
the (fiscal 1972) budget will
show it, "
• The argument over applied
versus basic re&earch is academic.
Instead7 he says, there ought
to he distinction made between
"needs" research, tailored to a
specific need, and "open ended"
research—with the latter being
capable of producing "landmarks of new capabilities and
possibilities."
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War II a young OI couple make a home in an attic (1948>. public Jan. 28.
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spinster psychiatrist and her ardent patient (1965). 10:45. tho Transportation Department
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Thousandsof
people arrive
in Holy Land

THE PARTRIDGE FAMILY. "What! And Get Out of
Show Business?" How th? family began its singing career
when Widow Shirley Jones joins her five kids to form a
singing group that makes the big time with one hit record.
7:30. Chs. 6-9-19.
BRACKEN'S WORLD. "Miss Isabel Blue." Bracken is
once again seeking the services of an important but controversial star and putting up with endless problems to
keep her in his important film. g:0Q- Chs. 5-10-13.
THIS IS TOM JONES. Budolf Nureyev, one of the world's
greatest ballet dancers, and Merlp Park perform a pas de
deux from "The Nutcracker Suited 9:0O.. Cbs. 6-9-19.
Saturday
ANDY WILLIAMS SHOW. Scheduled guests include Ella
Fitzgerald, Lome Greene, the Grass Boots and Chubby
Checker. 6:30. Chs. 5-10-13.
MARY TYLER MOORE. A charming man courts Mary
who really likes him but can't ignore the fact he's a half a
head shorter than she. 8:30. Chs. 3-4.
'¦ ' . Sunday
CHRISTMAS MUSIC. "Tidings of Great Joy." Soprano
Veronica Tyler joins Alfredo Antonini and the CBS Orchestra
in a program of Christmas music. 9:00. Ch. 3-4-8.
FACE THE NATION. James Farmer, wno recently resigned from his post in the Department of Health, Education
and Welfare, will be interviewed by, newsmen, including
George Herman. 10:30 on Chs. 3-8 and 11:00 on Ch. 4.
ISSUES AND ANSWERS, The question of how much the
Nixon Administration has done for the blacks will be discussed by the Rev. Jesse Jackson of the Southern Christian
Leadership Conference and Rep. John Conyers Jr. (D-Mich ,).
12:30. Chs. 6-9.
WILD KINGDOM.- The annual roundup of the wild stallions and ponies on the Assateague, an island off the coast of
Virginia. 6:00. Chs. 10-13.
WALT DISNEY, An Indian legend about a wolverine inspired this animal adventure story. 6:30. Chs, 5-10-13.
ED SULLIVAN. Ed greets Bobbie Gentry, Peter Nero,
Spanish singer Raphael, the Friends of Distinction, country
music group Goose Creek Symphony and comics Steve Rossi
and SlappyJWhite. 7:00. Chs. 3-4-8.
FANFARE. "Hansel and Gretel," the fairy tale-opera is
sung in English. 9:00 . Ch. 2.

Nixon 's 1971 resolution:
reform health care plan
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Christmas
in tnose days a decree was Issued by tha
Emperor Augustus f or a general registration
throughout the Roman world. This was the f irst
registration of its kind; it took place when Quirinius was governor of Syria. For this purpose
everyone made his way to his own town; and so
Joseph went up to Judea f rom the town of Nazareth in Galilee, to be registered at the city of
David, called Bethlehem, because he was of the
house of David by descent; and with him went
AAary who ' was betrothed to him. She was pregnant, and while they were there the time came
f or her child to be born, and she gave birth to a
son, her iirst'born. She wrapped him round, and
laid him in a manger, because there was no room
f or them to lodge in a house.
Now in this same district there were shepherds out in the f ields, keeping watch through
the night over their f lock, when suddenly there
stood bef ore them an angel of the Lord, and
the splendour of the Lord shone round them,
they were terror-struck, but the angel said, Do
not , be af raid; I have good news f or you: there
is great joy coming to the whole people. Today
in the city of David, a deliverer has been born to
you—the Messiah, the Lord. And this is your sign:
you will f ind a baby lying all wrapped up, in a
manger. "All at once ihere was with the /angel
8 great company of the heavenly host, singing the
praises of God?
"Glory to God in the highest heaven,
And bn earth his peace f or men on whom
his f avour rests.''
Af ter the angels had lef t them and gone into
heaven the shepherds said to one another: "come
we must go straight to Bethlehem and see this
thing that has happened , which the Lord has
made known to. us." So they went with all speed
and f ound their way to Mary and Joseph; and
the baby was lying in the manger. When they
saw him, they recounted what they had been told
about this child; and all who heard were astonished at what the ''shepherds said.: But Mary
treasured up all these things and pondered over
them. Meanwhile the shepherds returned glorif ying and praising God f or what they had heard
and seen; it had all happened as they had been
- 7::: .. .'. ' . - -y - ' y
told.
. — New English Bible.
We three kings of Orient are,
Bearing gif ts we traverse af ar
Field and f ountain, moor and mountain,
Following yonder s t a r . , "
¦Both the text and tune of this song were written
by John H. Hopkins Jr. (1820-1891). He was bom
in Pittsburgh and wrote this carol in 1857 while serving as rector of. Christ Episcopal Church, Williamsport, Pennsylvania.
7 This is one of the few carols we know that tells
the story of the Wise Men. Although there is no
scriptural reference to it, history has always assumed
that there were three Wise Men because there were
:three kinds of gifts brought to the Christ-child. The
names of the Wise Men — Melchiox, Caspar and
Balthasar — are legendary. The gifts are symbolic:
gold stands for Christ's royalty ; .frankincense indicates His divinity; and myrrh refers prophetically
to His future suffering.
In some countries, it is still customary to exchange gifts on the twelfth night after the date we
celebrate as Jesus' birth date, because that is when
legend says the three kings finally arrived in Bethlehem and presented their gifts.
— From "Christmas Songs and Their Stories ,"
Herbert L. Wernecke , copyright by W. L. Jenkins,
Westminster Press.
¦
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It was in the first quarter of the fourth century A.D. that the date December 25th was established at Rome as the official time for the observance
bf the birth of Christ . . . . Christmas occurs between two great pagan festivals, the Saturnalia and
the feast of the Kalends. Through the centuries, this
festival of Christmas has naturally retained some
of the earmarks of each of these ancient celebrations.
The Saturnalia , extending from December 17th to
December 24th, was an age-old observance in tribute
to Saturn, the god of plenty or bounty . , . It was
a time of rejoicing, hilarity, feasting, and merrymaking. All work ceased, children were released from
customary discipline, ill will was forgotten , and even
wars ceased . . . In adapting some of the practices
f . .the early fathers of the new Christian church
captured the spirit of the festival, which was rebirth,
and transformed it to signify the coming of Christ. . .
In the beginning Christmas was.essentially a day
of spiritual observance. There were neither carols
nor bells, nor were there any gaily decorated trees
or elaborate spreads on the banquet table.

Buckley and Wicker on Connally

It is hard to take a fix on the
current mood on Vietnam. True, the
casualty figures are way down from
when Mr. Nixon took office; still,
70 deaths per week is a heavy emotional load on any country, even
if . we are not given to statistical
notices of it, as the population figures shoot exuberantly forward , at
one thousand times that rate.
And then we hear qualifiers of
considerable interest. One of them,
published in the New York Times
by an observer (not credited by the
New York Times, it is important
to note), is very dire, It is to the
effect that so demoralized are our
fighting troops in Vietnam, that no
unit commander can rely on any
of his subordinates' carrying out an
order to engage the enemy, say in
an ambush, or a raid. The story
is that in such situations, American
soldiers set out as if to perform
their duty, and then lie down in
the nearest arbor, light up a joint,
and report back in due course that
the mission was accomplished; or
perchance, that it was not accomplished, as it suits the mood of the
unit commander.
THE RUMOR is that it had better suit the unit commander so to
arrange events, because if he should
make the mistake of enforcing the
orders of his superiors, he might
be "fragged" by one of his own
men, the word meaning that a selected executioner, in the dead of
night, lifts the skirt of the offending
lieutenant's tent, and slides in a
hand grenade, neatly eliminating
said lieutenant, and any subsequent
temptation from his zealous colleagues to enforce their soldiers to
undertake physically • dangerous duties. .

Tasked Mr. Douglas Pike to comment on this charge: He is a vastly
respected scholar and expert on
Vietnam, briefly visiting in the
United States after a nine-year tour
of duty in Vietnam in behalf of the
United States Information Agency.
He took the question calmly, which
was reassuring. I do hot suggest
that he is insensitive to the magnitude of major events, merely that
he is altogether professional. Here
are the points Mr. Pike made, in
bur brief meeting before his return
to Asia:
1) When you talk about th» troops

of the United States actually fighting in Vietnam, you are nowadays
talking about relatively few people,
to wit about 10 percent of the halfmillion plus forces that were in Vietnam at the time Mr, Nixon took
office, which force he has reduced
by 200,000 men.
2) The overwhelming maj ority of
the weekly casualties are not technically speaking men who have
been killed on combat missions.
They have been killed by land
mines, or booby traps, or by terrorbombings. The battles in which
American troops engage the enemy
in regular-force engagement are so
few as to figure almost as tragic
re-enactments — bloody period
pieces.
3) The perspectives from which
one analyzes what is going- on in
Vietnam are greatly varied, depending on where, one is situated — not
merely geographically, but taking
into consideration a whole lot of oth-
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MOSCOW - The gentlest thing
that can be said about U.S.-Soviet
relations at the end of the year is
that they are not exactly bubbling
with the Christmas spirit. The official attitude here toward Washington is now hard and critical. It is
not hostile or menacing, but clearly
there has been a marked change
for the worse since the first of the
year.
The most obvious changes are
that .Leonid Brezhnev is now the
central figure in the regime, and
that Soviet officials are now openly
and uniform ly critical of President
Nixon's conduct of American foreign policy.
WESTERN DIPLOMATS in t h e

capital do not blame the criticism
of the President on the rise of Brezhnev, nor do they believe that Brezhnev Jias yet acquired the dominant
position held by Khrushchev in the
1360s, but they believe he has
emerged above Kosygin as the first
among equals, with strong support
horn the armed services, and that
he is taking a sharp nationalistic
line against the President.
The line of argument does not
vary, even in its nuances, in the
foreign , ministry, the scholarly institutions or -the official newspaper
offices. Its central theme, putting
the point mildly, is that Mr. Nixon
"is not a reliable man " but a politician who talks about wanting an
"era of negotiation " but whose actions in North Vietnam , Cambodia ,
the Middle East and Cuba make
serious negotiation very difficult.

It is, of course, quite "natural'*
in the Soviet mind that the USSR
should embark on a vast submarine
building program and expand i t s
maritime activities along the southern shore of the Mediterranean and
into the Indian Ocean, and nobody
here even grants that this should
or could be a source of anxiety in
the West.
Incidentally, in only one session
did officials differ in their estimate
of the decline in U.S.-Soviet relations. At the beginning of an official
luncheon, two officials remarked
that Washington and Moscow were
"back in the cold War " but were
put down by a higher official , who
said this was a wrong estimate. The
Soviet government, he insisted, «was
still looking for peaceful politi cal
settlements in the Middle East, at
the strategic arms talks in Helsinki
and elsewhere.
DESPITE THIS semantical disagreement, they all agreed on the
following points:
1. The President constantly confronted them with preconditions on
negotiations. He did not want to deal
with the subject at hand but was
asking them to demonstrate their
good faith by making concessions
on some other problem. This "Kissinger doctrine of linkage," they
said , was unacceptable.
2. Mr. Nixon seemed to believe in
"the diplomacy of surprise," as if
he were trying to demonstrate to the
Moscow government that he could act
boldly and suddenly. But these quick
moves into Cambodia and verbal
threats on American aircraft carriers in the Mediterranean only
convinced the Soviet- government
that it was hard to make agreements with such an "undependalile

*

There seems little reason to doubt that commercial exploitation has popularized the folk aspects of
Christmas, even though it has done so at the expense of its spiritual significance. Unfortunately, it
;has also promoted a widespread inclination to apipraise Christmas in materialistic, acquisitive terms.
If humanitarian and charitable acts at Christmas
are construed as a concrete manifestation of the
spirit of Christ , then business infl uences are less
lopen to the charge of secularizing the occasion. This
generosity is
!is said in theofbelief that Christmas
in
business firms nearly all Ameri^characteristic
can communities, even though the motivation for such
ibeneficence may not be rooted in Christian teachings.
Since such charity expresses values which arc congruent with those of Christianity, it indicates a degree of accord in the participation of church and
business in the annual festival. For this reason ,
though the Christmas activity of business groups
'generally tends to secularize tlie celebration , indirectly it also supports its traditional religious
'Values.

1
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W- Revised Standard Version

THEY CLEARLY don 't want war
with the United States and are prepared to talk about an accommodation on arms control and a political
settlement in the Middle East, but
they have nothing to say about the
coming, age, no wider vision of a
more unified world community .
They know all of the arguments
of the past. They can give you place
and date of every anti-communist
statement Mr. Nixon ever made, but
they dismiss his later suggestions
of compromise as tactical maneuvers for domestic political purposes.
In short , they seem to be comfortable with the divided world as
it is — convinced they can deal
with dissent at home and that maybe we can 't, convinced that they can
deal with their allies, and that maybe we can 't deal with ours. No doubt
they want "peace on earth ," but
the Christmas ideal of "goodwill
among men " seems here something
beyond reality and certainly beyond
serious negotiation.
New York Times News Service

Our permissive times: It's getting
so that abstinence between consenting adults is illegal ! — Topeka Capital.
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', '¦ And the word became f lesh and dwelt
¦among us, f ull of grace and truth; we have beheld
iW/j glo ry, glory as the only Son f rom the Father.
{ And f rom his f ulness have we all teceived, grace
•upon grace.

man." .
3. Finally, since September, the
President seemed to be leading an
anti-Soviet propaganda campaign by
blaming Moscow for building a submarine base in Cuba, which they
said they were not doing, and for
breaking an agreement . about the
missiles in Egypt, to which they
were not a party.
This , then, is the official Soviet
thesis, and the. fact that it is being
put forward with such passion has
to be recognized , even if you Teject
it as invalid, for the Soviet government is now drafting its new fiveyear plan after a year of delay and
some suggestions of uncertainty,
and it seems to be doing so on the
basis of the above assumptions.
It is hard to tell whether Soviet
officials are genuinely concerned
about Mr. Nixon 's "sudden diplomacy " or whether they are using
the "linkage" argument and what
they call "the President's unpredictability " as an excuse for keeping
"th e American bogey" now that
their relations with China and West
•Germany are better.

Verboten

— "The American Christmas ", James H. Darnelt , copyright the MacMilla n Company
i'

ON THE OTHER HAND, there is

Mr. Pike who reports that since the
death of Ho Chi Minh, a 9-man collective leadership is divided between
those who want to wage political
war; over the long haul (the largest
force, at the moment) and (the second largest force), those who want
to resume direct military action.
.7 The situation is volatile, and -as Mr. Pike dryly puts it — "we
will" know the results from reading
the obituary notices in Hanoi." Said
notices will most probably result
from energetic action taken by the
winners against the losers; but, if
they delay too long, the Grim Reaper will lend a hand, inasmuch as
the average age of the ruling council is 63; and, as Ho Chi Minh put
it, after he died, he would "leave
no sons, only grandsons." T h e
grandsons are eager to enter into
the councils of power, and w h o
knows, they too, presumably, are
capable of "fragging, " as an alternative to settling down to transforming the action in Vietnam into
a wholly political, as distinguished
from an encounter which is one part
political and one part military,
which is what it now . is, at great
cost to young Americans.
And to young North Vietnamese.
Yf ashingtoh Star Syndicate

Reston on USSR

" — Christmas the World Over ," copyright Dan.
iel J. Foley, Chilton Books
*

er contexts. For instance, there is
the "forward slope" mentality of the
front-liner, whether the soldier up
against the enemy at the firing line,
or the general at Saigon whose reflexes directly bear on the tidal ebhs
and swells of the enemy's activity.
There are the Sad Americans who,
surveying the military disappointments of the past, make the gloomiest prognoses.

Tho Associated Press is entitled
oxcluslvcly to tho use for republication of all the local news printed in
this newspaper as woll ns all A.P.
news dispatches .
T HAVF A OWE AT IDEA . Hi? W HAPPY OAWSTMA5TOAU AWtO AU A GOODNfcrtTT

An Independent Newspaper —
Established 1855

WASHINGTON - While John B.
Connally Jr. of Texas was considering President Nixoft's offer to make
him Secretary of the Treasury, he
did not — as popularly supposed
— consult former President Lyndon
B. Johnson. Knowledgeable associates report that Mr. Connally only
informed Mr. Johnson after he had
decided to accept.
That is a measure of the independence and political strength John
Connally brings to the Nixon Cabinet — qualities that in the judgment
of most who know him, including
opponents, will make him in short
order one of the most powerful men
in the Cabinet. Except for Attorney
General Mitchell's personal relationship with the President, it would
be "His most powerful."
•
THERE ARE A number of reasons for this, the first of which is
that even Mr. Connally's bitter enemies, who consider him a reactionary on social questions, concede his
political and executive ability. He
will bring these qualities to the Cabinet to an extent that few, if any,
other officials can match. Chairman
Arthur Burns of the Federal Reserve, for example, or George Shultz
of OMB, aire likely to find out that
what the new secretary lacks in economic expertise he will make up
in persuasiveness, force and knowledge of the way things can be made
to work politically.
Moreover, even after two years
in office, the administration boasts
few officials with the connections
and experience Mr. Connally has in
dealing With Congress and with politicians of all varieties; And as the
"house Democrat," on whom Mr.
Nixon obviously pins large hopes,
Mr. Connally is in good field position inside the administration; the
ubiquitous Nixon White House staff
will not be able to dominate a man
with such direct leverage on Mr.
Nixon himself.
In these circumstances, Mr. Connally's economic views become highly important. One interesting indication is that his close friend , Lloyd
Bentsen, in his victorious Texas senatorial campaign, frequently advo^
cated "jawboning" or presidential
persuasion, and voluntary wageprice guidelines, as anti-inflation
weapons. This almost certainly reflected Mr. Connally's political advice, maybe the same kind he is going to be giving Mr. Nixon.
ALL THIS IS THE true importance of the Connally appointment,
the most interesting in years. As
a tough operator inside the government, the new secretary is likely
to push the Nixon administratidn
into something like the policies most
Democrats have been advocating.
That, plus his own party affiliation ,
will sharply lessen the Democrats'

ability to lambaste an economic policy made suddenly and ironically
''bipartisan."
„
There are other important political vibrations emanating from this
spectacular appointment.
If he becomes, as expected, a powerful figure in the administration,
it would be another body blow to
a "Southern -Republican party al^
ready reeling from the last election,
As a Texan, he would tend to reduce the importance of Southern Republican advisers to tha President
— and might thereby improve Mr.
Nixon's personal prospects for 1972
in a South far more nearly attuned
to John Connally than to S t r o m
Thurmond.
The importance of the 25 Texas
electoral votes is, of course, great;
but Mr. Connally's ability to carry
them for Mr , Nixon may not b«
quite the point. Any liberal Democrat that he might oppose would
not necessarily be a strong candidate in Texas anyway, and some
of Mr. Connally's associates bellewj
he sees a high place in a Republican administration as a respectable shelter against having publicly to oppose such a Democrat —
say, Edmund Muskie or Edward
Kennedy — and thus read himself
out of his party.
IRONICALLY , HIS appointment
may improve the chances of such
a Democrat's being nominated. Mr.
Connally's is the strongest voice and
he is the most adroit operator in
the conservative wing of the party;
without him, it is likely to be in
disarray at the next national convention On the other hand — as
one keeps having to say of this appointment — the possibility that he
might break altogether with t h e
Democrats and campaigR openly
against them in Texas and elsewhere could act as something of
a brake on the party's liberal wing.
As for the vice presidency in
1972, that seems a lot less likely
than some observers think — although Mr. Agnew lately is speaking and acting very much like a
man in fear of his political life.
In fact, however, Richard Nixon and
John Connally are highly partisan
figures , between whom common
cause is likely to be made only to
a point. Mr. Connally is surely playing more for personal power and
influence and for political objectives
of his own than for the obscurity
of an office that his old friend Lyndon Johnson so despised.
Mr.TNixon might conceivably offer
Mr. Connally a place on the ticket
if he thought nothing else could
bring his re-election. Short of that,
a "bipartisan" nomination is highly
unlikely ; and if Mr. Nixon should
want a Texan to run with him, he
just happens to have placed one of
his favorites, Republican George
Bush, in exactly the glamorous spot
from which he chose his first running mate in 1960.
New York Times News Service

Sulzberger on USSR
LONDON — Soviet policy is "using the Chinese threat" of aggression as a diplomatic trump "not in
order to buy a rapprochement with
the West at the 'cost of concessions,'
but to convince the West that they
(the Russians) deserve concessions
by virtue of their special position.
"Arguments of the type 'we are
defending the whole civilized world
by standing firm on our Eastern
frontier; you ought therefore to
show understanding toward us, especially in Europe,' were often
heard from semi - official Soviet
sources in 1969."
THIS CONCLUSION is part of a

thoughtful analysis of the triangular U.S.-Soviet-Chinese relationship
made public by the Atlantic Institute, an international research group
headed by retired U.S. Ambassador
John Tuthill. The analysis was prepared by Michel Tatu , a highly regarded French analyst of communist affairs .
Tatu believes Moscow is using
Peking to extract concessions from
the West. He finds the existence of
a strong China , not yet rated as
a superpower, "has paradoxical influence" on tlie SALT arms limitation talks between Soviet and American negotiators.
"The Russians and Americans
must choose: Either they want to
maintain ,their quasi-monopoly at all
costs and keep the Chinese at a
distance, and for this purpose they
must keep up the arms race; or
else they can come to an understanding which will limit their defense costs and risk vis-a-vis each
other, shutting their eyes to the Chinese factor ; but then they must be
prepared to see China play an increasing part in the strategic equation and one day upset their calculations. "
TATU BELIEVES tho curious triangle of mutually suspicious powers
tends to prevent major conflict but
does nothing to encourage detente.
In other words lt produces neither
war nor peace.
Tatu draws comparisons between
Russian views of America and
China, pointing out that the USSR

RTT^^^^SI
and the U.S.A. have no geographically conflicting interests and have
never fought each other, while the
Russians and Chinese share the
world's longest border and have often been in conflict.
However, Moscow favors SovietAmerican tension as "necessary to
the survival of the Soviet regime
in its present form." Tatu sees a
"siege mentality " useful to justify
Soviet censorship, persecution ol
nonconformists and travel restrictions.
AS TATU SEES IT, Moscow Is

not going to cease pursuing Soviet
interests in the West because of
China, On the contrary, careful
analysis "throws a great deal of
doubt on the theory which is still
widespread that Moscow 's 'overtures' to the West reflect a desire
to 'safeguard its rear ' on account
of the threat from China.
"It would be more to the point
to suggest that the Russian leaders)
decided at the emd of 1969 to 'safeguard their rear ' in the East by
reducing tension with China so as
to pursue a more active' policy in
the West."
New Yorfc Times News Service
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Antipollution
Blame coup le of scientific gremlins system will
require permit

Find government bans confusing?

Where are peoples
representatives?
The joh of a U.S. senator is to represent and work for
the interests and well-being of the citizens of the state he
or she represents—as well as the nation at large,
A few mouthy senators are not fulfilling the obligations
of their office , thus leaving Congress in a mess at the close
of this session for purely personal and/or political reasons.
TOO MANY new left senators are trying to convince voters that they are God-chosen 1972 presidential candidates.
We can reasonably expect them to do nothing for us. Why
should they receive our hard-earned tax dollars?
Sure, we have HHH who told the farmers his "heart
bled for them" and that when he got on the powerful Agriculture Committee they could expect his help. However,
long ago, he sold himself to labor and recently indicated he
will focus his energies on city and health problems. Labor
can, therefore, reasonably be expected to be repaid for their
backing. Therefore, no help can be expected from hint—except tax and spend .
Nothing can be expected from lame duck non-voter and
proverbial tax-paid junketer Eugene McCarthy.
Congenial Mondale, working for votes from any and all
angles, can be expected to take no positive stand on anything critical or controversial.
Ultra-liberals and new leftists Fujbright, Kennedy, McGovern, Muskie, Nelson, Proxmire et al—no help expected
from them on problems of crime, abolition of communistic
and/or¦ ¦ criminally-oriented groups or right to work legislation. ' ' . ' •
Labor-management which includes all employes and employers in every work area have problems still unresolved.
UNREALISTIC demands of those groups which are allowed to stop rail service, transportation facilities, mail and
postal distribution and to close our schools are intolerable.
Only compulsory arbitration (if they have the guts to
ask for and demand it) seems to be the- only answer to> senseless labor tactics and strikes which are crippling and destroying bur economy.
It is Uio duty and obligation of Congress to protect us
from the above abuses—let our senators get on with their
job arid foregopolitical aspirations until 1972.
THOMAS RICHARDS

Mountain climber:
felt like glorified
flagpole sitter

By G. C. THELEN Jr.
WASHINGTON (AP) — If
SACRAMENTO, Calif. (AP) you're confused when the gov— Warren Harding, conqueror ernment bans a product as unof Yosemite Park's 3,000-foSf- safe and then says, in practicalhigh El Capitan Rock Spire in a ly the same breath, go ahead
grueling 27-day effort, says the and use what you have on hand,
news coverage made him and blame a couple of scientific
his partner feel like "a glorified gremlins called the "fudge factor" and ''immediacy of risk.":
team of flagpole sitters."
Delayed by bad weather, The "fudge factor " explains
Harding, 46y and Dean Caldwell, why the government said last
27, reached the top of the monol- week that one can of tuna in
ith Nov. 18 and were* greeted by five contains too much mercury
more than 50 newsmen, who had poison and must be recalled—
but not to worry. It was again at
walked up an easy route,
"Surprise would be a tremen- work Wednesday, when :the
dous understatement," Harding Food and Drug Administration
— no relation to the late presi- announced that 89 per cent of
dent — told the Sacramento swordfish samples tested contained mercury in excess of fedPress Club Wednesday.

House coalition
hopes to own post
of majo rity boss

WASHINGTON (AP) — A
coalition of moderate, liberal and younger House Democrats is within striking disstance of electing one of its
own to the key post of majority leader in the n e x t
Congress.
Quietly and out of public
vidw, supporters of two candidates carrying the liberal
banner, Reps. Morris K.
Udall of Arizona and James
O'Hara of Michigan, a r e
working to insure they unite
behind one of them after
early balloting narrows the
field.
Although the negotiations
are delicate and could blow
up at any stage, leaders of
the coalition feel the prizeSophia, husband Rivers continues
is within their grasp. If they
to improve
win, it will be the first time.
top $1 million
BIRMINGHAM, Ala. (AP) - The liberal bloc has never
had a man in a key lead¦in rlO . 'earnings
Rep. L. Mendel Rivers, D-S.C, ership
position,
while remaining seriously ill,
"
There
are five announced
(AP)
ROME
— The city says
continues to demonstrate im- candidates for the job of
actress Sophia Loren and her
A University Hos- majority leader, which will
producer , husband Carlo Pond provement,"
bd vacated when Carl Albert
pital spokesman says.
made more than $1 million be- The 65-year-old chairman of of Oklahoma, moves up to
tween them in 1970. But not one the House Armed Services Com- replace retiring Speaker
lira may wind up in municipal mittee was recovering well John W. McCormack. Albert
tax coffers .
from open heart surgery two is unopposed.
At the moment, Reps.
City records showed that Miss weeks ago until Hs heart
Loren made $560,000 and her stopped briefly Sunday and re- Hale Boggs of Louisiana, the
No. 3 man in the leadership
husband $456,000 this year. Her suscitation was required.
as party whip, and Udall
tax for Rome alone would
are regarded as the front
amount to $80,000, but thd couple claim they are residents of Alessandro Torbnla, who has runners, hut neither has the
Switzerland and should be ex- massive rdai estate holdings 128 votes needed if all 255
and was credited with a take of Democrats vote in n e x t
cluded from the city levy.
Highest reported income for $600,000. The city said he should month's caucus.
Reps. O'Hara, B.F. Sisk
an individual was that of Prince pay tax "of $86,000.

of California and Wayne L,
Hayes of Ohio are the others
officially in the race. Either Edward P. Boland or
Thomas P. O'Neill Jr. of
Massachusetts is a likely
last minute entrant .
Udall and O'Hara are the
candidates of the members
who regard themselves as
national Democrats. Boggs'
major strength is in t h e
South, but he has a fair
amount of support among
older northerners loyal to
the House establishment.
Sisk's appeal is mainly tor
Southerners and conservatives. Hayes has only a
6mall personal following
and is not regarded by the
othdr four as a major candidate.
Under ground r u 1e s
agreed to by the candidates
Tuesday, nomination will be
closed before the first ballot Is taken, the vote will be
by secret ballot, and the
winner will need a majority
of all votes cast.
Starting with the third
ballot, the low man will be
dropped each time if no one
has a majority and another
ballot is needed.
It is on the basis of the
last step that the liberalmoderate coalition of proceeding. It is trying to make
sure either Udall or O'Hara
make it to the final round
and that all their supporters then rally behind the
survivor.

eral limits, and that frozen Pood and Drug Administration where septic ¦ tanks seep into
swordfish from tainted lots is has set a tolerance level of 0.5 wells.
being recalled from the market; parts in every one million parts The NTA ban was therefore a
of food.
As in the case of the tuna, the FDA officials admit the 0.5 precautionary step in anticipaFDA said "there is no cause for figure is arbitrary. It is approxi- tion of the day when billions of ¦WASHINGTON (AP) —Presialarm as to, an immediate mately one-tenth the smallest pounds of NTA were to he used dent Nixcn has established a
system requiring industries to
health hazard as a result of the dose of mercury, that caused each year.
obtain federal permits for all
swordfish findings."
harm in Japan when tainted fish
"Immediacy of risk" is the were eaten. Sweden, hy con- In short, officials said, the discharges in navigable! waterkey to understanding why the trast, has established a 1.0 toler- NTA risk was not immediate, so ways of the United States.
The plan gives Nixon's new
chemical NTA was banned in ance.
existing stocks could be sold Environmental
Protection Agenwashday detergents but not
and used. But the future risk is cy (EPA) the power
to regulate
immediately yanked off market In short, the scientists said real, so the chemical must be industrial
discharge
in
virtually
mercury
they
believed
the
0.5
shelves, y
every body of water in the* counr
guideline is a sufficient safe- banned.
The "fudge factor" is the lee- guard because it is well below
try.
way scientists give themselves the known poison level.
EPA Administrator William
when they are unsure of the The "fudge factor" here is 10. White Farm will
D. Ruckleshaus said the "effluent guidelines" will be ready
amount at which a poison stops Or as FDA Commissioner
for 22 basic industries by next
being harmful.
Charles C. Edwards put it: restructure as
June. The plants involved will
In the case of mercury, the "The guideline offers a substan
then have to submit applications
tial margin for safety " and even 4 separa te firms
within thd guidelines to tha
the "mercury tainted tuna can be
import Russell
eaten without harm.
HOPKINS, Minn. (AP)-White Army Corps of Engineers.
The second gremlin, "imme- Farm Equipment Co. has an- Guidelines for other industries
will be worked out later, Ruckhas 'turned corner ' diacy of risk," explains the gov- nounced plans for,restructuring leshaus
said.
ernment's insistence that NTA as four separate . operating
The permit plan Is the first
against infection come out of detergents—hut not firms with headquarters at federal
action to control polluthat the detergents come off the their manufacturing plants.
tion by direct control of indusWASHINGTON (AP) — Sen. shelves immediately.
William Coleman,
has trial plant discharges. But
Richard B. Russell, D-Ga., may High doses of NTA, devel- been -vice president of who
engineer- present efforts against pollution
have turned the corner in his oped as a substitute cleansing ing for White Farm, will become
fight against a respiratory in- agent for the pollutant phos- president of Minneapolis-Mo- —those which are based on the
quality of the water—will confection, an aide says.
phate, caused birth defects and line, Inc., at Hopkins.
tinue.
"The doctors are far more en- stillborn offspring in rats and Robert Cumming, who has
couraged today than they were mice when administered with been "White Farm president, will "Industries will know exactly
they have to do to be in
last week/' the aide told news- two metallic pollutants, cad- become president of Oliver what
compliance," under the new
men Wednesday. "They say mium and mercury.
Corp. at Charles City, Iowa.
he's showing .definite signs of The risk for pregnant women The other two divisions under guidelines, the administrator
said.
improving.':'
would be obvious, federal health the new structure will be South
Russell, 73, has been under officials said, if large amounts Bend Implements, formerly an MAN NEGLECTED
treatment at the Walter Reed of NTA began to appear in Oliver plant, at South Bend, NEW DELHI (AP) - Thd
Army Medical Center for two drinking water.
Ind., and Cockshutt Farm Equip- Anthropological Survey of India ,
in a report to mark its silver juweeks. His recovery was com- But the small amounts of NTA ment Ltd., Brantford , Ont.
plicated by the lung ailment em- now used in detergents make White Farm Equipment Co. bilee celebrations, says that the
physema from which he las suf- immediate danger unlikely ex- is a subsidiary of "White Motor most neglected animal in India
cept in certain rural areas Corp., Cleveland,. Ohio.
is man.
fered for years .
n'" -
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Daily News Women's Editor
On the eve of another joyous and blessed Christmas,
we in the women 's department at Winona Daily & Sunday
News take this opportunity to wish each of our readers a
very MERRY CHRISTMAS and a HAPPY NEW YEAR.
As we look back on the women's world in 1970, we find
that it has been filled with something of
everything for almost everybody. The 128
organizations that we write for were going
at full speed, some doing more than others,
but, nevertheless, they all count.
We estimate that in 1970 we have published more than 500 weddings and approximately 600 engagements for your reading
pleasure. Social highlights of the year included the annual President's Ball at Winona State College, the Birthday Ball and
the Teresan Holiday Dinner Dance. Women
in golf were rem embered with trophies and
plaques of recognition. Flower shows were
many and often throughout the spring and summer.
The gals in TOPS are still losing weight and I'm sur e
they 'll continue in 1971. Cultural activities in the city and
surrounding area made a sizeable contribution including
93rd BIRTHDAY . ? .Mrs. Louise Limekoul, a resident
everything
from the dramatic productions of the Winona
of the Elgin Nursing Home, is 93 years old today. She is
Theatre to the latest in ballet. The colleges
Community
pictured stringing beads , one of favorite pastimes. Formerdone their part , too. Their outstanding stuhave
certainly
ly of Plainview, Mrs. Limekoul is in fair health and enjoys
dents proved to Winonans that the good old college try is riot
keeping busy. She was "born in "Winona County and attended
dead. They're very much alive, given time and patience like
the Plainview Schools. Her husband died in 1963. The couple
we all ask for .
had ho children. (Mrs. "Walter Schumacher photo)
Abby and Jeane Dixon have been with us this past
¦ year and we predict that they will be better that* ever In
¦
!" 1971. "
Again we say, have a wonderful Christmas and a prosperous New Year .

Freeze some of those
Ghristmas food gifts
Many of those gifts oi food
you receive at.a time when your
larder is already overstocked
can be frozen successfully for
use later when you'll appreciate
them more.
If you suspect that a package
you receive in the mail is a
gift of food, open it immediately and decide then Whether
the food should he refrigerated ,
frozen , stored in some other
way or eaten' immediately. E.
A. Zottola, extension bacteriologist at the University of Minnesota, warns that the package
might contain sausage, other
meat or poultry which wiil spoil
if it is left at room temperature under the Christmas tree
for several days.
Smoked turkey, smoked and
processed meats like sausage,
hams and smoked fish «an be
kept for as long as a week or
two in the refrigerator — but
they should be refrigerated as
soon as you receive them. If you
cannot use them within a.short
period¦, freezing will preserve
them
Mrs. Shirley Mrnison, food
scientist at the University of
Minnesota, gives these tips on
freezing various gifts of food
you may receive:
• Hams, sausage, smoked
turkey, smoked fish. It Is best
to use some of the sausages by
the end of two months, since
quality begins to deteriorate after that time, although they are
perfectly safe to eat. Smoked
fish and smoked turkey will
keep in the freezer longer than
ham without losing quality. Be
sure to wrap the meats and
fish in a good freezer wrap
such as a saran type or freezer
foil to keep out the oxygen that
hastens rancidity. Plastic bags
do not provide sufficient protection. It's best not to> freeze
canned hams, since freezing
may cause the seam of the
container to break. Canned
h8ms, 3 pounds or larger, will
keep in the refrigerator almost
indefinitely.
• Cheese. Freezing will preserve cheese for six months or
longer, although the texture may
change somewhat after freezing. For freezing, cut the cheese
into half-pound pieces c*r smaller and wrap in aluminum freezer foil or saran-type wrap, pressing the wrap tightly against
the cheese to eliminate air
pockets. Small cheeses may be
left in their original packages,
but overwrap them. When freezing a salty cheese like blue or
Nuworld, use another wrap between the cheese and the foil
or the salt may cat through the
foil .
Take the frozen cheese out
of the freezer well in advance

Dear Abby:

of using it so it can th aw In
its wrapper in the refrigerator.
Once it is thawed, let it stand
at room temperature an hour
before serving.
• Nuts. Keep in a tin can or
in glass jars. Avoid leaving
head space in a metal can or
glass jar. If there is space left,
fill , with crushed saran - type
Wrap or waxed paper." Salted
nuts will keep in the freezer
about 6 months, unsalted nuts
from 9 to 12 months.
• Candy, Almost all homemade or commercial candies
keep fresh for a year or longer when fr ozen and kept at OF.
Spun candy chips, chocolatecovered nuts and candy with
hard centers may crack or
split. Overwrap boxes with a
good moisture-proof freezer
wrap to prevent damage , from
moisture condensation when the
candy thaws. "When you take
the candy out of the freezer,
don't remove the wrap until the
candy has warmed to room
temperature — from 4 to. 8
hours — so the chocolate will
not turn white.
• Fancy breads, rolls, cookies. Slip into a polyethylene bag
for freezing or re-wrap in aluminum, foil or saran-type wrap.
If breads or cookies are f rosted ,, the frosting will probably
dry out in freezing.
.
• Fruit cake. When tightly
wrapped or kept in a tin cam
and frozen, fruit cake will keep
indefinitely. It will also keep
well in the refrigerator.

'Q$m mmm ^
tr CECILY BKOWNSTONE
At> food Editor .

By CECILY BROWNSTONE
AP Food Editor
COMPANY DINNER
Baked Chicken Breasts
in
Mushroom Sauce
Rice
Green Peas
Salad Bowl
Hot Biscuits
Emma Law 's Peach Compote
EMMA LAW'S PEACH
COMPOTE
The liqueur in this recipe
should give the compote a faintly pink color.
2 packages (each 12 ounces)
frozen peach slices in syrup
" %'to 2-3rd cup dry white wine
Vi to l-3rd cup sweet cherry liqucr
Thaw the peaches ; if they
havo a good deal of syrup you
may want to drain off some ef
it. Stir in the wine nnd liqueur ;
cover and refrigerate for 4 to 6
hours. Makes 6 servings.

bon sees reason
for dad's xemarriage

By ABIGAIL VAN BUREN
DEAR ABBY : Three years ago my father divorced my
mother to marry a woman he had been seeing for two years.
This is a small town, so everybody knew about it. My brother
and I (then in high school) , my mother, and even my father
and the other woman suffered from the talk.
Now, three years later, I am older and (I hope) wiser,
and I now look back on the ordeal as a valuable, if painful,
learning experience. My Drotner ana i nave
spent a lot of time with my father and
his wife, and although we were prepared to
hate her, we cannot hate a woman who has
made our father so happy. I can't recall that
mother ever made dad smile or laugh. She
picked at him, and belittled him constantly.
He could never do anything to please her .
Dad's present wife treats him with such
kindness and love, he has never known
such happiness.
I love my mother, and do not condone
what my father did to her, but now I underAbby
stand why he did it.
LEARNED A LESSON
DEAR LEARNED: I hope you remember that valuable "learning experience " and apply it to your own
marriage one day.
DEAR ABBY: Is it possible for a woman to love and
despise her husband at the same time?
I am married to a good and faithful man whom I love
with all my heart , but every time he gets with other people
he thinks he has to be the center of things, so he entertains
the folks with dirty jokes. He doesn 't care if there are young
people or ladies present , he goes right ahead and uses
shocking language to amuse the crowd. His code is, "Anything for a laugh."
I am afraid that one of these days some decent man
will take offense at some of the vulgar things nay husband
says in the presence of ladies, and will sock him . (I almost
wish he would. My talking has done no good.)
Otherwise he is such a kind and charming man. Vulgarity
is his only vice. What is wrong with him? And how can I help
him?
HIS WIFE.
k
DEAR WIFE: First , I'll tell you what I think is
"wrong " with him. He is insecure and is trying desperately to be liked. He mistakes the laughter his vulgarity
evokes for "acceptance." (Many laugh more out of embarrassment than enjoyment.) You can help him by telling
him with loving kindness that he is too good a man to
sink so low in order to get attention.
DEAR ABBY: An extremely attractive young woman
came to work here recently, and she has us all completely
bewildered.
She is fashionabl y dressed , has a great figure, is intelligent, but she has a mustache! She's a brunette , which makes
matters Worse.
When I first met her I almost told her she had a
"smudge" under her nose, then I realized it was hair ! Is
there a subtle way to tell her it ruins her appearance?
No one here can imagine how an otherwise worldly,
stylish , well-groomed woman can go around looking like
that. Another mystery. She is married !
OFFICE GANG
" DEAR GANG: There is no "subtle " way to tell a
lady she has a mustache . She's probably aware of it
and doesn 't think it detracts from her appearance. And
there is just an outside chance that her husband likes it
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CALLED REVOLUTION

STARTS SATURDAY MORNING
Be Sure You Shop Grants for Lowest Prices
On Sheets, Pillowcases, Towels, Curtains
and Much More.

66 East Levee Plaza
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LONDON (AP) - John Cardinal Hecnan , Archbishop of
Westminster, would like young
people to seo films of the notorious Nazi concentration camp
at Bclsen onch year.
"They should be allowed to
see what wns done in the name
of national purity and eugenics
by 20th century men and women," ho said In giving tho Marlow lecture nt the London School
of Economics.
Often , he said, youth loudest
in condemning world war wore
the most powerful agents for
civil war.
"They cnll lt revolution ," ho
said. "But translated into*terms
of torn flesh and streaming
blood it means murder , rape
nnd arson."
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Taike the time to shop every department Bargains everywhere
| FftSHlbNCLEARAN^r]

(SMS CLOTHINQ
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Ladies' Slacks

j

Holiday
Coordinates

Reduced!

—^

W<wl and polyester cotton fab.
, rles in junior and misses'

^-——^"

iveauceq.
Assorted mix or match pieces

\

^

Now 3,88 to 7.88 ffl |HBjf

\

'

Now 2.99 to 5.88

.\ \

Ladies': Fashion
Shifts Reduced*
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Knit Tops
^ Blouses

ure colors. Sizes 8-14.

- \ n^j^j JPf4 unimin
MJ^^ssttMM,,^
^^^^
^

Assorted wash 'n wtar ffab>

^^ w *

'

^*^*'^^^^

¦ '
^^^Z^S^mM^MmMdaWm ^MM^^mMB^M^MSaX
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Blouses Reduced!. R . : \. ^W^^^ B' :' ' -'¦ ' " ^BB^i:4i]
Reduced!
'
''
'

ABway, popular

blouses

'j B
K

in II

cho.ee of ^les. S.ze, 30-38. gi

HK
'^iHIH
iand 3-plec. set. In lovely

BB

H
r
l
fll

Now 4.88 and 5,88 K

^"r>MW W holiday pastels. Sire, 5-U.

l

. •
^^
S^
B^^

W Now 6.88 to 9.80

^
^^*****
"^^^
^\

Maternity Wear
Reduced!
Assorted tops, sleeks, skirts

W Nylon Quilted
1Robe Special!
'

\

V "" '

Now 4.88 to 10.88

Made to look (ust like Morn's!

^^^^

Ladies' Dressy

Reduced!
hottest styles) In
eo^^ im \„ and
misses' sizes.

Fashion's

Assorted 3-plece kniti of easy.
care fabrics. Sixes 8-18.

varIm

ORIG. $32 f» $40

ORIG. $12 to $28

Now 24.88
.

,

. :¦ ¦ '

Pant Suits

ji
c 'a n j
Suits Reduced!

;

—

. .^ii|^W ,

Now $7 to $23
:

.

.

.

__

LADIES' SKIRTS
REDUCED!

LADIES' CHENILLE
SHELLS REDUCED!

A great group of acrylic knits and

100%

¦wools.

Both culotte and straight

light airy colors . . . so popular.

line st/les In holiday fashion col.
.
.
.
on. Junior and misses sizes.

Has w ide ribs woven right in.

ORIG.
$6 to $8

ORIG.
$5

Now 4.88 to 5.88

Now 3.88

LADIES' SHIRTS &
KNIT TOPS
REDUCED!

LADIES' FRINGE
LEATHER HANDBAGS REDUCED!

dacron

chenille shell In

Sizes S-M-L.

$ ROLE
NEW YORK (AP) - Scott
Brady hns been signed for a
role in the Frnnkovich production "$", which Richard Brooks
will direct from his own screenplay for Columbia Pictures release.
Warren Bentty and Goldie
Hawn previously wero signed
for the drama , which begins
filming fn January in Hamburg.

j

m^^t^g .^A ^ v^A ^^S^

'
1«£VER NOTICE HOW THE 'BELLE OF THE BALL *
16 ALWAYS cWRROUNPEl? BY
A BOMCH OF DINie-A-LiNGS?"

7

SECTION

, . ,
, „ .. . .
D
Popular ,hir», in a variety of sty
les

ready to top off any outfit Fash'
Ion colors In junior audi misses '
sizes.

v

.

Aa50rted sfy lea in lo|id and mu |„.

¦
,
_, , ,
,,
„
colored leather models. Hurry on
,hw>

ORIG.

ORIO.

$4 to $9

$5

Now 2.88 to 6.88

.

Now 3.88

;

i

.

;

GIRLS' SWEATERS
& PONCHOS
REDUCED'
Great assortment of sweaters and
ponchos your gal will love. Wide
selection of colors and styles in
sizes 5-14.

ORIG.
$4 to $7

Now 2,99 f0 4.99
G|RLS' SKIRTS
REDUeEDI
Scooter, pleated ond klllfe model*
,
,
rj
holiday
hi assorted u
pastels. ci
Size.

"\

*hi *h

0RI0.
.„
«.
$4 tto $6

Now 2" *° 3"

Value. It still means something at Penneys.

rennetf*

CHARGE IT AT PENNEYS IN WINONA!

GST Triple Trio to do
televisio n concert

Duluth given funds

For FRIDAY, Dec. 25
y
Your birthday today: A year opens of growing faith and to build air terminal
deepening insight into living things. You become a channel
WASHINGTON (AP) -Crante
for expression of higher forces, perhaps a small one with totaling $7,642,000 to construct
'
College
of
Saint
Teresa s hoiiday week. The half-hour
The
limited range but needed in the larger
an airport terminal at Airport
nine voice Triple Trio will ap- program took about three hours
scheme of reality, effective beyond your own
Industrial Pari at Duluth were
concert
Christmas
Bay
pear in
realization. You now discard old habits,
to tape and a week to prepare,
announced Wednesday.
at 5 p.m. on a Rochester tele
clarify your goals. Your chosen level of
according
to
Sister
Lalonde
Rep. Johh Kathik, D-Mina.,
Rystation.
vision
emotional satisfaction depends on your age
said thd Economic Development
The program includes iour an, director of the group.
and what is appropriate. Today 's natives
Administration will provide $3,selections from Britten's :\'k Membership in the Triple
are prudent, conservative, with an ambition
821,000; Upper Great Lakes
Ceremony ot Carols." Solos Trio is by audition. The group
for perfection in all they attempt.
Commission, 4414,200; State of
consists
"Messiah"
Hanoi's
of
three
from
sopranos,
ARIES (March 21-April 19): Leave
Minnesota Aeronautics Commis"Rejoice ,'' sung by second so- three second sopranos and
your social activities unmixed with other
sion, $750,000; Seaway Port Auprano Ann* Foster, and "Be- tfcree altos. They sing all styles
considerations on this holiday. If anything
thority at Duluth , $1,213,584, and
of
music from classical to pophold a Virgin Shall Conceive"
about you sparks a business idea in someDuluth Airport Authority, $1,445,and "Thou That Tellest Good ular and perform for various
body, you'll hear about it in due time.
216. . - ,
Tidings to Zion," both sung by college and Tri-College funcJeane
,
20):
the
(April
Stay
on
20-Mav
TAURUS
Blatnik said initial employalto Ten Johnson. Both girls tions as well as throughout the
surface, take things as they come. Count your blessings and
ment
would be 98 with a job
sang solo parts in the commun- state. All members of this
with potential
pray for continuance. There's much to share pleasantly
ol 504 more.
¦
ity presentation of the "Mes- year[s Triple Trio are voice
7. .
. - J . . - :% - .
others.
siah." Soprano Debby Nolan students and seven are CST
bring
peoGEMINI (May 21-June 20): Exchange visits,
The Indian state of Orlssa la a
will sing a cycle of three my- rhusic majors.
ple
home to participate in your home festivities. Make all bit larger than Florida, but las
Alex
Rayley:
Triple
by
Trio
songs
members are:
stic
lately.
the rounds, including people you haven't seen
three times the population den"Three Jolly Shepherds," "'The Anne Krabe, Rochester; Joan
CANCER (June 2l-Jnly 22): Invite friends to share your
sity — 332 people per squire
Birthday;" and "The Pro- Ellen .Anderson, Portage, Wis.;
people
are
triumph in making it thus far so well. Younger
mile.
phecy." "Hear the Sledges with Teri Johnson, Minneapolis; Suyour indulgences modKeep
than
usual.
interesting
more
and
two
traditional
zanne
Wolcott
Austin,
Bell6"
,
Minn.,
the
erate, 7
carols, "Joy to the World" and Mary Kay Karasch, Mauston,
LEO (July 23-Augi 22): Take your time getting started.
"Silent Night" complete the "Wis.; Debby Nolan, Austin;
Everybody
is.ready to help you celebrate, so discipline your
program, during which other Ann Poster, Evansvilie, Ind.;
own
intake
to last the whole day without excess of any sort.
CST students act as announc- Anne Wolf, Biirnsville, Minn.;
(Aug. 23-Sept. 22): Let your smiles and tears
VIRGO
and Anne Pierce, Crookston,
ers and hostesses.
show
—
the
world and your loved ones are all with you.
The television taping was Minn. Accompanist for the
day promise to be memorable. Party-going
the
Incidents
of
appearances
the
group
Is Deborah Rausdv Bisamong six
grand
tour.
could
be
a
group made during a busy pre- marck, N. D.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22) : It should be no problem to
express charm and gracious living today. Great expense is
Nursery School party
Court Caledonia
and has little connection with your inner serenot necessary
¦¦ . ¦' ' ¦
nity.
•
given
at
Blair
school
sets Charity Ball
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): Amid the festivity, you have
BLAIR,
(Special)
Wis.
a
few
chores to do and an idea for tomorrow. There are
—
(Special)
Minn.
—
Caledonia,
stories
to tell with an extra point. Include good music in the
Court Caledonia 555, is sponsor- "Frosty the Snowman" was the
day 's, experience.
theme
ef
a
nursery
school
party
ing its annual Charity Ball to
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21): Somebod y may arrive
home
be held in St. MaryY auditor- given by the freshmen
unannounced
for a visit while: you are off doing the same
'at Blair High
economics
class
thing.
A
warning
system seems in order. A long-term friend 's
The
Sunday
evening.
ium
revelation of feelings is a surprise .
theme of the Ball is "Christmas School.
The party was the highlight
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19): People begin announcing
Fairyland" and among the dec
relationships—some of them not what you expect. Your
fresh
of
a
child
development
u
n
i
t
orations will be a giant gingerhome and environs have all you need for a full holiday, and
taught by Beverly Schoonover,
Anne
Wolf
and
TRIPLE
TRIO
.
,
.
Members
of
the
ColDebby
Nolan,
Ann
Foster,
bread house and a 12-foot Santa a student teacher f rom Stout
then some.
express train. There will be an State "University, who is prac- lege of Saint Teresa Triple Trio who will ap- Anne Pierce. The trio will appear in conAQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb 18): Your self-expression Is
cert on a Rochester television station at 5 p.m.
Open .House from 7 to 9 and tice teaching in the Blair school pear on television Christmas Day are from Friday. Sister Lalonde Ryan is director of
more
effective if you take it ^easy, say very little. Your apleft, front row/ Anne Hrabe, Joan Ellen
pearance carries your story now. Temptation is to sample too
dancing from 9 to 12 to Buddy district.
Each of the girls "brought a Anderson, Teri Johnson and Susanne Wolcott. the group.
many goodies.
Franks orchestra. Proceeds child
to the
Play centers Back row, from left, Mary Kay Karasch,
PISCES (Feb . 19-March 20): Plan to have music about
from the ball are contributed were set upparty.
children
today . Look over your family and neighborhood—you
you
to charity in¦ the - community. chose the aj eaandin the
which they REGAL FARM IS DISPERSED —¦will race as individual own¦. ,
may
find somebody in need of attention—renew the contact.
'
'
.
ers.
.
wanted to play. Later, there CHERRY HILL,7N.U. (AP ) For SATURDAY, Dec. 26
ARCADIA REUNION
was music activity, finger-play, John Dale reports the sale of Begal Farm was unique in
ARCADIA, Wis. (Special) - story time and lunch.
Your
birthday
today: This is a lively, sometimes hectic
the last mare and the complete that it was formed through an
The Arcadia High School class The class used this opportun- dissolution of the-Regal Farm. ad placed by Dale in the Wall
year of new starts, experiments, perhaps relocation or a
of 1961 will hold a reunion ity to observe child behavior The owners—Sidney Davis of Street Journal. The eventual
change of work. Many times your intuition points out the best
meeting Saturday at 9 p.m. at at different age levels and Fort Lee, NJ., Seymour Wein- partners answered the ad and a
path—learn to distinguish between intuition and wishful thinkDan's Bari All classmates are learned to cope with various berg of New York City and Al- total of $150,000 was invested to
ing. Emotional development leads to taking things more
invited to attend.
problems that arose.
seriously. Today 's natives, despite concern over material
bert Castelli of Pittsburgh, Pa. form the stable.
things, are kind and warmhearted, willing to be anybody 's
older brother in spirit.
ARIES (March 21-April 19): You have energy that does
A psychiatric evaluation has not find a ready channel for expression. Your friends have
been asked for a rural Winona ideas of putting you to work on some ambitious project. Make
man charged with aggravated new contacts.
assault in connection with an
TAURUS (April 20-May 20): There are still a few surincident downtown Nov. 26.
prises
in the holiday season and a few chores to do.
Leonard G. Kulas, 54, Wi- Sharinglefta show
and trading opinions makes it a lengthy ^"^^^V^B^^^ H^^^f i
nona Rt. 2, appeared before evening.
Winona County District Court
GEMINI (May 21slune 20): Compliments, particularly
Judge Glenn E . Kelley Wed- where
they're realistic, will get you a long way. All sorts of
nesday afternoon.
interesting people are around that you don't know enough
He did not enter a plea to about yet.
the ;' charge pending the outCANCER (June 21-July 22): Conservative methods should
come of a court-ordered eval- be applied to today 's puzzles. Your impulses produce lastuation.
minute results. Newly arriving people bring news validating
Kulas is accused of pointing some of your theories.
a .22-caliber automatic pistol
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Get out early, make the rounds.
at Theodore Stanke, 74, 71 Social contacts cultivated now
will yield a good opportunity
Johnson St., in front of 121 later. Home life takes an odd twist; enjoy the novelty.
Main St. at 4:30 p.m. ThanksVIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): Neighborhood news includes a
giving Day.
great
story, long to be remembered with a chuckle. A
Free on $1,000 bond, Kulas mystery is suddenly
but some more remain.
was bound over to District Everybody has his own penetrated,
confidential
project,
hearCourt after a preliminary
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Unplanned events range from
ing in Winona Municipal Court practical
jokes to emotional declarations, all in good spirits
Dec. 10.
and well-intended, Social activity is recommended.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): Your program is redirected
by day 's end, with things diverted to unusual uses. You have
a few serious chores to do while everybody else is having
fun.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21); The personal touch is
the main factor now. If nobody springs a surpriso by midday,
have one of your own to propose. Seek diversion off your
beaten track.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19): Check how to reach people in case plans change . Get people together, ask questions.
WHITEHALL, Wis. (Special ) You uncover answers to old riddles, family history.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Fcb. 18): Life takes a favorable turn.
—The Wisconsin Public Service
Commission conducted a public Indulge in nostalgia—old times, old friends, bygone events.
hearing by the request of the Avoid the bossy type; concentrate on people willing to dream
Tri-County Telephone Company and sing.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20): Almost anything can happen
on its proposal to change exchange lines to one-party sys- in family affairs , expressions of opinions among friends. For
tems. Patrons at the Pleasant- your emotional needs , return to the most natural ways you
know.
ville and Pigeon Falls exchangfor
unanimously
es had voted
the change last week.
Ernest Sobotta , Independ* *'«ii;^^'»jLi -*^ i^il/v ''. • ' A - - .
ence, company manager, testified the Pleasantvllle exchange
will be financed with REA
loans and the Pigeon Falls exchange from the general fund.
There will be no charge for exHere's ¦oreaf opportunity
tension of line. There, are 415
subscribers in the two exchangfro save on Christmas cards
es. Construction will be done
for next yeer. 25 cards
by the Finley Construction
fro a box, 2J envelopes.
Company of Eau Claire, WisAssorted detlgnt Include
consin.
traditional, religious,
Donald E. Cheney, with the
icertjc, and more. Come In
construction company, stated
and pick up as many
that a subscriber carried system will be used Instead of
as you can carry.
bearing more cable. The Bame
Orljj. 2.50 to 6.1S, now ,
cable is being used for the
one-party system as is used
presently for the tour-parly system. The work, which -will include expansion of each central
office building, will be completed by the end of 1071.
COURT SEARCHED
CHICAGO (AP) - Sheriff' s
police have been instructed to
search spectators entering Holiday Court in the Criminal
Courts Building and during ono
day some 200 knives and 20 cans
ALL CHRISTMAS TRIM & HOLIDAY ORNAMENTS
of disabling Bpray were confiscated from about 1,000 persons.
ALSO REDUCED!
The searches began after a
prisoner . Gene Lewis, was
killed in a shootout with police
aftor a gun had been, smuggled
into tlie building by a girl
friend.
Although more than 200 weapons usually aro confiscated on
weekdays, the weekend day 'a
catch
was considered unusually
PENNEYS
IN
WINONA!
CHARGE IT AT
¦¦¦!¦!. ¦
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Judge orders
psychiatric
evaluation
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Sendlater.
Christmascards-

l50%off!
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Hearing held
on Pigeon Talis
phone exchange
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WINTER COAT

ALL CHRISTMAS GIFT WRAP - 50% OFF

fe™^

a reminder!!!
Sfevensonscjreafannual
0/\LC
starts on Saturday!

B

(in the meantime, Merry Christmas!)

I7 V7O.

And then the reassurance—the 'Year of the Lord'

(EDITOR'S M)T:E; 37IW
"I am the Way, the Troth no great teacher at all, as some But He also was fully man, sent Me," He said. "My teach- tion that have blighted humani- service of God "with helping fixion and resurrection.
patronizingly suggest. It won't "made like his brethren in ev- ing is not mine, but His who ty through the ages, always de- those in need, He said, "As you He.is the "encouragement to
te the final installment of <j end the Life," Jesus said.
the hope set before us,"
However, while he is almost wash both ways, by His own as- ery respect," Hebrews says, sent me." "The Son can do voting Himself to the good of have done it to one of the least seize
/our-port Christmas series
says the epistle to the Hebrews.
sorrowing, laughing, angry, nothing of his own accord ... I God's will instead and crediting of these, My brethren, you hav^ He displayed the full possibiliabout the ease for God, deal- universally admired as a para- sertions.
not My own will but the others.
done it to Me."
ties for man. "Through Him you
ing with the crowning reve- gon of manhood, a towering "I am the door," He said, tired, hungry, tempted by lures seek
will of Him who sent me."
bridge
between
his
anxman's
"The Son of man came not to
exaction,
yet
aland
of
self-aggrandizement,
teacher
in
word
have
confidence in God," aays
', latum *» Xia sojourn with
ious incompleteness and his as- ways submitting himself to It was His behavior, actions be served but to serve," He Ordinary people, however, Peter's epistle.
inof
pressing
the
highest
ideals
¦
' men in the person©/ Jesus.)
and attitudes, however, more said. "For whoever would save while sensing that authentic fulsight, ethics, compassion and n- piration for wholeness. "I am Him for it.
"W. CORNELL tegrity, many question what the bread of life. I have come
than any explanations, that dis- bis life will lose it; 'and whoever fillment does lie in Jesus' way, He is the promise of God withBy €EORGE
"He
who
believes
In
Me
betinguished Him. He shunned the loses his life for My sake, he and even experiencing frag- in human history that it "will
that
they
might
have
and
life,
church doctrine terms his "diAP Religion Writer
lieves not in Me but in Him who will-to-power or self-gratifica- will save it." Again, equating ments of it in their own mo- reach an ultimate Mfllment,"
vinity," his oneness with God, have it abundantly."
Lutheran theologian Carl
The saga of man, striving for This doctrine isn't meant to
ments of real commitment to says
'"'7,7y . '¦:
Bratten.
an ideal existence but never say that Jesus was all of God in
others, also know they can't ful- It does not say man. can do..it
ly make it, on their own.
really making it, took a reassur- His multidimensional complexiall for himself, but it says that
flawIn short,;they're fallible, fum- with
but
that
he
,
ty
everywhere
ing turn on that singular day,
God all things axe possible
fouling
up
themselves
and
bling,
s
qualities
incarnated God'
among
men, and leaves the fuAnno Domini, the "Year of the lessly
their world, sometimes even ture open,
as a man, that He was uniquely
with hope injected
ibrd;" After that, people could whole (the meaning of holiness)
in
caught
when
trying
hardest,
By FKED SIWDER
passed in the last legislaspecialists are concerned
food supply and cover for
into
it.
Keep trying with higher heart. as a man, truly identified with
wildlife as well as iuture their own egotisms and a flawed "It points man ahead to the
7MADIS0N, Wis. (AP) ture is a serious problem,"
that snowmobiling carries
They had a surer basis for it God, but within man's boundahistory, a handed-down web of horizon of new possibilities,
forests.
¦with it a new threat to the
'!
When the 1971 Wisconsin
says Harold Hettrick, enBOW, a foundation for hope, for ries.
At the direction of legis- interacting injustices, fears, Bratten says.
j
the courage to push on, to reach "Man's brother" and "God's legislature m e e t s next
¦well-being of plant and aniforcement chief for the Deconflicts
and
evils
that
afflict
lators, the departments of
That
horizon
remains
oh-;
for the dream. It was hot just partner,"
put
men
and
disorder
their
commuKarl Barth once
partment of Natural Remonth, Its agenda will inmal life in the outdoors.
natural r e s o u r c e s and nities. . ' ' .
scure, charged with difficultiesi
fantasy. It -was real, flesh and it. ¦ . ' . ¦¦
clude
this
added
headache:
"Since days primeval,
sources.
transportation have been
setbacks and death, with no
blood, what believers see as the But the parados, a form that
Yet,
at
times,
in
fleeting,
par1
Hettrick said complaints
snow has limited man's
told to. get together and tial ways, people do surpass prescribed techniques for aeU
emergence of perfection in hu- deepest truth often takes in what to do about snowmobiles?
continue io pour in about
travel in winter except for
come up with proposals for themselves, their minds rising tin? it all aright and no real
man history.
man's perspective, also both's growing snowcleared roads and paths,"
The
state
snowmobile
operators
who
regulating legislation.
they mobile problem is likened
immediate data, catching basis for thinking it's possible
they explain. "This providThe "image of the invisible ered Jesus' apostles. AsMount
trespass, i l l e g a l l y use
"We saw the snowmobile above
a
glimpse
something tran- to do so, or for hoping or even
the
headed
with
Him
to
God," Scripture says, the
chase wildlife, damed wild animals and birds
problem coming and decid- scendent in ofthemselves.
to
developments
when
the
roads,
It's a trying, except in Jesus.
of Olives after their Last Sup- boating boom hit "Wiscon•Tight of the world."
•with a period free from harage the environment, and
ed to work iast so some- hint of what was given Christ
questioning
in But He has come, affirming
,
a
worried
per,
It could happen because it
rev and race to create
assment when they could
sin yin the 1960s.
thing can be done when we fuJI measure.
that it can be done, that the efhappened, the appearance of a Philip said:
noise nuisances.
conserve their energy durIt took time to pass an
meet in January," said
fort
is worth while, illuminating;
"Every man is more than
genuinely new element in the "Lord , show us the Father, adequate licensing law, a
The department estimating a time of food scarSen. Clifford Krueger, Mer- himself,
a path and lifting up a hope.!
observes
Catholic
"
life stream of man, and it and we shall be satisfied.'*
city." :
means of identifying boats,
es there are 100,000 snowrill Republican.
"Now we see not yet all .. .'*
theologian Gregory Baum.
opened a fresh era of marking Jesus said; "He who has safety regulations, responmobiles in Wisconsin, each
"High speed snowmobiles
He heads the Natural RePaul wrote,"but we see Jesus/'
tune ever since, brightened by seen Me las seen the Father." sibility for enforcing the
worth about 51,000 and
traveling everywhere and
sources Committee in the
"The Kingdom of God is with- It is a commitment, not to any
the coming of Jesus.
many of them a lot more.
disturbing wildlife sanctuaSenate. A similar Assembly in you," Jesus said. ;
"ism"j but to a person, one pasHe repeatedly affirmed it oh law, and authorization for
They wrapped the child in other occasions, "I and the counties to impose their
Up toTDec. 14, the numries calls for attention to
committee is also at work.
Nevertheless, it is crimped, sionately involved in human life
strips of swaddling bandages to Father are one." "I am in the own water-use ordinances .
ber licensed exceeded 77,ethics in the use of the nat"We know it's a serious hampered, muddled, and so is itself, bringing into it what bekeep his body firm, as was the Father and the Father in Me."
000. Applications come in
ural environment," they
Similar problems existed
d that's w
human history. But Jesus has lievers consider the most , man
Jewish custom, and laid him in As many churchmen have when the auto became oi
add.
at a rate of about 1,000 a
want to try to get some- entered it, in all its difficulties, can know of God, His will and
a hollowedout stone manger in pointed out, He "was either who age. 7
day.
Damage to frozen shrubthing done before we get and with all the mystery of His purpose for each and for all.
the cavern stable, for there was He said He was, or else a disUniversity of Wisconsin
bery, brush and young
"Enforcement of the new
bogged, down in other is- His .greatness; attested su- To share
it, He said, "Follow!
no room in the inn.
agricultural e n g i n eering
trees, they add, destroys
sues," Krueger said.
premely in His eventual cruci- me."y ¦ '•
honest impostor or lunatic, and snowmobile licensing law
f'The Word was made ilesh
and dwelt among us."
It was a humble setting, in a
conquered province, dominated
by foreign military legions,
oppressive and ruthless. The
poor and the sick languished in
the land and the innocents -were
slaughtered in Bethlehem.
Incidents even then foreshadowed the struggle that utter
goodness faces in the world.
But "the light shines in the
darkness and the darkness has
not overcome it," says John's
gospeL
Humanity still falters, despoils and dies, but the advent of
Christ, regarded by his followers as the union of man with
God, showed forth the possibility among men of man's deepest
yearning—an undefeatable life.
The "New Jerusalem," Scripture calls it, the perfect community.
By whatever designation, the
final goal of man's endless
search for full living can only be
an "intimacy with God," says
Catholic theologian Karl Ranter, and Jesus is the "great
«ign" that it makes sense.
"Through Him the world and
history have found their own
meaning," he adds. It "can perceive its true destiny to be a
partaking" in Him, and thus
"hidden away in the Love of
God."
Down' the ages, as traced in
Scripture, there had been intimations, inferences and events
displaying divine concern for
humanity, but "when the time
had fully come," as the apostle
Paul writes, "God sent forth His
Son" to put the climactic seal
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bound over to
district court

STILLWATER, Minn. (AP) _
A Stillwater State Prison-guard
charged with attempting to
bring drugs into the prison appeared at a preliminary hearing
in municipal court at Stillwater
Wednesday, and was ordered
bound over to Washington County District Court .
Calvin W. Brown, 45, Osceola,
Wis., was returned to Washington County jail in lieu of $20,000
bond, reduced Wednesday from
the original bond of $25,000.
Agents of thd state Crime Bureau arrested Brown Dec. 15 in
downtown Stillwater following
an investigation into alleged
drug traffic in the prison .
I
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The young camp aigners: a high-power force—ALREADYat work

By ANN BLACKMAN
WASHINGTON (AP) — A sizable number off young people
from across the country isn't
getting the message that Muskie, McGovern, Hughes and
Bayh haven't made up their
minds about
naming for presi¦
dent; . . ' . , .
There's no communications
gap. It's just that this group of
young people is too busy rto listen to public protestations of political innocence. They're manning the Washington offices
¦where the senators' campaigns
for the 1972 Democratic presidential nomination are well under way.
And, while the candidates
themselves are loath to discuss
the subject , with election day
still two years away, the staffs
of what is known hereabouts as
"the other office" have no reluctance to talk about what
they're ¦doing, amd why they are
here.
Lahny Davis , a 25-year old
Yale Law School graduate , says
he turned down, lucrative offers

from several Wall Street firms
to try;and elect Sen. Edmund
MusMe president.
Gary Hart, 32, gave up bis
$30,O0O-a-year law practice! in
Denver to run Sen. George S.
McGovern's presidential campaign.
Alan Baron, a 27-year-old
businessman from Sioux . City;
Iowa, is taking time out of his
movie theater operation to push
the darkhorse candidacy of Sen.
Harold Hughes.
Ani 32-year-old Verlin Nelson
resigned as lobbyist for Americans for Democratic Action to
take a hand in Indiana Sen.
Birch. Bayh's unannounced campaign for the nomination.
What mates bright, ambitious
and eager young people put
aside their jobs, and. frequently
take a pay cut, ¦while!they work
to put a Democrat in the White
House?
"Money or nothing else matters -until the country has the
kind of national leadership that
gives people hope," said Davis,
an organizer in Gene Mc-

Carthy's 1968 campaign who
now has charge of putting together a student coalition for
Muskie.
Like Davis, the other yqung
campaigners show no enthusiasm for Nixon, but they have
varying reasons for participating in a presidential campaign.
Some see it as an opportunity to
make political contacts. Others
have their eyes on the White
House jobs that will go to the
loyal troops of tbe winner. And
there are a few who, .finding
themselves in a tight job market, see the work as a socially
acceptable way to bide time.
"The motivation is more-complex than just a lot of starryeyed kids running around,'' said
Eli Segal, 27, a Hughes campaign organizer from Brooklyn
who brings to the organization
experience , from McCarthy's
campaign. "Hughes has that extra dimension I'm looking for. "
TMuskie's L Street office,
which houses 20 salaried staffers and 50 volunteers, is by far
the largest of the campaign

headquarters and Muskie workers say they will double or triple
the space and effort starting
next month.
"It sounds' so corny, but I
really think Muskie is the right
man," said Karen-Kleunan, 24,
one of five intelligence workers
who spend 12 to 16 hours a day,
six and sometimes seven days a
week on political research.
Miss Kleiman, who hadn't
met the senator before she
signed up with him and has spoken with him only once since,
said she turned down a $10,000
job at the Department of
Health, Education and Welfare

to work in Ms campaign for fair to good. The main unknown
about $6,000 a year.
in the whole equation is time.?
Across town, in a small Like most of the young camground-floor office of a former
real estate firm, Gary Hart is paigners, Hart said the first
organizing the McGovern cam- man to interest him in politics
paign effort. He has five sala- was John F. Kennedy. As a sturied helpers and six volunteers dent at Yale Law School, Hart
who work nights and week- helped organize Kennedy's 1960
ends.
presidential campaign in ConWhat McGovern's group lacks necticut. Eight years later, he
in manpower, it makes up in helped organize Robert F. Kenoptimism.
nedy's campaign in the Rocky
"A lot .of things can happen in Mountain states, after working
two years," said the tall, blond under him in the Justice DeHart as he thumbed through partment.
lists of past and prospective
convention delegates. "Bight Campaign workers for Indinow, our chances of winning are ana's Birch Bayh and Iowa's

Parents can't afford therapists

Child needs gift for unde

WILLIAM C. WERTZ
PIERRE, S.D. (AP) - Eightyear-old Tanii Sue Can* needs
a Christmas present her parents
cannot give her.
Tami is suffering from aphasia, an inability to use words or
understand them and needs to

spend a year or more in a special school where skilled therapists can help her.
But the school will cost more
than $600 a month, and her parents, Mr. and Mrs . Richard
Carr of Pierre, S.D., don't have

Tami was not expected to live
when shd was rushed to a Sioux
Falls, S.D., hospital in September 1968.
Her illness was diagnosed as
encephalitis, an infection and inflammation of the brain lining.
it ¦
She was in a coma for nearly
a month and could not eat, talk
or breathe without mechanical
help for weeks after that.
In April, she was moved to
the University of Iowa Medical
Center, where she stayed 17
months. She was released in
September of this year, physically well, but unable to communicate because of the damage
to her brain.
Carr, a construction engineer
making $8,500 a year when Tami
Treaty Organization. They feel was stricken, exhausted all his
him breathing down their necks savings and insurance' policies
just as their backbones are within six months.
being tested on the issue of di- "It wasn't all medical bills,"
vided Berlin.
Carr admits. "When Tami was
Brandt has based his whole in Sioux Falls we lived down
Eastern policy , on Berlin. His
government will not submit its
new treaties with the Soviet Union and Poland for ratification
unless the Soviets ease the situation in West Berlin.

Brandt s drive
for unification
worry to US.
By CARL HARTMAN
BRUSSELS (AP) - Chancellor Willy Brandt's drive to bring
West Germany closer to its
communist n e i g h b o r s has
aroused misgivings among the
United States and his other ma
lor allies in the North Atlantic

Wabasha day
tenter youths
kept busy

FOB CANCER PATIENTS. ..Mrs. Mary
Larkin, registered nurse, explains the operation of the sew food pump to Richards M.
Manuel, left , administrator, Black HiverJWIemorial Hospital, Mrs. Ted Bunde and Mrs.
, Nyla Musser , president of the Jackson County
Cancer Society. The pump is capable of sup-

plyingsoft foods to patients unable to swallow
or to those who must consume a high amount
of calories daily. The pump was partially purchased with funds willed to the cancer society
by a Black River Falls couple who died recently. (Betty Epstein photo)

Wisconsin munid pal tax
relief clears committee

MADISON, Wis, W - A
proposal for municipal property tax relief squeezed
past the state legislature's
Joint Finance Committee
Wednesday en route to an
uncertain fate in the 1971
legislative session.
The committee recommended 6-5 that the state's
tax relief formula be modified to help cities with their
local tax burdens.
The reooin mendation
would limit benefits to
cities with tax rates exceeding $20 per $L,OO0 full
value, a fact which drew
a protest from Rep. Kenneth Merkel, R-Brookfield.
"AH you're doing is rewarding the big spenders,"
Merker said.
Statutes currently limit

relief aid to cities having
equalized tax rates of $14
or more per $1,000. The
change w o u l d eliminate
about 66 municipalities, and
increase the aid available
to» others.
The State Revenue Department estimated the alteration would provide Milwaukee with $3.3 million
more in assistance, Kenosha with $62,000 more, Racine with $40,000 more and
Fond du Lac with $56,000
more.
Green Bay would lose $3!),0O0, Janesville would lose
$49,000, Beloit $42,000, Appleton $11,000 and La Crosse
$166,000.
The committee had been
told to recommend a revised shared - tax formula

t

Think about this
before you buy
your next tank
of heating oil

by the Republican-controlled legislature, which defeated the T a r r study
group's proposals for shared-tax reform.
The committee rejected
a proposal involving taxation of electric power cooperatives.
Sent. James Swan, R-Elkhorn, suggested the proposal , saying an 8 percent
levy would reduce inequities in the present tax system. It would allow Wisconsin a tax on power
which some co-ops are selling to customers in other
states, he said.
Sen. Walter Hollander,
R-Rosendale, said the tax
might only mean "a substantial increase in rates
passed on to people in
rura l areas."
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A. Our balanced monthly paymenfi.
5. Export maintenance-repair service for oil heating
equlpmont.

Season s Greetings
So that we too may enjoy the long holiday
weekends,we will be

® THE SATURDAY AFTER CHRISTMAS, DECEMBER 26
|
and
© THE SATURDAY AFTER NEW YEARS, JANUARY 2
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INTERNATIONAL GET TOGETHER ...
Having a "fun time" talking about their
respective countries and their experiences,
while at the Robert Bunke home in Rushford ,
Minn., are three American Field Service students and an instructor.
From left ; Susan Anderson, Rushford ,
who spent a year (1969) in New Zealand as
an AFS student; Surin Plssuwan, Bangkok,

M Y^T M SEE
Jerry Berth*

mi's care until she -was returned
to the custody of her parents.
But it could not pay the money
Carr, owed Idfore he signed tha
court order.
"We don't like to ask for help,
but we don't know where to turn
now," Carr said. "Tami needs
this school, but we can'Udo it,
and there's no foundation or
group we know about that can
help us. If she had had polio or
cerebral palsy it would have!
been different ."
The Institute oE Logopedios,
Wichita, Kan., has tested Tami
and found her "capable of developing some useful communication."
But the institute says it never reduces its charges, approximately $600 a month excluding
medicine, although it does "attempt to work with the parents
in finding some sources of revenue." ' ¦ .
None" have been found for tht
Carrs.

Thailand, Rushford's AFS student in 1968;
Matte Crifo, French Riveria , Rushford's AFS
student, who is living at the Herbert Highura
home this year, and Joseph Francois, Marcheen-Famenne, Belgium, a physical educator
instructor in Belgium, who is visiting at the
Robert Highum home. (Mrs. Robert Bunke
photo)
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WABASHA, Minn.-The young
people at the Wabasha Day Activity Center have been guests
at several Christmas parties
given by community groups.
Mrs. Don Kalishek entertained the group from the center at
a Christmas party in her home
on Dec. 17. The afternoon was
spent decorating the Christmas
tree, enjoying a lunch and opening gifts.
The center group had a
Christmas dinner at the Idle
Hour "Game Farm restaurant in
Wabasha on Dec. 14. The meal
was paid for by the young folks
from receipts of craft work on
display at a recent open house. Brandt naturally wants the
best possible agreement on BerMany civic groups and organi- lin. But NATO diplomats think
zations have brought Christmas there could be circumstances—
gifts to the center. Perhaps the important West German local
most unusual one received was elections next spring, for exama $25 check and cards from Mrs.
— when he would badly need
Lillian Prescher 's first grade ple
an
international success. One
class at Elgin Community
obvious answer would be to ratiSchool. These first graders rais- fy
his treaties with the Soviet
ed the money by having their Union
and Poland. But first
own rummage sale.
there would have to be an
agreement on Berlin. His critics
say Brandt might urge the AlEstimate 550 to
lies to accept an offer they con650 to die on roads sidered unsatisfactory.
Other circumstances are genCHICAGO (AP) - The Na- erating mistrust of Brandt's poltional Safety Council estimates icy. One is that he is a socialist
that between 550 and 650 per- urging better relations with the
sons will .die in traffic accidents communists, and the United
during the Christmas holiday States, Britain and France all
weekend.
have conservative governments.
The estimate covers the period from 6 p.m. local time today Another is that the West German approach to the East will
to midnight Sunday.
The council also estimated bring advantages to West GerWednesday a traffic toll of be- man businessmen that some
tween 400 and 500 for the New American, British and French
Year's weekend, a period of businessmen would like , to
share.
identical length.

there for nearly two months. I
guess you could criticize us for
that. . 7:
"We spent money we didn't
have to, but Tami was in and
out of a coma, and doctors said
she could go at any time, and
we wanted to be* close to her."
Carr borrowed all he couJd
from the bank, relatives and
friends. TBe" South Dakota Department of Public Instruction
paid some $300 a month to the
Iowa medical center because
Tami's educational needs could
not be met in South Dakota.
But last November, nearly
$20,000 in debt, Carr signed a
court order declaring himself
incompetent and giving custody
of Tami to the state Department
of Public Welfare.
"It was hard , but wd're glad
now that we did it," said Carr,
who has two other children.
The welfare department paid
a total of about $20,000 for Ta-

CLOSED

1. HlQh quality Mobil heating oil.
3. Complote burner servlc* & furnace cleaning.
3. Our "KEEP FULL" delivery.

Officially the Allies have nothing but praise for Brandt's
Eastern policy. "Unofficially
they are a lot less sure.
As the postwar occupation
powers, the United States^ Britain, France and the Soviet Union are once more discussing
the future of Berlin. The three
Western powers want a Soviet
guarantee of unrestricted travel
between West Berlin and West
Germany and passage for Berliners through the Berlin Wall.
Each time Brandt says there
must be a Berlin settlement before he goes any farther with
the East the Western Allies feel
it is akind of pressure on them
to get on with their pursuit of an
agreement. Diplomats at NATO
headquarters say the Big Three
could find themselves under
pressure to conclude an agreement even if it surrendered
some of their rights and did little good for the city.
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Harold Hughes admit then: can- still stacked on top of each other
didates lag behind Muskie and in his Senate offices, but they
McGovern in public recognition. hope to have separate campaign
~
headquarters by January,
'¦Our first job is to get him ex. waposure," said Alan Baron, who "We're still testing the
ters, traveling and seeing ¦where
heads Hughes' five man cam- we can raise money," said Net
paign office in a two-story house son, one oE Bayh's campaign
coordinators. "I can't even give
on Capitol Hill,
Hughes, who traveled 30 you a Bayh button yet.* .
states to help fellow Democrats Nelson, who said he wouldn't
in this year's campaign, is con- have quit his job with Amerf*
sidered by some political ob- cans for Democratic Action to
servers to have a better chance work for any other candidate,
at the No. 2 spot at the 1972 was asked what he'd do if Bayh
ticket than
¦ he does at the top decided not to run.
"I don't like to think about
one/ '- . ' ' . .
Campaign aides for Bayh are it." he said.
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By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS Two weeks later a predawn teachers' strike are still being Olaf and Macalester, marched
A series of explosions in the blast rockedthe Old Federal Ot- felt to Minneapolis. A back-to- on the state Capitol, were arTwin Cities during late summer fice Building in downtown Min- work agreement between the 1,- rested at St. Cloud, St. Olaf and
that claimed one life and in- neapolis, injuring a night watch- S00 teachers who walked off the Carleton, voted for boycotts of
juredat least five other persons man and causing an estimated job for 12 days and the School
board has been invalidated by classes at most colleges and
has been selected as the top $500,000 damage.
picketed at the University of
's
the state Supreme Court.
DepartA bomb in Dayton
story of 1970 la Minnesota.
Minnesota.
; A survey of Associated Press ment Store in St. Paul seriously
¦member news editors, broad- injured a woman, and a young Judge Harry Blackmun had
cast news directors ' and staff man, later identified as James distinguished himself as a Jur- It was a year of strikes across
indicated the bombings were the Lawson, 39, St. Paul, was killed ist on tie 8th "U. S. Circuit Court the nation and Minnesota did
story of greatest impact, fol- Sdpt. 6 -when a bomb he was of Appeals and at age 61 was not escape unscathed. And allowed by the victory by Demo- carrying detonated in south Min- chosen by President Nixon to though several walkouts were
fill a -vacancy on the United notCd in tie Twin Cities especrats for top state office's in the neapolis,
cially, the strike by clerks at
Twin Cities' police reported States Supreme Court.
Nov. 3 general election.
;
they received thousands of Blackmun joined Chief Justice Northwest Airlines drew most
attention.
The top 10 stories include:
bomb threats during the period Warrea Burger as a native Min1. Series of bombings in Twin and one was telecast 1,100 miles nesotam on the nation's highest
Cities claim one life, cause sev- whe*n Metropolitan Stadium was court. Justice Burger was bornI
eral injuries.
cleared of fans during a Twins- at Sandstone, Minn.
2. Former Vied President Hu- Boston Red Sox game.
's announcebert H. Humphrey paces state The magic in the name Hum- Gov. LeVander
would not seek
ment
"that
he
Democrats to sweep in general phrey was the spark the D-F-L
re-election, saying he was afraid
election.
needed to win the state House, he would become a cynic i£ he
3. Minneapolis Federation of pick up seats in the legislature remained as chief executive.
Teachers strike against city and gain one seat in the Con- He said hd believed he couldl ,./
7. 77
schools for thrde weeks, but gress.
win another term despite pubback-to-work agreement invali- Humphrey, who served almost lic opinion polls that indicated
dated by courts.
three terms in the U.S. Senate only about one-third of the
4. Judge Harry Blackmun of before being elected vice presi- state's voters approved of his
Rochester is second Minnesotan dent, swamped Republican Rep. stewardship.
named to United States Su- Clark MacGregor in the Senate LeVander's political blockbustpreme Court.
race despite repeated visits to er was f ollowddby an announce5. Gov. Harold "LeVander an- the state* by members of Presi- ment from Lt. Gov. James
nounces he would not bela can- dent Nixon's family, This cabi- Goetz that he would seek the
didate" for a second term,
net and, finally, the President nomination. Two weeks later
6. Richard Palmer, an inde- himself.
Att. Gen. Douglas Head, who
pendent senator-elect from Duhad announced for the U.S. Sen¦ ¦"
¦' ' ¦
Governor-elect Wendell Anderluth, finds himself in position of son,
ate nomination, threw his hatt . - ¦ - . . '7 . ' V ' "/ ¦, . .
a
state
senator
from
St.
————————
.
holding balance of power In Min* into thd ring and eventually woni.
Paul,
led
the
list
of
state
house
nesota's upper House.
Republican nomination.
candidates claiming victory ov- the
7. Minnesota,College and uni- er Republican opponents.
Palmer, a Doluth
versity students follow national The DFL picked up 10 seats Richard awoke the day after
pattern with spring boycott and in the .state Senate and 11 in newsman,
the general election and discovstrikes at several schools.
the House, but control neither. ered that in addition to being
8. Northwest Orient Airlines
the only independent elected to
struck by clerks in walkout that Thd Democrats picked ujfi one
state legislature, he also
the
seat
in
the
U.S.
House
of
Replasts more than five months.
resentatives when Robert Berg- held "the balance of power in
9. Minnesota Vikings lose Su- land of Roseau upset veteran organizing the state Senate .
per Bowl contest to Kansas City Republican Odin Langen in the His decision to go with, the
¦
' • '¦. ' " ¦ •' 7 •
and then lose quarterback Joe 7th District.
Conservatives gives that factionI ¦ . ' . - Kapp to Boston after refusing Repdrcussions from the April a 34-33 edge. Conservative leadto meet his contract demands.
ership, in turn, named Palmer
¦
¦ ¦ ¦¦
¦
10. Eleven persons died when
to seTen top committees andI '.
. " •
fire sweeps Minneapolis room- LOCATION FILMING
made him vice chairman off one
ing house.
HOLLYWOOD (AP ) - Princi- of them.
The bombings began on Aug. pal photography on "Fool's Pa- College students in many parts
1 when a 3 a.m., explosion at rade," starring James Stewart of the state protested last spring
a northeast Minneapolis auto and George Kennedy, was re- against the Vietnam War, the
dealership caused an estimated cently completed. A major por- shootings at Kent State and
$10,000 in damage.
tion of the filming took place in Jackson State and in favor of
Moundsville, W. Va., the actual having a voice* in campus deci4L Winona Dell*/ News
location of Davis Grubb's Novel sions.
mu Winona, Mlimvwta
on which the film is based.
They occupied buildings at St.
THURSDAY, DEC. 34, 1970
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The strike began July 8 and
lasted more than five months.
The Brotherhood of Railway
and Airline Clerks took the
action and the International
Association of Machinists honored the picket lines.
More than 9,000 persons were
idled by the walkout, including
clerks, mechanics, stewards and
stewardesses and pilots.
The Minnesota Vikings were
one game away from being the
professional football champions
last January when they met the
Kansas City Chiefs in the Super
_ _ _ _ _J^___

¦

7 : 7 . ...

.

Bowl, The Chiefs stole the show The Aug. 5 fire that claimed
and the title! and sent quarter- 11 lives in Minneapolis started
woodback Joe Kapp limping to the in a trash pile beneath a threeen porch attached to the
sidelines.
story rooming house.
Nine riionths later the Vikings The dead included one woman.
sent Kapp to the Boston Patriots Most of the men were per l onin exchange for some unknown ers, Fire department officials
players and a smaller payroll. said fire doors that were wired
Kapp had asked the Vikings for Open for ventilation caused the
a $1 million multi-year contract; blaze to spread rapidly.
it was learned the Patriots
agreed to pay him about $400,- Just missing the top 10 category were the sejids of Selec000 for three years.
Without Kapp the Vikings kept tive Service office raids around
winning; with Kapp, the Patriots the state and the criminal chargcontinued losing. .
es resulting from them.
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Other stories nominated included thd deaths of nine members of one family in a car-tr^in
crash at Anoka; the controversy about alleged pollution by
Reserve Mining Co., and Northern States Power Co.; the slaying of the James Fremberg
family at Sunburg, Minn., thd
Worthington coupfe aboard the
hijacked plane in the Middle
East; the arrest of a man accused of plotting to kidnap Gov.
LeVander, and the U.S. Open
victory at Hazeltlne by Tony
Jacklin.
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JACKET AND COAT
CLEARANCE!
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ENTIRE STOCK OF

A style, fabric and size for every

and nylon models to please any man.
Jackets in solids, plaids and skis .. .

SNAKE LOOK
SLIPPERS NOW

BROKEN SIZES,

AT FABULOUS
PRICES. HURRYI

RUNNINGI

Orig. $2 to $4

NOW

TI T

"""

WIDTH ONLY.
SO C0ME

0ri9* 7

"'

8

" * 9* 9*

$6, $7, & $8
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AND FAKE FURS IN
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THE SELECTION IS BIG

,

AND THE SAVINGS ARE

MEN'S ALL-WEATHER

TREMENDOUS.

COATS AND

REDUCED!

SUBURBAN C0ATS

o«iG j3W8o

REDUCED!

Corduroys,

¦wools, pile and nylon fabrics . . .

Suburban coats have pile trim collars.

Ikisf ^lAf
l^lln# ¥¥

on all tha great styles. Plaids, solids

All-weather coats have lip-in, ilp-out
linings.

ond skis. Sizes 3-14.

AW QQ
j MjK OO
^

ORIG. $6 fo $27

*
*

^%k

NOW

BROWN AND

AD

4 -'

BlAC|( C0U0RS

I

ORIG. $40-$55

°fifa

IU

NOW

'
M
3'5 J

og

88
17

NOW

48

Value. It still means something at Penneys.

Value. It still means something at Penneys.

Kmiunf*

Ii»niM?if*

CHARGE IT AT PENNEYS IN WINONA !

CHARGE IT AT PENNEYS ^N WINONA!
"—— ¦— M<

Plaids and solids . . . Sizes

38-46.

# C88

88

Orig. 4.99 to 6.99
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AND COATS
Moms, save big hero.

T
O

A A O *»

HALF SIZES. HURRY WHILE

GIRLS' JACKETS

D W|DTH$

4 o *6

SELF TRIMS IN WOOLS

O© ®

to $35

NOW

JUNIORS, MISSES, AND

FABUIOUS VINYL

$

FOR. FUR TRIMS AND
J

REDUCED!

NOW

ORIG. 15.98

YOU'VE BEEN WAITING

r
8Stft
°®

GIRLS'
FASHION
SHOES

&

to $25

NOW

$
. 5 , *6 , tt *7.

a PATENT IEATHER
M0DELS IN "C»
„ „

si«.>6-46.

HERE'S THE REDUCTION

ORIG. low

ASSORTED STYLES, WIDTHS, AND COLORS
IN A WIDE SELECTION FROM
WHICH TO CHOOSE. BROKEN SIZES,
SO COME EARLY!

SHOES IN
,w "n"

' , ¦ "

A great selection of wools, corduroys

n piM B^PM
IVCWyvEWt

Wools, corduroyi and nylon

WOMENS' & TEENS'
SHOE RIOT!

COMFORTABLE
COLD, SILVER &

" '

¦ '¦¦

; ,7 . : .
r 'r
MEN'S JACKETS
REDUCED!

WOMENS' COATS . . .

size.4-20.

AND BR0WN

' ' . . ' 7 ¦ .- " ' .

; 2688

88

modals in plaids, solids and skis.

POPULAR BLACK

¦ ' ¦•. . ¦ ' . -

"

NOW

7.7 ;y y
I 7 7 ;V 7
BOYS' JACKETS
REDUCED!
boy.

BOYS' SLIP-ON
TIE SHOES
REDUCED!

. . .

:

¦ ;; -v:;7 ' 7

¦ ¦
¦¦
; .:. • ' ¦ . ' '

'

¦OF WOMENS' JACK*
TAKE YOUR •PICK
¦ ¦ ¦ FROM A GREAT :¦SELECTION
¦ ¦ ¦:. : ¦ -¦
;¦ ¦ . ¦ ¦ - .¦
. .. '
. 7.7, 7. .
. :: .
.
ETS! WOOLS, SKI MODELS, CORDUROYS . . . WE HAVE f EM AND
THEY'RE IN A WIDE ASSORTMENTOF COLORS AND SIZES. JACKETS
IN JUNIOR, MISSES & HALF S l t E S . ., HURRY!

!

WOMENS'
HOLIDAY
SLIPPERS
REDUCED!

:
r ' - - "' : ' -

'- . . " -- . 'j
¦
¦ ¦

¦[

ENTIRE STOCK OF WOMENS'
JACKETS . REDUCED!

r

FOR PEOPLE WHO NEVER HAV E
ENOUGH SHOES OR ENOUGH MONEY.

.7

TAKE THE TIME TO SHOP OUR FAMILY FASHION DEPARTMENTS!
BARGAINS EVERYWH ERE YOU LOOK!

i

SHOE CLEARANCE
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Lowest level in three years

Poor we ather , corn blight
push farm production down

Survey on
planting to
start Jan. 1

_ pete at the state contest to be7held__in St.
TO COMPETE AT STATE CONTEST .
Members of the Lanesboro High School FuPaul in May. Team members are from left
ture Farmers of America chapter poultry
Ken Soiney, John Lawstiien, Richard Peterson
judging team won first place at the District
and class adviser, Al Spande.
16 contest held in Red Wing. Ihey will com-

4-H dairy
[ Country side
selection day
Wednesday

ALTURA, Minn. - A "Winona
County 4-H dairy selection day
will be held at the Elmer Simon
farm Wednesday, "with activities to begin at 1prn. The Simon farm is located on th6 south
«dge of Altura.
The program will be centered on selection of a 4-H dairy
animal with special emphasis
on calves. Following a brief discussion, 4-H'ers will be asked
to select individual calves from
¦a pen with the selection based
on time and pedigree.
Two cow classes will be available and 4-H members will be
asked to place them — the first
venture in formulating a nucleus for the ' Winona County
4-H dairy judging team.
Dave Xjome, Winona County
associate agent, Is in charge
of the program.

Houston Co. ag
society holds
annual meeting

CALEDONIA, Minn. (Special)
— Bruce Nelsom, La Crescent,
and Rudy Langen, Hokah, were
elected to the Houston County
Agricultural Society board of directors at the annual election
held Saturday.
Gerald BraUand, S p r l.n g
Grove, was appointed to fill a
vacancy for a two-year term.
Re-elected were F. W. Deters,
Eitzen; Chester Nelson , Sheldon ; Olaf Kjome , Spring Grove ;
William Dvorak, Hokah, and
Walter "Voight, Caledonia.
The financial statement for
the year shows a total of $32,355
in income for the year of which
$19,025 was re alized from the
county fair; $2,141 in rent of
grounds and buildings; $2,404,
state aid; $6,072, county aid ,
and $682, membership dues.
Expenditures totaled $31,122
Including $23,753 for fair operation costs.
At the reorganization meeting
of the board following the meeting, all officers were re-elected.
They are Deters, president;
Robert Anderson , Houston, vice
president, and 0. J. Strand ,
Caledonia , secretary. Wilfred
Schtttz, Caledonia, was appointed treasurer, and P. "W. Steffen , Caledonia, publicity director and concession supervisor,

By KATHY KNUDTSON
Daily News Farm Editor
The earth wears a blanket of white—temperatures range
from 20 below to highs in the 30's—it is the time of the year
when people take time to enjoy some of the activities associated with the Christmas season.
A drive through the countryside and one
is awed by not only the Christmas dressings
created by man, but the Christmas dressing
of snow and ice — the greens of the pines
and spruce — a creei with waters frozen in
ripples and swirls—a winter bird dressed in
colorful plumage per ched in a tree.

There is something special about this
season — friends take time out to wish each
other well, letters, a once-a-year - thing in
Kathy
some instances, are mailed out. Man's inhumanity to man recedes to the background and is replaced
by a ieeling akin to brotherliness.
Families gather together and sit down to tables loaded
with the fruits of the seasons* harvest, and dishes and pastries
that are a part of their heritage.
Most of us frown on the fact that Christmas; is so commercialized, then realize with amazement when Christmas
Eve arrives that, although the gifts could be considered commercial, Christmas is carried in the heart.
Parents are especially thankful for the fact that their
families are together. And this Christmas blends into all of
those of the past and becomes one with them — to be remembered and reminisced about.
: ¦;¦
¦
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MERRY CHRISTMAS
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Wabasha Co. 4-H
officers meet Tuesday

Farm
calendar
Friday

MERRY CHRISTMAS
Sunday
..SPRING GROVE, Minn., 8
p.m. ~ Pleasant Pushers and
Liveware 4-H clubs Christmas
party, Big Canoe Church.
Monday
WABASHA, Minn., 8 p.m. —
Adult snowmobile workshop,
Legion Annex.
Tuesday
RUSHFORD, Minn., 1 p.m. —
Fillmore County 1970 4-H
achievement program , High
School.
Wednesday
WABASHA, Minn., 1 p.m. —
Training program, Wabasha
County 4-H club officers and
adult leaders, Wabasha High
School.
ALTURA, I Minn., 1 p.m . —
Winona County 4-H dairy selection day, Elmer Simon farm.
MONDOVI HOLSTEINS
BRATTLEBORO, Vt. -A new
annual herd production average
for milk and butterfat has been
announced for the Registered
Holstein herd owned by Harry
Marks, Mondovi, as reported by
Holstein Frieslan Association of
America. The herd has an official per cow average of 16,631
pounds of milk and 639 pounds
of butterfat.
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WABASHA, Minn. (Special)
—. Wabasha Gounty 4-H club officers and adult leaders will
meet at Wabasha High School,
Tuesday, at 1 p.m. The duties
of each office will be discussed
along with ways to make a club
program successful, says Dennis Crowley, associate county
agent.
Earl Bergerud, assistant state
4-H club leader, will discuss
club programs with adult leaders and evaluate the Kitchen
Conferences held last year .

ST. PAUL,7Minn. — The U.S.
Department of Agriculture will
conduct a special survey about
Jan. 1 to help determine farmers' planting intentions for the
1931 growing season for seven
major crops.
USDA's crop and livestock
reporting service will conduct
survey operations in 35 states,
including Minnesota. Mail questionnaires will be sent to some
9,100) farmers here, and about
275,000 nationally. The survey
will ask about 1971 acreage
plans for corn, spring wheat,
oats, barley and soybeans.
Francis Graham, statistician
in charge of the Minnesota office, stated this special survey
would not replace the annual
planting intentions report issued in March. He said the
January appraisal was scheduled to help farmers get an
early season view of prospective acreages: in light of new
farm legislation. The survey
findings will also aid USDA prOr
gram planners adjust to the
effects of the new provisions.
Graham urges all farmers receiving the special planting intentions questionnaire to read
it thoroughly and answer all
questions carefully. The completed questionnaire should be
returned quickly. He points out
the greater the response, the
more reliable the estimates.

Milk

promotion
program soug ht
in Wisconsin
MADISON, Wis. — Wisconsin Secretary of Agriculture
Donald E. Wilkinson has announced that state dairy farmers will have the opportunity
to -vote, by the assent method,
on a proposed milk advertising
and promotion program.
He made his decision following four public hearings in
November. Testimony showed
the proposed program could be
of benefit to the dairy farmers,
he said.
The proposed program would
raise funds through an assessment of two cents per hundredweight on all milk marketed to
raise approximately 3.5 million
dollars annually. If approved by
51 percent of the producers, the
funds raised would be used
to contract for advertising, promotion, nutrition education and
merchandising programs. .
Information on voting will be
available through county extension offices in February.
NEW FIELD MAN
LAKE CITY, Minn. (Special)
—"William Kohrs, rural Lake
City, began his employment as
field man of the Land O'Lakes
Oak Center plant in November.
He will assist Dennis Meyer in
the Oak Center, Bellechester and
Rollingstone areas.

Harmony herd is
DHIA pacesette r
PRESTON, Minn. — The John Z. Smith herd at Harmony was tops in Fillmore County Dairy Herd Iimprovement
Association testing, the seven Holsteins averaging 1,560
pounds of milk and 60.7 pounds of butterfat.
Two cows, both grade Holsteins, produced 115 pounds
of tutterfat. The cow owned by Merlyn & Darrel Ray, Preston, produced 1,999 pounds of milk and 115 pounds of butterfat. One owned by George and Earl Ballinger , Spring Valley, produced 2,160 pounds of milk and 115 pounds of butterfat.
UNIT NO. 2
FIVE HIGH HERDS
Breed
H
John 2, Smith, Harmony
H
TSIIman Flnoerson, Fountain
Sons,
Harmony
....
H
M.rj . LOUIJO Runae &
H
Victor Aileson, Fountain
H
Arno Agrlmaon, Peterson

No.
No.
CoWi Dry
¦
7
•
29
32
•
¦
31
58 , •

FIVE HIGH COWS

Dreed

Conrad Ha tlevlo, Peterson
rAr». Loulso Runoe A Sons , Harmony
Arno AOrlmson, Peterson
Duana Asleson, Fountain
Adolph Bremmcr, Peterson

Everelt Junae. Harmony

SIX HIGH HERDS
GH

Keith SchopperJ, Preston
LCWB II Roelofl, Preston
Cleon Htualnkveld, Spring Vall«y
Mario Dornlnk, Umo Sprlnns, Iowa
Arl Maloney. SprlnQ Valloy

GH
GH
GH
GH
GH

31

37
52
52
32
20

SIX HIGH COWS

Merlyn & Darnl Ray, Proston
Euaons a, Jerry Scheovel, Preston
ICeltti Schoppers, Preston
Georoa Wotts 8. Lanoo, Preston
ICellh Schoppera, Preston
Myron Larson, Sprlna Valley

.
,

,

UNIT NO. 4
FIVE HIGH HERDS

Robert E. Bamnoisr, Stoyartvllta
James P. Teske, Spring Valley
Donald Jo die, WykoK
Forrest Herron, Stewarlvllla
Leo Horan, Chatflold

GH
RGH
GH
GH
GH

36
in
43
52
2»

SIX HIGH COWS

Georoa and Earl Balllnoer, Snrlnp Valley
Dwalne Klehne, Chalfleld
James D. Tosko , Sprlnn Valley
James P. Tesfce, Sprlnn Valley
Robert E- Wood, Wykoll
,Aldon Marburoer, Sprlno Valley

UNIT NO. 5
FIVE HIGH HERDS

.Arnold Kriicael, Preston
Gtl
JV>erlln Wsslno J. Sons, Preston .... RGH
Charles Demisted!, Harmony
RGH
Eugene & Mllo Broadwater , Preston. RGH
/Alller Drolhon, Wholan
GH

14
50
17
34
48

FIVE HIGH COWS

113 W oit

Third Str«et

Phone 452-61 72

Ceroid Jones, Preston
Dnrvl Huntlnalon, Fountain
Miller llrolhen, Whulan
Arlen Klehno, Laneibora
Paul Mathlion, Preston

¦
.

—Avu, Lbs.—
Milk
DP
1.560
«0.7
1,3«
57.2
53,0
1,3)3
1.H6
^5.4
1,147
U.I

— Ui.—

Milk

H
H
H
H
H

2,B»0
2.810
1.980
2.470
2,690

7

1,335

BP

112
112
107
10<
103

54.1

S
5
3
5
*

1,040
1,180
1,122
1,050
1,134

45.9
X4.<
43.3
42,»
4\,T

GH
RH
Gl«
GH
Gil
RH

1,9W
1,111
1,060
2,100
1,906
2,340

n
2
5
12
lo

l.tss
1,417
1,154
1,13(1
941

GH
RH
RH
RH
GH
GH

2,1«0
2,M0
2,0«0
2,540
2,0/(1
2,100

o
4
3
12
6

1,381
1,220
1,331
1,135
l.ieo

52.7
45.4
45.5
43.4
43.J

,. GH
GH
0|l
All
Gil

1,550
liWO
\,no
5,M0
2,050

9.1
«
91
«»
W

115
1"
102
101
101
90

55.9
54.0
42.2
40.3
30.2
115
'13
113
97
97
95

By DON KENDALL
WASHINGTON (AP) — Farm
crop production in 1970 slipped
to the lowest level in three
years as poor weather aiid corn
blight took a major toll.
The Agriculture Department
has reported its. "all crops"
index for the yeap was only 18
per cent over the 1957-59 average used for comparison. It was
up 22 per cent in 1969.
Not since 1966 had the production index dropped from one
year to the next. The lffr!0 ^ decline resulted mainly from
smaller crops of feed; gram,
wheat and rice.

Region 10
dairy meet
set Jan. 7

ROCHESTER. Minn. - The
American Dairy Association of
Minnesota, annual Region 10
meeting, will be held at the
Holiday Inn, Rochester, Jan. 7,
beginning at 8 p.m.
The program will include reports on changes in the dairy
industry, and changes in the
state and national ADA program.
During the business meeting
there will be the election of
officers for the region including
Dodge, Fillmore/ Goodhue,
Houston, Mower, Olmsted, Wabasha and Winona counties.
Present regional officers are
"Wilfred Bissen, Rose Creek,
regional director; Russell Wirt ,
Lewiston, alternate director;
Selmer "Weness, Adams, regional chairman; Charles Walker,
Grand Meadow, vice chairman,
and Arthur Anderson, Rochester, secretary.

Winona SHS
FFA places in
poultry judging

"Winona Senior High School's
Future Farmers of America
teams took fourth place in District 16 poultry judging and
third in dairy products in competition, at Red Wing.
Winners in District 16, poultry judging, were Lanesboro
High School, first; Austin,
second; St. Charles High
School, third; Winona High
School, fourth ; Lewiston High
School, fifth; Mabel-Canton,
sixth; Rushford, seventh, and
Stewartville, eighth .
Individual p l a c e rnents for
poultry were: John Lawstuen,
Lanesboro, first; Richard Fick,
Winona , 2nd; Rich Peterson,
Lanesboro, 4th; Wesley Fort,
Rushford, 5th ; Mike Swenson,
Mabel - C a n t o n , 6th ; Gary
Schneider, St. Charles, 8th;
Ron Schlogel, Lewiston, 9th;
John Leisen, St. Charles, lflth.
For District 15, area teams
placing were Zurnbrota, third;
Dover-Eyota, fourth, and Mazeppa, seventh.
In District 16, dairy product,
HayfieW won first; Stewartville, second; Winona, third ;
St. Charles, fourth ; Rushford,
fifth; Peterson , sixth; Austin,
seventh, and Lewisto-n, eighth.
In individual judging, Marty
Rupprecht, St. Charles, won
second ; Ray Hornberg, Winon a,
fifth; Gary Chadbourn, Winona ,
seventh; and Allen Lafleur,
Rushford , ninJh .
The Dover-Eyota team won
first in District 15, and Zurnbrota High School placed third.

Fertilization
job excellent,
agent says

The blight - damaged corn stunning factor in reducing crop
crop, a key factor in so much of estimates for 1970, officials notthe nation 's food production, im- ed farmers suffered setbacks on
proved slightly during Novem- a number of crops because of
ber and was estimated at a little drought, insect damage, other
over 4.1 billion bushels, a gain plant diseases and poor harvest
of six million from prospects weather.
last month.
Total production of livestock
But the latest estimate still is feed grain—corn, oats, barley
14.7 per cent less than the" and sorghum—was estimated at
record crop prospects of 4.8 bil- 159 tons, 9 per cent less than in
lion bushels predicted last July 1969.
before the full impact of corn
Combined production of food
leaf blight.
The latest pTojecUon..is~mare gramdMheti*~.xyB..„aai. ricethan 10 per ce*nt below 1969 corn was put at 42.2 million tons, 5
per cetnt less than last year.
output.
Although blight was the most Oilseeds, including a record

Houston herd is
DH1A test leader

CALEDONIA, Minn . — A 35-cow herd of registered Holsteinis owned by Lester Beckman, Houston, topped the October
Houston County Dairy Herd Improvement Association testing,
with a herd average of 50.4 pounds of butterfat and 1,450 pounds
pounds of milk per cow.
HOUSTON COUNTY DAIRY HERD
IMPROVEMENT
ASSOCIATION
¦
; -. "UNiT . 'r y
TOP FIVE HERDS
David Olliman, Caledonia
Harlan Ingvalson, Caledonia
Robert. Hoscheir, Caledonia
Ralner Klug, Caledonia
Harley Doerlns, Caledonia

Breed
GH
,
GH
.
.
GH
RBS
GH

No. Mo. :
Cowr Dry
32
5
32
4
48
14
26
V
35
2

TOP TIVE COWS

Robert Hoschelt, Caledonia .
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
Richard Zlbrov/skl, Hokah : .
. .
.
,
.
.
Harlan Inovalson, Caledonia
Stanley Schroeder, Caledonia
Victor Schroeder, Caledonia

CoWs Name
or Number
Breed
No.31 " - . GH
,.... No. 19
GH
Belle
GH
No. 4
GH
No.26
GH

UNIT II:
TOP FIVE HERDS

Robert Johnson, Spring Grove ,......, GH

Burton Fruechle,,Caledonia.
.
.
.
.
.
Leland Ingvalson, Spring Grova
Irvrn Ingvalson, Spring Grove ;
,
.
Merlin Fruecrtte, Spring Grove .'.

GH
GH
GG
GH

44

27
21
46
23

TOP FIVE COWS

Kenneth & Gerald Bradford, Spring Grova
Allen Peterson, Spring Grove ............
Armln and Leon Schuttemeler, Sp'g Grove
Robert Johnson, Spring Grova ..........
Robert Johnson, Spring Grove ;.'.
.,

Dawn
Laurl
No. 8
No. 10
No. 60

4

—Avg. Ui.—
Milk
BP
1,163
43.2
1,138
40.5
1,035
39.1
989
38
1,057
37.»
——Lbs.—
Milk
BP
2,240
83
2,200
77
2,190
74
2,190
87
2,150
82

1,277

1,153
1,208
870
902

RBS
GH
RH
GH
GH

2,340
1,820
2,150
2,390
2,530

O
7
5
7
12

1,450
1,301
1,132
1,369
1,032

50.4
48.7
47.1
45.3
43,1

GH
GH
GBS
RBS
RH

2,390
2,487
1,640
1,990
2,440

12f
102
98.2
96
95

¦ ¦
UNIT III 7' . .' ' • ¦> ¦ ¦
TOP FIVE HERDS

Lester Beckman, Houston
RH
Harvey Bolt & Reddlnjj, Houston .
.
.
. ', GH
Guy Smith, Houston
RBS
Karl Burow, La Crescent
GH
Donald Fort, Houston
RH

35
25
23
72
34

TOP FIVE COWS

Donald Fort, Houston ... . •
Harvey Bold! & Redding, Houston ......
Peter and Paul Boranek, Hokah
Guy Smith, Houston
Donald Fort, Houston

Cheesemaker at
Pi geon Falls
assumes duties
PP3EON FALLS, Wis. (Special ) — Ray Knutson , 48, formerly of Highland , Wis., assumed
his duties as manager and
cheesemaker at the new cheese
making plait in the Pigeon

Satin
No. 19
Zorro
No. 7
Amber

47.1

6
3
2
2

44.S
43.3
42.8
41.2
108
104
103
100
96

Falls Cooperative Creamery,
Nov. 1.
Knutson iias had 35 years of
experience iir the cheesemaking field, owning the plant at
Highland many years. Prior to
coming here he was with the
Coon Valley Creamery, Coon
Valley, Wis.
Until living quarters can bs
found in Pigeon Falls, the Knutson family is living at Whitehall.

soybean crop of 1.1S4 billion
bushels, totaled 40.7 million
tons, a high.
Sorghum grain was estimated
at 697,050,0orrbtishels, compared
with 707,788,000 in November
and production of 747,280,000
bushels last year.
The* report also showed 1970
production of all wheat at
1,378,465,000 bushels, compared
with output last year of
1,460,187,000.
Other
summer-harvested
crops included oats 909,481,000
bushels,
compared r ~~with
950,023000 in 1969; barley
410,455,000 bushels compared
with 423,547,000; and rye
38,552,000
compared
with
31,583,000 last year.
Indicated yields per acre of
1970 crops, compared with l'J69,
included:
All wheat 31.1 bushels per
acre in^970 Compared with 30.7
in 1959; oats 48.9 and 53; barley 42.6 and 44.4; rya 25.9 and
23.5; sorghum grain 50.7 and
55.3; and soybeans 26.8 and
27.5.- .: The indicated production of
other major crops compared
with 1969 production included:
All potatoes 324,861,000) hundredweight and 311,903,000;
sugarbeets 25,976,000 tons and
27,735,000.
The 1970 indicated yields per
acre and production , resp^ive- .
ly, of important " crops by major producing .states included:
Corn
Minnesota 85 bushels per
acre and production 390,490,000
bushels, South T>akota_JO and
6,500,000.
Soybeans
Minnesota 26.5 bushels per
acre and production 82,819,000.
Sugarbeets
Minnesota 12.3 tons per
acre and production 1,808,000
tons, North Dakota 11.6 and
1,067,000.
Winter wheat
South Dakota 27.0 bushels per
acre and production 14,094,000
bushels.
North Dakota 25 bushels per
acre and production 43,809,000
bushels, South Dakota 20 and
2,100,000.
Spring wheat other than dnrom
Minnesota 27.5 bushels per
acre and production 21,478,000
bushels; North Dakota 23 and
107,778,000, South Dakota 19.3
and 23,088,000.
. Oats. ' • . .
Itiinnesota 50 bushels per
acre and production 167,700,000
bushels; North Dakota 43 and
115,541,000, South Dakota 41 and
10,250,000.
Barley
Minnesota 37 bushels petr
acre and production 21,534,000
bushels, North Dakota 35 and
68,705,000.
Rye
North Dakota 29 bushels per
acre and production 5,539,000
bushels, South Dakota 33 and
9,042,000.
Fall crop potatoes
North Dakota 150 hundredweight per acre and production
17,400,000 hundredweight.
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WABASHA, Minn. — According to Matt Metz, Wabasha
County agricultural agent, an
analysis of fertilizer applied «n
^mMmw^r
^BBMKmw^
county farms during tho past JC*
15 years shows that farmers
have done an excellent job in
fertilizing corn, as shown by
tho yields.
The fertilization of alfalfa
and pasture has lagged, with
CHOOSE FROM FAMOUS HAME BRANDS . . .
tho average yield of alfalfa in I
the county three-ton per acre.
® Ertl # Tonka © Mattell © Ideal
Metz says the yield on good al- |
falfa should be from five to
m Parker ® Milton Bradley ® And Many Mo ret
eight tons. It is his belief that I
the return on good nlfalfa or
pasture would bring as much
over fertilizer costs as it docs
on corn.
Metz advises farmers to have
a soil test taken and plan on
fertilizing the alfalfa and pasture next year.
;&:
^| J ^Pz ^Mml HOURS: Shop <nd Sav«
Friday 8 a.m. toto9 p m.
<|:
MM
Mm
¦fltf i
MmX
MM
Saturday
6 a.m. 4 p.m.
CORN DRIVE
MmY
f
M
L
m
m
xt
— Itti^. WA
HA
MM
V^M
^^
Monday
thru Thuriday
f Hma
EYOTA , Minn , (Special) - iff -^
AI^^B
Tho corn drive conducted by 15
members of tho Dover-Eyota
Chapter of FFA resulted In
408,22 bushels of com collected Vr
Corner 2nd and Johnton ®
333 Causeway Blvd.
wMM
with a total of $444 .90 in funds !{?
Winona, Minn.
La Croste, Wit.
realized. Tho money will go> to ftV-A4±*^'l4d.aK\lkA. ^\l^^\Z^^'^^\^**\lA±4&V ^
Camp Courage.
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Administralionencourages co-ops

By BON KENDALL
AP Farm Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
N i x o n administration has
stepped up its encouragement of
farmer-oraed cooperatives for
marketing crop and livestock
products under the umbrella of
new farm programs going into
effect next year.
The Agriculture Act of 1170 Includes basic price support prograins for key crops such as
wheat, feed grains and cotton
during 1971-73 production. It is
heralded by the administration
as giving more "decision-making" authority to farmers.
As part of the strategy* the
Agriculture Department wants
to see farm co-ops become more*
aggressive in marketing there-

Competition
from France
oncorn seen

by helping the administration's To make the export concept tive. Service has been reorgancommitment for more ''free en- operate smoothly, the adminis- ized with "three goals in mind:
• "To help the agency beterpriser* in agriculture and less tration knows that marketing come
responsive and
reliance on government manipu- channels will have to be as effi- flexible more
in meeting expressed
lation.
cient as possible if farmers are needs of farmer cooperatives;
A keystone of the new law Is to profit.
•' "To find solutions to releproblems quickly so coopvant
Consequently,
the
Agriculture
set-aside
the administration's "
"
approach to curbing excess pro- Department has quietly started eratives can use thCse in makduction. .To qualify for price to reshape Its Farmer Coopera- ing management and operating
supports and other benefits, tive Service which works with decisions—a problem of more
farmers will have to retire from local and regional co-ops, par- urgency now than ever before
production part of their crop ticularly as a management because the tetapo of change
has speeded up so greatly; and
service.
iand7
But on the remainder—unlike There* have been recent indi- • "To bring the knowledge
tho restrictions of the past- cations of the priority co-ops are and experience of the staff law
farmers can produce as much enjoying with administration a team effort out on the" firing
corn, wheat or cotton as thdy farm officials. Earlier this line..."
choose. The idea is for the gov- month in Seattle, Wash., a Last week, in a similar speech
ernment to help with payments spokesman for Undersecretary in Atlanta, Ga., to the Cotton
on the part of a crop needed for J.yPlul Campbell told the Pacif- Producers Association, Campdomestic use but allow farmers ic Coast Cooperative Associa- bell called- attention to the new
to grow all they want for export. tion that the Farmer Coopera- farm law as being "attuned to

NFO plans for .970
stated by Staley

the free enterprise, capitalistic
system" and said co-ops have a
major responsibility in making
the system work.
"I'm confident," Campbell
said, "that co-ops such as the
CPA will continue to add .substantially to farmers' receipts
by getting them better price's,
by finding them export and other markets they could not find
by themselves, and by making
it possible for the individual to
share in the cost of savings by
combining the strength of many
individuals."
Among administration farm
officials, Campbell in particular
has been careful to note that
farmers cannot how get along
without government support
programs although the trend is
away from them.

Rushford Jaycee fete
lor outstanding farmer
to be held Jan. 10

RUSHFORD, Minh. — The
Rushford Area Jaycees annual
lianquet honoring the outstanding young farmer between the
ages of 21 and 35 will be held
at Montinl Hall, Jan. 10.
move every head of livestock, Charles Boehmke and Paul SoWASHINGTON (AP) - Agri- LEWISTON, Minn. — Wino- latures.
every bushel of grain and every rum are co-chairmen of the
culture Department officials are na County delegates attending The NFO president said, the pound
of milk produced in the event.
NFO
will
"use
every
economic,
the
National
Farmers
Organiconcerned that rising corn pronation, as well as several other Jim Hill, formerly of WCCO
duction to France will lead to zation convention held in Ken- legislative and legal weapon at commodities through the pro- radio, now publicity director
more competition for U.S. feed tucky; last week reported on its command to claim justice gram, according to Staley.
of the American Milk Producers
highlights of the convention at at tlie* market place for farm- "Farmers defeat themselves Association, will be guest speakgrains. ,
French formers are expected the meeting of the county NFO ers and ranchers. "If it is neces- by selling their production as er. Milford Kahoun , Larry Sass
Monday.
to have a holding action, individuals. But farmers block- and John. Kvasnicka are judges
to harvest a 20 per cent larger Thd convention theme was sary
the NFO will honor existing con- ing their production together and for this year's award.
crop this year at a time when "NFO, .The Farmer's Only tracts, but a holding action will then bargaining together and
U.S. production has been re- Hope."
be called," he stated.
selling together through NFO
duced severely by Cora blight, National president Oren "Lee The collecting bargaining pro- collective! bargaining program,
Staley outlined the plans ahead gram of the organization has build prices together," Staley
drought and other factors.
for the organization in his state been accepted widely enough by said. "The NFO during January
,
processors that the NFO has will contact every farmer and
Moreover, says the Foreign of affairs message.
Agricultural Service, France is After Jan. 1, thd INFO will the capability to, step by step, rancher who is not a member
expected to step up corn ex- initiate a commodity lift in red
of the NFO and ask him to join
ports, mainly in the European meat, grata land "speciality comfor the purpose of waging the
Common"Market where U.S. modities, Staley told delegates. Area Holsteins
battle for justice at the" market
feed grains have been impor- Under the lift plan, he said, are classified
place," he concluded.
tant.' - . huge blocks of farm producWinona county delegates at- ARCADIA, Wis. (Special) Thj s year/ says the FAS, tion will be lifted out of se*- BBATTLEBORO, Vt. _ Reg- tending were Homer Mote, UtiArcadia High School FFA chapFrance is expected to produce lected areas where the price istered Holsteins in area herds ca; Lester Ploetz, Norval John- ter officers were at their posts
about 275 million bushels (6.9 pinch is great and transported have been classified excellent, son and Mr. and Mrs. Tom to open the meeting at Parents'
million metric tons) of corn, for sale in other areas to the highest designation attain- Heim, St. Charles;
Si- Night held recently.
compared with about 257 million "create vacuums to start stair- able in the type classification mon, Lewiston, andGerald
Twenty six Green Hands
Mr.
and
(5.7 million tons).
stepping prices."
program of the Holstein-Frie- Mrs. Willard Haedtke, Winona were initiated. They are MarCompared with U.S. corn out- In addition, Staley said verti- sian Association of America. Rt. 2.
cus Bachman, Roger G. Pronnut, now estimatedat 4,1billion cal integration and packer They are:
schinske, Brian Bremer, Denbushels, the crop in France is feeding must he stopped taf i Canary Ormsby Fobes View^
nis Kupietz, Bernard Bork, Bob
email. But with production In- NFO will cause to have intro-: owned by Donald A. Fort, Hous- Two meetings for Kamrowski, John Forsythe,
creasing, every gain cuts into a duced in Congress a bill that ton ; Future-Hope Refkctor
Terry Wojehik , Mike Grulkowgrowing feed grains market the will define agriculture*, the food Roasner, bull; Mueller Starman
ski, Chuck Wolfe, Pat Waters,
seed
dealers
United States bad . expected to industry and the processing in- Jang and Mueller Magic Dody,
Allen Suehla, Mike Kotlarz, Ron
share in more fully.
dustry. "We will seeh federal owned by A. L, and P. A. Mu- in Buffalo Go.
Literski, Gary Schultz, Terry
French farmers are being at- anti-trust laws which prohibit eller, Mueller Farms/ LewisSkroch, Ron Olson, Gary Sotracted ta> corn partly because sizable companies from becom- ton; Altura P Star Iris Ivan- Alma, Wis.
botta , Dean Sobotta, William
—Seed
dealers
in
of their success with hybrid ing involved in more than one hoe, Altura Fury Oriole Olga, Buffalo County may attend one Pronschinske, Leon Pronschinseed introduced by U.S. experts sector of the food industry," and Altura Piney Ideal Ms, in of two meetings to be held in ske Terry Reglin, Joe Pron,
during the 1950s.
he said,'Similar legislation will the herd of Elmer Simon , Al- the area, says Archie Brovold, schinske, K r i s s Huskelhus,
county agricultural agent.
John Kamrowski and Roger
The seed has been adapted to be sought in most state legis- tura.
The first meeting will be held Pronschinske.
France and has helped boost avat Holiday Inn, Eau Claire, Jan. Kent Nilsestuen gave a talk
erage yields to the 80-bushel per
4, and the second has been set on the history of the Arcadia
acre range, about 15 bushels
for Jan. 19, at the Green Mea- chapter. Melven Nelson, chapmore than in the mid-1960s.
dows Supper Club, Blair. Both ter adviser, spoke on "What is
Also, the FAS says in a remeetings will start at 6:30 p.m. a Farming Program?" A film
port, French farmers are using
The programs will include was shown and officers conductimproved methods and more
1971 small grain recommenda- ed the closing ceremony. Lunch
fertilizer. These factors plus an
tions, legumes and grass rec- was served by the FFA boys.
absence of drought the past
ommendations, and the latest
three years have contributed
to
¦
information on the southern leaf
*¦
tbe corn boom.
blight situation.
Ten years ago, the FAS said,
Top herd in October Winona County Dairy Herd Improve- Dealers planning to attend are Construction
France grew about two million ment Association testing was that of Clayton and Steve Ketchum, asked to notify the University
acres of corn, compared with Utica. Their 54 registered Holsteins averaged 1,297 pounds of Extension Office, Alma, one starts on Waseca
about 3.5 million in 1970. By milk and 59.5 pounds of butterfat. One of the cows was top week
prior, so that reservations school addition
1975, officials said, France may cow for the month, producing 2,330 pounds of milk and 130 may be made.
be producing corn on 4.4 million pounds of butterfat.
B
WASECA, Minn. — Groundacres. And this estimate may be
WINONA COUNTY DAIRY HERD IMPROVEMENT
breaking ceremonies for a new
conservative, the FAS said.
Lewiston
FFA
corn
ASSOCIATION
¦
two-story classroom wing addiOctober 1970
drive
nets
$578
tion were held recently at the
UNIT No. 1
of Minnesota TechniUniversity
Snowmobile
TOP FIVE HERDS
LEWISTON, Minn.—The corn cal College, Waseca.
No.
No.
—Avg. Lbs.—
drive conducted by the Lewis- The new facility will be the
Breed Cowt Dry
Milk
BF
workshop set
ton High School Future Farm- first major addition for the deEgoert Heldcn, Rushford
R/G H
39
9
1,402
«.s
Allan Aarivold, Peterson
R/G H
14
4
1,199
43,0
ers of America Chapter netted velopment of the Technical ColLaVerna Nelson, Rushford
GH
57
5
1,017
40,9
at Wabasha
a total of $578 in corn and cash lege and is scheduled for comDon j ordahl, R ushford
R/G G
23
2
820
39.3
Homer Mole, Lewiston
R/G H
4
1,075
3$,6
donations. The funds will be pletion
3*
by Aug. 1, 1971. The colCharlei Boohmke, Rushford
R/G H
38
6
1,112
34,6
WABASHA, Minn. - Adults
donated to Camp Courage and
which
is scheduled to start
TOP FIVE COWS
lege,
Interested in becoming certiCamp Winnebago.
Cow 's Name
Lbs.—
fied snowmobilirg instructors
Area farmers contributed ap- in the fall of 1971, will prepare
or Number
Breed
Milk
D-F
Allen Aarsvold, Peterson
Plnay
GH
2,7^3
)!0
for 14-18 year-old youth in their
proximately 528 bushels of wet students for semi-professional
Eooer» - Heldon, Rushford
Linda
GH
2,440
loo
area may attend a workshop
corn which, when dried, yielded positions in the fields related to
Mueller Farm*, Lewiston
Promise
RH
2,380
98
which will qualify them.
Charles Boehmke, Rushford
Mo. 34
GH
2,460
93
approximately 4-40 bushels. The agriculture.
LeVerne Nelson, Rushford
Mo. 8
GH
1,960
92
Sponsored by the Minnesota
chapter received $1.23 per bush- The addition -will contain four
UNIT No. 2
basic science laboratories with
Department of Conservation,
el for the corn.
TOP FIVE HERDS
audio-tutorial facilities, a lecture
the workshop is scheduled for
Alfred Lehnertz & Sons, Rolllnasrone.. GH
82
0
1,257
4 9.9
hall, two general purpose classMonday, at 8 p.m., in tho LeRussel l Church, Minnesota City
GH
73
o
i,2iB l 4 3.9
Fillmore Co. FFA
David Ties & Sons, Rollinostona
GH
21
o
1,256
rooms, two small classrooms
4-4,9
gion Annex. Francis Teske will
Howard Volkart, Minnesota City R4GH&G
47
0
1,137
44,3
eight offices. It will be lobe instructor.
Mick Nielsen, Mlnnelska
GH
1,114
Achievement Day set and
4-1,2
cated
to tho west of the present
Adults who become certified
TOP FIVE COWS
No, 13.0
Russell Church, Minnesota
OH
2,840
111
RUSHFORD, Minn. _ The classroom and office wing.
Instructors can conduct trainAlftcd Lehnert A Sons, Rolllnoshtene .... Mo. 25
GH
2,200
110
1970 Fillmore County 4-H Aching sessions for 14-18 year-olds.
No. 57
GH
T.fflO
99
NIck-TOe'scn, AAlrmelaka
enacted
law
res
Shady
Elm,
AJturn
No.
64
GH
2,290
9«S
ievement Day will be held in
Stephen '
A recently
Alfred Lehnertz fS. Sons, Rolllnoslcne .... Ho. 9
GH
2,370
95
the Tri-County Electric meeting Two Minnesotans
quires certification for snowUNIT No. 3
room, Rushford, beginning at
mobile operators in that age
TOP
FIVE HERDS
group before they can cross
1 p.m. Tuesday. The Rushford killed in war in
Alton Block, Winona
GH
47
a
1,194
43 ,*
adult
Many
Commercial
Club will host the
highway.
'
Aldinner,
Winona
GH
33
a public
Allan
4 1,29.1
10
1,068
RBSGH
39
9
Robert Plttelko , Winona
1,123
41,lM meeting.
Southeast Asia
instructors will be needed to
Gerhard Sebo, \fllnona
GH
17
1
1,024
39,«V"
Awards
to
be
presented
incertify them.
GH
21
O
1,008
Robert AAcNally, Houston
37.4
clude recognition of adult lead- WASHINGTON <AP) _ The
! The workshop wil! cover the
TOP FIVE COWS
Allan Aldlnoer, Winona
SPEK
GH
2,377
105
parts of a snowmobile, snowers, 4-H key awards, home eco- deaths1 of two more Minnesotans
Gerhard Sebo, Winona
Gramma
GH
2,241
93
nomics and agricultural awards, in the "war in Southeast Asia
mobile laws and regulations,
Alton Block, Winona
Ellen
GH
2,770
91
Alton Block, Winona
Sissy
GH
2,469
90
maintenance, operation, cloththe top club award, and gradu- were announced Wednesday by
Mo. 27
2,060
Ralph Frlck , Lnmolllo
GH
89
the Defense Department.
ation certificates.
ing, equipment, emergencies
UNIT No. 4
The department said Army
and transporting snowmobiles.
TOP FIVE HERDS
Warrant Officer Gary L. Bartels,
1,109
4 7,2
C, & AM. Persons, St. Charles
RH
39
«"
son of Mr. and Mrs. Leslie L.
R&GH
44
2
1,265
U.B
Leo K rotrwr, St. Charles
Andersons decide Bartds
GH
48
11
1,301
44,7
McCarthy 8, Shea, St, Charles
:Rural Ettrick
of rural Arlington , was
1,206
«,1
Dan Swlogum. Utlca
GH
44
6
killed
in
action.
Curtis
Persons,
5t.
Charles
OH
67
2
1,257
45,9
money
for
ca
rds
•couple win trip
Officials
said Air Force Sgt.
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2,600
Leonard Millard, Dowr
Poe
GH
125
Ronnie C. Teschendorf, formerfo
aid
children
; ETTRICK Wis. (Special) McCarlhy ft, Sen, St. Charles
No, 17
GH
2.480
1M
ly listed as missing in action ,
John Klimck, farmer south of
2,080
Elmer Rupprecht, St. Charles
No. 11
GH
104,1
8,
Shea,
St.
CH»r|cs
No.
\7
GH
2
,480
12-t
died of non-hostile causes. He
McCarlhy
"Ettrick on Highway 53, has won
PAUL
(AP)
Only
a
ST.
few
2,260
No. 205
RH
C. t, W. Persona, St. Charles
IN
Minnesotans will receive Christ- was tho son of Mr. and Mrs.
ja trip to California for himself
UNIT No. 5
;and his wife, from the Jacques
cards from their tew gov- Darl II. Teschendorf , Bloomingmas
TOP FIVE HERDS
ton .
ernor
this year.
Seed Co., Prescott, Wis.
Clayton «, Steve Ketchum. Utlca
RH
54
i
1,297
59,5
52,9
Elmer Simon, Altura
RH
54
4
1,316
Rather than tho usual pur- CHESTER SWINE
; Klimck, on a three-acre test
GH
44
3
1,322
44 ,5
Louis Helm, St. Charles
chase of cards, Governor elect UTICA, Minn.
plot, using Jacques seed corn,
GH
45
a
1,225
45,2
Art Rrldt, W/nona
- The Beyer
Wendell R. Anderson and his Bros., Utica ,
Euoenp AAarxhau'sm, Roll Inoslono
GH
20
a
1,201
4.3,2
raised 20L bushels to tho acre.
havo
entered their
wife, Mary, said thoy will conTOP FIVE COWS
"The KHmeks will leave Sunday
purebred
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2,330
Ketchum,
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No.
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,
tribute
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to remain in California a week
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GH
2,540
Marvin Mussoll, Ullca
tlie 20th anfor Crippled Children.
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Edna
GH
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No. 4
GH
2.480
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JfootbaFl game at Pasadena ,
CHylon A Sieve Katchurro, Ullca
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RH
2,150
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James Luehminn, lewlslen
GH
45
3
1,515
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Athens , Ga , Jan. 21-23.
Anthony Tlieslno. Lew|»to»i
GH
68
B
1,188
41,2
CHRISTMAS PARTY
There will be approximately
GH
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974
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N"rman luehmann, Lewiston
Norberft Elllnphuyaon, Lewiston
In the Ethiopian city of Har- 400 boars and gilts from leadGH
84
12
974
40,0
t SPRING GROVE, Minn. <SpeRussell Wirt . Levvision
RG
60
11
«57
39,7
ar, tho garbage collectors aro ing herds In 15 states entered
j clal) — The Christmas party of
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hyenas,
let into tho city every in the competition. All prize
(the Pleasant Pushers and ILivc'
Norman l,uehmatin, Lewision
Nn 26
GH
3,
312
105
night eo the animals can devour winning boars, open gilts and
Mres 4-H clubs will -bo at ;i
Norbert Blllnghuysen, Loywlslon
"too "
GH
1,770
99
No, 25
James Luehmann, Lewision
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3,411
9ft
p.m. Sunday In tho Big Canoe
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Church,
side tightly shut doors.
Allen Afluell'r, Winona
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tion , Jan. 23 at 12 noon .

Arcadia FFA
initiates 27
Green Hands

Utica herd
top producer
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Mondovi Holsteins
Hardin happy top production

with accepted
food plan

WASHINGTON (0 - Secretary of Agriculture Clifford
M. Hardin said today lie favors
the food stamp plan accepted
Tuesday by a House-Senate conference although the work requirement differs from his
original recommendation.
Hardin told a news conference he Originally yhad supported a food stamp work requirement in line with provisions
spelled out in the Nixon administration's Family Assistance
Y
Program.
The food stamp conference
version, which Hardin said he
had not read, includes cutting
off a family if a qualified
adult member refused to accept an available job at a minimum rate per hour.
The Family Assistance Program, now considered dead
this session of Congress, is less
restrictive and would bar aid
only to the individual in a family -who refused work.
Sen. George McGovern, DS.D., has sharply criticized the
conference report and says he
will seek changes, including a
modification of the work requirement.
Hardin refused to say whether he would oppose or support
a Senate move to change the
bill produced by thd conference.
Asked about recent reports
that many school districts iaTe
not complying with federal eligibility regulations for providing free or cut-rate school
lunches to needy children, Hardin said there* are "a great
many areas " where these
standards are not being met.
But, he added, "we are dedicated to working out these difficulties" with state* and local
school Officials.
*"If they accept our program
then they must proceed to meet
our standards ," Hardin said.
Asked about the possibility of
enforcing the rules by cutting
off school lunch money to districts who do not comply, Hardin said he would rather not
say. "We would hopet that we
will never be pushed to that degree," Hardin said.
He acknowledged, however,
that his department has the authority to cut off school lunch
funds to districts not complying.
Hardin said he hoped the* government would never have to
deprive- youngsters "because of
the abstainance" of locar school
boards.

Retail fa rm
dea lers to
meet Jan. 6

AtMA, "Wis. — Bernard SchmJdtknecht, Mondovi, had top
herd to Buffalo County Dairy Herd Improvement Association
testing during November. His 58 Holsteins averaged 1,361
pounds of milk and 56 pounds of butterfat.
BUFFALO COUNTY
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.
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Honor roU, registered and grade cows on test giving 625
or more pounds oiE butterfat/
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670
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Strum Holstein herd
is tops in November

WHITEHALL, Wis. Fredric Back, Strum, had top herd in
November Dairy Herd Improvevment Association testing for
Trenapealeau County. The 57 Holsteins in his herd averaged
1,524 pounds of milk and 53 pounds of butterfat.
TOP FIVE HERDS
Frederic Back, Slrum
James Call Jr.,
.
.
.
.
.
O
.
.
.
SJBO
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
Aaron Kulak, AreedU
Willfred Kltitfschy, O«eo ,
.
;
Steve Lomberson, Whitehall

Dover-Eyota FFA
judges to compete
EYOTA, Minn. (Special) The Dover-Eyota Future Farmera of America Chapter poultry
and dairy products judging
teams have qualified to compete at the state contests to be
held in St. Paul during FFA
week.
Members of the dairy products team are Bradley Bierbauna, Craig Ferrier, James
Nigon and Robert Nicklay.
Poultry team members are
Tom. Dubbels, Curt Dubbels,
Rick Clark and Jacob Storm.
FARM TAX GUIDES
ALJWA, Wis. — The 1971 edition of the farmers tax guides
are now available at the Buffalo County University Extension Office, Alma, or at any of
the banks in Buffalo County.
The publication provides farmers -with the latest information
on federal income tax includ*
ing farm expense, income depreciation, gasoline to credit,
capital gains, and income averaging, according to Archie Brovold, county agricultural agent.
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Union Township
couple take Root
River awa rd
CALEDONIA, Minn. - Tho
outstanding conservation award
for 1970 in the Root River
Soil and Water Conservation
District was presented to Mr.
and Mrs. Paul Klinski. The presentation was made at the annual banquet held here Mon*
day.
Mr. and Mrs. Klinski operate
a 230 acre dairy and beef farm
in Union Township. Conservation practices include 150 acres
of contour strips, 120 acres of
contour farming, .70 acres,
grass waterways, 625 feet of
diversion terraces, three small
ponds for better grassland
utilization, 1.57 acres of tree
planting, one acre of critical
area planting. Klinski also uses
a crop rotation on his land.
Dr. Malcolm Hargraves, emeritus senior consultant in medicine. Mayo Clinic, Rochester,
principal speaker, spoke on
planning for resources and people.

m iw

PRESTON, Minn. - Retail
dealers of seed , fertilizer and
agricultural chemicals in Fillmore County will meet at the
Holiday Inn, Rochester, Jan. 6,
according to county extension
agent Milton Hoberg.
The program, sponsored by
the University of Minnesota
Agricultural Extension Service,
will be presented by extension
specialists in agronomy, plant
pathology, soils and entomology.
It will include the latest research and recommendations
in the areas of crop varieties,
soils fertilizers, insect, weed
and disease control and agricultural chemicals, H o b e r g
said. It is scheduled to begin
at 3:30 i and continue until D
p.m.

FROM MIDLAND!
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Living memorial

pimmii

WILMINGTON, N.C. «V- The
largest living decorated tree,
according to a nation-wide contest, is in Wilmington, N.C.
And the town officials have been
decorating it for more than 40
years.
It all started in 1928 when
J. E . L. Wade, then Commissioner of Public Works, was
responsible for disposing ot
beautiful young trees once tho
Christmas holiday was over. Ho
was tired of watching Ihe
slaughter of trees and set out
to create within the minds of
children the idea of decorating
living trees instead of dead
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By way of setting an impressive example, a 110 foot tree
with an 85 foot limb spread
located in Hilton Park, close
enough to the Public Works Department so employes on duty
could watch over it, was decorcd. That was the boginnig of
an annual holiday tradition .
The tree is only 70 feet high
now duo to hurricane damage.
In 1969 the decorations included ten truck loads of Spanish moss, and 5,000 lights attached to 10,000 feet of stringers.
In recent years, approximately 250,000 peopTe came to see
tho Christmas tree. While it is
"old hat" to many of the local
residents, they still come out to
the tree sometime during the
holiday season to "make the
Christmas season complete."
The rainiest spot on Earth Is
Mt , Walolcnlo, Hawaii, and tho
driest is Atacama Deswt, Chilo.

WW AVAILABLEAT YOUR,..

MIDLANDCOOPERATIVE

FOUR SQUARE CO-OP OIL GO.

CALEDONIA
Ph. 724WW

SPRING GROVE
ph. 498-557*

TRI-COUNTY CO-OP OIL

MABEL
Ph, 493 5131

ASSOCIATION

RUSHFORD - Ph. M4-77M
HOUSTON — Ph. 8944751
WINONA Dial 452-9345

LEWISTON CO-OP ASSOCIATION
LBWISTON - Ph. 3141

HOKAH CO-OP OIL ASSOCIATION
HOKAH - Pb. 894-3500

PEOPLES CO-OP ASSOCIATION
PLAINVIBW - Ph. 534-2002

ROLLIN0STONE CO-OP OIL ASSOCIATION
ROLLINGSTONE - Ph. 689-2312
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Grant lives up to nickname

Kenney, Alumni
handle Hawks

Great Stoiieface'
a 7-point favorite

By BRUCE CLOSWAY
Heise, head coach of the WinDally News Sports Writer
hawks'- junior varsiiy team,
Coach John Kenney came out demonstrated the art of behind*
games, are rated seven-point
of retirement Wednesday long the-back passing On a two-onfavorites by the oddsmakers.
enough to notch yet another vic- one fast break giving Mike Ken*
"That doesn't mean anything
tory. But this time the renown- hey an. easy layup.
to us," Grant said, showing no
ed cage mentor must have ex- Kenney, the son of the Alumexpression and expressing more
perienced mixed emotions as ni coach, also helped force the
of his discipline that his players
he guided the Winona Alumni Winhawks into committing nuare listening to this week to get
to a 72-63 triumph over the merous turnovers with his pesky
ready for the 49ers.
defense. He is currently a startWinhawks' Varsity.
Kenney had coached Winona ing gaiard on the Rochester
High for 13 seasons before step- Junior College varsity team.
ping down last March. Wednes- John: Walski and Paul Pladay night he had the opportunity checki supplemented Featherto play the role of the opposing stone's offensive performance
coach in the first alumni tilt with 11 and nine points respectively. A total of 14 player»
to be held at Winona High.
With an assortment of hard(Continued on next page)
court heroes of recent seasons
- 'KENNEY. ¦' ¦ ¦. : :
at Winona High to choose from,
Kenney eventually found the
right selection in Scott Featherstone.
After playing less than four
minutes in the first half , Featherstone personally swung the
tide in favor of the Alumni during his second appearance.
The 1969 graduate calmly tossed
in 13 straight points in the third
period as Kenney 's squad pulled away from a halftime deadlock. 7 7 7 ' .
The slender 6-3 Winona
who had won five in a row.
State College sophomore finished with 18 points for game scorUCLA, the country's toping
honors. Featherstone was
ranked team, rolled over St.
next
to unstoppable as he acLouis 79-65 for its sixth straight,
counted
for afl of the Alymni's
rnird-ranked Marquette also
scoring over a threerininute pemade it six in a row by whipHARDCOURT BALLET . . . Art Yeske Hazelton of the Alumni. The AlumnV-c^actej^riod. The Alumni turned a 34-29
ping North Texas 67-57.
(53)
of Winona High's Varsity exhibits a . by John Kenney, dealt the WinhawkrT~a~72- edge into a 47-36 advantage
In other games involving the
with 2:40 to go in the third
Associated Press Top Twenty, ballet-like maneuver to avoid colliding with 63 setback Wednesday night in the first WU quarter behind Featherstone.
Tennessee, No, 12, routed Ore- Loren Benz of the Alumni after Benz hauled nona High Alumni game ever played. C Daily
Scott Featherstone
Featherstone tallied on a vargon State 89-61 and Villanova, in a rebound. In the background is Dave News Sports photo by Jim Galewski)
iety of close-range shots workNo. 13, whacketi Stanford 96-76.
ing against t}M Winhawks' Joe
McDaniels fouled out with
Ferguson, He wound up with
2:51 left to play after hitting on
six baskets out of the nine shots
20 of 29 shots from the field and
he took from the floor and he
six of eight from the free throw
sank six of seven free-throw
line as the Hilltoppers avenged
attempts. Surprisingly enough,
their 109-96 loss to Jacksonville
the agile Featherstone chose
in the first round of the" NCAA
not to compete on the varsity
championship postseason tourMINNEAPOLIS (AP) - Six
level at college this season.
ney last March.
The Alumni also displayed an Minnesota Vikings were named
"They were ripe for the pluckedge in ball-handling exper- to the National Football Coning, so we harvested them,"
By HUBERT MIZELL
who averaged 102 yards a game the Hula Bowl will be played in ience over Coach Dan McGee 's ference Pro-Bowl team Wednescommented Clarence Glover,
(AP) - Willie Began this season for the Jayhawks. Honolulu and the Senior Bowl in varsity squad. Wulf Krause, day. 7'
McDaniels' teammate. "Maybe MIAMI
Jim Lindsey, many pro scouts Mobile, Ala., both on Jan. 9, Dave Heise and Marty Fanrell But thdre "was also disappoint*
Gilmore wasn't as aggressive as appears to be the epitome of a feel , may be another Terry with the All-AmericanTBowl at each turned in an outstanding ment among the "Vikings bepro
football
cornerback
proshe usually is, but it wouldn't
Bradshaw—a hot quarterback Tampa, Fla. on Jan. 10.
floor game for the winners. cause one of them was not
have made any difference be- pect.
from a small school. The Abinamed.
cause we were ready to play The Dartmouth senior is 6- lene. Christian star is only 5Vifcing center Mick Tingelhoff,
and we weren't going to be de- feet-4, 205 pounds, hits like a ton feet-ll, but threw for an incredall-pro for sis consecutive years,
nied."
and runs the 40-yard dash in 4.6 ible 8,721 career yards and an
did not receive a spot on tho
seconds.
40-man squad.
equally amazing 64 touchdowns.
Gilmore was called for defenThe Vikings selected, in a "vote
sive goaltending four times, of- Only one thing—Willie's not The Shrine game is the only
of NFC coaches, were wide rebowl contest this weekend, with
fensive goaltending once and interested.
ceiver Gene Washington, runhad two shots blocked by Mc- Bogan, a brilliant black ath- the action picking up Monday
ning back Dave Osborri, defenDaniels.
lete from Albion, Mich., lias night when Toledo meets Wilsive end Carl Eller, defensive*
"They outshot us, outrebound- won a Rhodes scholarship and liam & Mary in the Tangerine
tackle
Alan Page, strong safety
ed us and outswapped us," said commented "I'll say it now, I'm Bowl in Orlando, Fla., and the DALLAS (AP) - One of the and stayed in front for more
Karl
Kassulke
and kicker Fred
Blue
facing
the
Tom
Wasdin,
bypassing
pro
football
to
study
Gray
in
their
Jacksonville
nicer aspects of playing basket- than six minutes before Memincoach. € 'As for McDaniels, he's in England."
annual All-Star dash at Mont- ball for coach AlTMMGuire is ger touched off a five - point Cox.
super."
The scholar-athlete will be in gomery, Ala.
that, if anything goes wrong, spurt that put Marquette* ahead Conversation in the Vikings
Curtis Rowe and Sidney the North lineup Christmas Day Toledo, 11-0 and ranked 15th McGuire is to blame. At least 25-24. The Warriors led 58-33 lockeTroom after practice centereU around Tingelhoff and two
Wicks, with 20 and 18 points, when the Yanks take on the in the country, rules h strong fa- that is one of thd impressions at halftime.
respectively, again led UCLA as South in the 25th Shrine All-Star vorite as the Mid-American he casts amid the luxury of They opened the second half other Vikings, safety Paul
Krause and cornerback Ed Sha*
the Bruins broke loose in the game at the Orange Bowl.
Conference champion against victory.
with live uninterrupted points
second half to whip the Billi- A crowd of about 25,000 is exi William & Mary, the Southern "We stayed in the full-court in less than 45 seconds. North rocknian, who were not selected.
kens.
pected for the 4:30 p.m., EST,, Conference champ with only a piess a little too long, " the Texas later closed to within Comments ranged from "Mich
"We've" had some difficulty kickoff. The game is televised 5-6 mark.
Marquette mentor said Wednes- three" points, then to one point didn't make it" to "that stinks."
Of the six Vikings who were
getting up so far this year," nationally by ABC.
day night, "and that tired us at 51-50.
named to the te*am, Kassulke
commented UCLA coach , JohnUnbeaten and eighth-rated Ar- out. But that was my fault."
Marquette promptly pulled appeared to be the most elated.
ny Wooden. "We might be a lit- "My education comes first," izona State, 10-0, also will he the The guilt-ridden coach, whose
ahead
to another five - point However, he expressed surprise
"I
could
play
pro
Bogan
said.
tle overconfident subconsciousfavorite W e d n e sd a y night Warriors are" ranked No. 3 naspread.
that Krause did not make the
football, I believe, and perhaps against North Carolina, 8-3, in tionally and who have the longly."
team.
IITSU (97)
Marquells «7)
make big money for eight or 10 the Peach Bowl at Atlanta.
est
two-season
winning
streak
FO FT "IP
FO FT TP
Bob Polk, St. Louis coach, de- years. I am looking for someThe San Francisco 29ers, who
of
any
major.
U.S.
college
made
Brill
2 3-7 * Schumit • 2-4 14
clared "they're obviously a thing that can reap a lifetimeof On Thursday night , New
Lackey
5 2.S 12 Salos
f s-T 33 will iace the Vikings Sunday at
the
remark
after
his
team
had
Year's
Eve
Alabama
6-5
,
, , faces
great team." He declined to rewards."
Chonet
7 M IS McD»nl«l 1 o-o 2 Metropolitan Stadium in a NFC
1 3-1 t Ai»m%
1 4-4 a
compare UCLA with Notre The South holds a 11-10-1 edge Oklahoma, 7-4, in the Astro- defeated North Texas State 67- McOuIra
Mmlnger I 4-7 20 March
1 2-2 4 play-off game, placed four playDame and Marquette, teams St. since the Shrine event became Bluebonnet in Houston be- 47.
McMnhit 1 M 1 larklni 3 0-1 i ers on the team.
"North
Texas
playeVl
well,"
Louis already has played, other a classic for top college seniors. fore the big New Year's Day
McGuire said. "We didn't play TOtalc » 11-21 47 Total* 2] 13-18 ft They are wide receiver Gene
than "Marquette is very quick But , the North has captured fare.
MARQUHTTB
38
29-47 Washington, quarterback John
HT5U
31 24-57 Brodtie,
and handles the ball well just four in a row including a 31-10 In the Cotton Bowl in Dallas, as well."
outside linebacker Dave
Fouled out—Nona.
No. 1 Texas meets No. 6 Notre It was Marquette's sixth con- Total
like* UCLA."
Wilcox
and cornerback Jim
(ouli-MBrquclle
IB,
NTSU
1».
victory last year.
secutive
victoiy
this
season,
and
Dean Meminger led Mar- Kansas State Coach Vince Dame; in the Rose Bowl at Pas- the 18th
Johnson.
A-5/N0.
in a victory streak
quette over North Texas with 20 Gibson and an assistant from adena , Calif., No. 2 Ohio State
clashes with No. 12 Stanford , tDiat began last year and passed
points as the Warriors made it
his Wildcat staff Don Powell, and in the
through the National Invitation
18 in a row over a two-year will handle tbe , Yanks
Sugar 'Bowl in New Tournament.
while
span.
Orleans
it
is
No.
4
Tennessee The Dallas encounter was one
Miami's Walt Kichefski and
Jimmy England threw in 23 Richmond's
against No. 11 Air Force. That of Marquette'
Frank
Jones
boss
s best balancedpoints to pace unbeaten Tennesnight in the Orange Bowl in Mi- scoring displays
the
Rebels.
of a well-balsee over Oregon State for the
ami, No. 3 Nebraska opposes
anced season . Dean Meminger
Vols' sixth straight. Howard Lynn Dickey is the lest No. 5 Louisiana State.
had 20 points and Jim Chones
Porter scored S4 to lead Villano- known of the North players. •On Saturday, "Auburn , No. 10, had 17.
Performing for Gibson's K-State
va over Stanford .
meets Mississippi in the Gator Allle McGuire added nine and
Fordham kept its slate clean team, the 6-foot-4 Dickey passed Bowl in Jacksonville , Fla., and
Jim Lackey had 12 before he
for
6,200
career
yards.
and it made eight in a row by
the EasUWest Shrine game will injured his leg right at the final
(Continued on next page)
Kansas running back John be played at Oakland,
buzzer.
HILLTOPPERS
Riggins is a 230-pound threat In three other All-Star games, North Texas held a 13-12 lead,

By PAT THOMPSON
MINNEAPOLIS (AP)-There
¦was little expression in Bud
Grant's face when he "began his
first practice as coach of the
Minnesota Vikings in July 1967.
It was the day he began his
discipline program. He stood
his entire squad at attention on
the Mankato State College field
and showed them ho-w to line
up for the Star Spangled Banner for their National Football
League" games—erect, solemn,
helmet cradled in arm.
Grant, living up to his nickname as the "Great Stonef ace,"
showed no expression in the
cramped dressing room of the
Sugar Bowl 2^ years later.

to feel good about, to put behind \is and start worrying about
the 43ers. They're a very formidable team and a very explosive team.
The Vikings, because of' "their
rugged defense that led the NFL
by allowing 143 points in 14

The Vikings had just been
•tunned 23-7 by the Kansas
Chiefs In the Super Bowl, and
Grant admitted the Chiefs
"were a better team . . . today."
Before newsmen were* allowed
Inside for interviews, Grant told
his beaten team: "We can learn
from today . . „ and be a better
team for it."
The Vikings are* back in the
playoff picture. They begin their
drive for another Super Bowl
try this Sunday when they host
the" San Francisco 49ers in a National Football Conference semifinal playoff game.
The Vikings swept into the
playoffs with a 12-2 record, losing only to Green Bay 12-10 and
the New York Jets 2O-10.

Wi ltoppers top
Jacksonville

Minnesota finished the regular season with a 27-7 victory
over the Atlanta Falcons Sunday, and the Vikings prepared
for that game as they did for a
2740 victory over the Chiefs to
open the regular season.
"It was a good tuneup for tbe
playoffs," said Grant. "Our defense* did an outstanding Job.
The offense picked up and
looked sharper. It was a game

By TED MEIER
.
Associated Press Sports Writer
Big Mac won the battle of the
Giants from the Big G. in college basketball.
Big Mac, or Jim McDaniels,
7-foot star o£ Western Kentucky,
scorea* 46 points to 29 for the Big
G, 7-foot-2 Artis Gilmore of the
University of Jacksonville, and
led the Hilltqppers to an upset
97-84 victory over the previously
unbeaten Dolphins.
"This has to be the happiest
night of my life," beamdd McDaniels Wednesday night after
the game between the nationally-ranked teams before 17,492 at
Freedom Hall in Louisville*/
"I don't think I could have
played any better."
It was the sixth straight victory for the unbeaten lOth-ranked
Hilltoppers and the first setback
for the fourth-ranked Dolphins

Six Vikings to
Pro Bowl team

Dartmouth back is hot
interested in the pros

Marquette cops
18th straight win

BOARD BATTLE . . . Western Kentucky's Jim McDanlels (44) and Jacksonville's Artis Gilmore go high for a rebound Wednesday night as the Hilltoppers defeated fourthranked Jacksonville 07-84 in Louisville on a neutral court.
McDanlels hit 10 of 13 field goal attempts and had 46
points for lOth-ranked Western. (AP Photofax)

Year-end review: Baseball

- SALE! -

World Series was for the Birds

(EDITOR'S NOTE: This
is tlie second in a series o\
'
art .elzs
by Associated Press
writers reviewing the major
sports events of 1970. )
By FRANK ECK
AP Newsfeatures Editor
Baseball in 1970 could be
called oddball.
A third baseman who stopped everything hit his way
was called a vacuum cleaner, an outfielder who refused to play for $100,000
called the game slavery nnd
took it to court, nnd a pi teller allegedly involved in
bookmaklng: activities was
suspended for only half the*
season.
The third sacker was popular Brooks Robinson who
hnlped bat and field Earl
Weaver's Baltimore Orioles
to their .second straight
American League peYiant
and a victory over the hardhitting Cincinnati Reds in
a five-game World Series.
Tho outfielder vim Curt
Flood who refused to piny
in Philadelphia and sued

baseball because tts reserve clause tied a player
for life.
At season's end he signed
thd same kind of a contract
to play "for Washington in
1971.
The pitcher was Detroit's
Denny McLain, a controversial righthander. Commissioner Bowie Kuhn suspended McLain until July 1 for
what Kuhn called "involvement" in 1967 bookmaking
activities.

CINCINNATI c a t c h e r
John Bench 22, was voted
player of the year for his
hitting and throwing. He
batted .293 and led thd National League with 45 home
runs and 140 runa batted
in, w i n n i n g onsily-hls
league's most valuable player honors.
Freshman pilot Sparky
Anderson led tho Reds to
an easy victory in the NL
West then beat Danny Murtaugh's Pittsburgh Pirates
three straight in tho play-

offs.
But it really was the year
of the birds. Thd Baltimore
Orioles romped in the American^ League East, polished
off Bill Rigney's Minnesota
Twins three Straight a n d

Brooks Robinson

nearly swept the Reds off
their feet in the World Series.
Ambidextrous B r o o k s
Robinson—ho writes lefthanded, throws righthanded
— played in the playoffs and
World Series as though he
invented the game. Ond rival , Lee May of the Reds,
called him "Hoover, the
vacuum cleaner."
Brooksie, 33, from Little
Rock , hit .484 in eight postseason gamds, slugging .809
in tho Series. During tho
regular 162-gamo season he
accounted for 160 runs and
slugged .429, But Boog Po>wwell, his teammate at first
base, was the Al MVP. He
accounted for 101 runs, driving in 114 including 35 homers and slugging .549 with
a .297 batting average.
BALTIMORE HAD a wellbalanced team of veterans
and fentured pitching by
Mike Cuellnr (24-8) , Dave
McNally (24-9 ) nnd Jim Palmer (20-1O). Not sinco 1951
r

did three hurleys on one
team win 20. In the series, however, Robinson's
fielding constantly robbed
the Reds of hits and runs ,
converting some smashes
into double plays.
Thd Orioles won the first
three Series games, 4-3 , fl-5
and 9-3, aided by McNally's
grand slam homer. May's
three-run homer snapped a
17-game Oriole streak as the
Reds won game , four, 6-5.
But thd Birds made a mockery of Cincinnati's inept
pitching and won tho fifth
came, 0-3.
Batting champions wero
California Angel Alex Johnson whose .3289 edged Boston's Carl YastrzemskI at
.3286 the final day of tho
AL season, and Atlanta
Brave Rico Carty with .366
in thd NL, highest since
Stan Musial's .376 In 1948.
"Yaz won his third slugging
title with .592.
Thore were four no-hit
fiames, two in each league.
¦Ttho throwors wore Pitts-

burgh's Doc Ellis and Los
Angeles Dodgers Bill Singer
in thd NL and California
Angel Clyde Wright and
Oakland's Vida Blue in the
AL.
Following much wrangling
the Seattle Pilots, after ono
year on the coast, became
the Milwaukee Brewers in
time to open the AL season. They won 65 games
and tied Kansas City for
fourth in the AL Wdst.
FIVE MANAGERS WERE
sacked, four in tho AL.
Charley Fox replaced Clyde
King in San Francisco in
the NL , and Bob Lemon
moved in for Charley Metro
in Kansas City, Chuck Tanner replaced Don Gutteridge with thd Chicago White
White Sox, Billy Martin succeeded Mayo Smith in Detroit and Dick Williams replaced John McNnrnara in
Oakland.
4

New and Used SNOWMOBILES

3—1968 Johnsons

ea. $300

2—1970 Nordic 399's
2— 1970 Olympic I8's
1—1970 I.M.T. Demo 640
1—1969 Olympic !2.3
2—1969 Snowflakes
1—1968 Olympic 250

ea. $794
ea. $650
$950
$475
ea. $250
$250

NEW FULL LINE OF SKI-DOOS — ELANS - NORDICS —
OLYMPICS-TTNT'i

HIAWATHA VALLEYHIAWATHA HILLS
RECREATION AREA
Phone 608-248-2325
3 Milos South of Alma, Wis., on Highway 35

Houston makes huge
climb in cage poll

State- keg tourney Kenney Market posts
Four Packers entries must be (Continued from page 5b) solid gain;
action for the Alumni and
are All-Stars filed by Jan. 9 saw
11 of them broke into the scoring column.

NEW YORK (AP) - Four
members of the Green B a y
Packers have been named to
the National Conference all-star
squad announced Wednesday for
the pro bowl football game Jan.
24 in Los Angeles.
They are linebacker Fred
Carr, defensive captain Willie
Wood, guard Gale Gillingham

trade active

Winona mafkets
Froedtert Malt Corpora tion

Hours B a.m. to 4 p.m.
Submit tampl« betore toadlnj. .
Barley purchased at prices aublect .«
change.
7 . .¦ '
^

Bay State Milling Company

Elevator "A" Grain . Prlcoa
One hundred bushels ot o«ln will la»
Ihe minimum loads accepted at the
elevators.
.. •,,. ..
l.n
No. 1 northern spring wheat ....
¦ ¦
No. 2 northern spring wheat ..' J.Jj
No. 3 northern spring wheat .... 1.71
No. 4 northern spring wheat .... 1.71
1.63
No. 1 hard winter wheat
No. 2 hard winter wheat ........ 1.58
wheat
1.5*
No. 3 hard winter
No. 4 hard winter wheat ........ 1.50

The score was tied at 27-all
at the intermission, but the
..
Alumni collected 25 points in NEW YORK (AP) - The
the third period and 20 in the stock market posted a solid
fourth to pull away. Winona broad advance today in active
High scored 17 and 19 points trading.
in the final two frames.
At noon the blue-chip Dow No. 1 rya
••••• Vl«
1.1»
Gary Mueller got hot in the Jones industrial indicator was No. 2 rya
KENYON, after destroying
apup
4.04
points
at
824.15
and
last quarter for the Winhawks
Wanamingo by 47 points Tuesbut it was too late to stave peared to be heading for its best
day j will next be in action Dec.
off
the Alumni's surge. The 6-4 level since Nov. 20, when the av29, when it hosts South St. Paul.
senior
drilled in five straight erage closed at 831.18.
and
pass
receiver
Carroll
Dale.
SOUTH ST. PAUL
The Vikings and Packers were
¦ ¦
jump shots in the closing min- Winning Issues on the New SOUTH ST. PAUL, Minn, (ffl—(USDA)
both entered in the state tour- 1. Osseo-Falrchlh! ........... (7-0) ao
calves 100) limited supply
—
Cattle
7001
utes and wound up with 17 York Stock Exchange led losers
ney last March . Alma will be at 2. Preston
slauahtef cattle steady; market on veal(3-0)
27
points
for
the
night.
calves suspended
slaughter
ers and
(5-0)
3«
by a margin of 5 to 2.
Pepin Jan; 6, to meet the win- 3. Kenyon
Thursday; average to high choice 1,2»
4. Alma
- .(*¦» . 1»
Ferguson,
who
held
his
own
that
taxAnalysts
said
now
less Lakers.
slaughter steers 27.50; high choice
5. (tie) Durand
U-U
li
ST. LOUIS (AP) — Pro Earl
under the boards against taller motivated selling is mostly over lb
Including few prime 950 Ib slaughter heifHouston
(5-0)
if
Osseo-Fairchild will host a 7. Hayiield
''Butch"
Buchholz
of
St.
Louis
'(5-0)
like
Plachecki
27.00; utility and commercial »l«uo>
Alumni players
14
for this year, the market is free ers
holiday tournament with Colfax, I. Onalaska
ter cows 19.00-20.50; few 21.00; canner
(<-l )
10 said Wednesday an ailing right
Terry
Hurlburt,
and
.finished
of one of the burdens that had and cutter 17.00-19.50.
(4-1)
Arkansaw and Thorp on Dec. 10,?. Goodhue
*I elbow has forced him to quit his
with 13 points after hitting sev- been weiglpg on it to recent Hogs 3,300; barrows and gilt*1 fairly
Dover-Eyota
(6-1)
29-30. Dover-Eyota will be the
active; prices steady to strong J» It
Alto receiving votes! Wykoff (3-1)
1 touring tennis eareer.
en of 12 from the foul line. sessions.
cent* higher; 1-2 19O-M0 lbs l«.50i shipGONE! from the first 'weekly
Jon
Lunde
added
a
dozen
ment 17.00 ; . 1-3 190-240 lb* 16.0M6.50I
The Associated Press 60-stock 2-4
ratings are Whitehall, Holmen
240-260 lbs lS.50-U.OOl 2~4 260-280 Ib*
points
for
the
Winhawks.
average rose .8 to 281.6. Indus- I4.5W5.50; sows steady; 1-S 300-400 lb*
and Cannon Falls. Whitehall sufA crowd of nearly 75 percent trials were up 1.4, rails were up 1175-13.00;- 2-3 400-600 lbs 11.00-12.25;
fered its initial loss of the seafeeder pigs steady; 1-3 120-160 lb* 12.00capacity attended the game in .2 and utilities up .3.
son - last Friday at the hands of
12.50; boars steady.
High
gym.
Although
the Winona
Sheep 200; no sales reported; few
©sse>Fairchild and then was
Gains were registered by slaughter
lamb receipts carried to Monspectators
the
majority
of
the
Falls
glamour issues, airlines, tobac- day.
upset 64-63 by Black River
Winthe
were
partisan
towards
Tuesday. Melrose-Mindoro handcos, drugs, utilities, farm Imple- CHICAGO VH —(USDA)- Cattl* 7O0>
hawks' the Alumni did attract ments, and mail-order and re- slaughter steers steady to B0 cents towed Holrnen its second loss in
er; high choice and prime 1,050-1,325 Ib
a slight fan following in addi- tail. All other groups were slaughter
seven starts, and Cannon Falls
steers yield grade 3 ind 4
tion to a full squad of cheer- mixed.
28.50-29.00;. choice 1,000-1,250 lb yield
dropped its first to Stewartville.
grade 2 to 4 27.50-2B.50i mixed good and
leaders from the Class of 1S70. Prices oa the Big Board's choice
Preston handled Wykoff in its
27.00-27.50; load high) choice and
In a half-hour preliminary most-active list included Conti- prime 950 lb heifers 27.50; load choice
most recent outing by a score NEW YORK (AP ) - Seven of
B3S Ibs 27.25; couple loads good and low
contest Wednesday night, the nental Oil
of 85-64, and won't play again the 14 statistical champions in was snapped in the Vikings day against Miami.
, off % at 30%; Armco Choice 25.25-26.00. , ¦
Lamonica had 179 compleWinona High faculty clipped the
until Jan. 5, when the Bluejays he American and National foot- 13th game.
Steel, up Vi at 20; Transameri- Sheep none; no market test.:
Winhawks' booster club 34-23.
travel to Houston for an inter- ball conferences will be in ac- San Francisco quarterback tions and tied with John Had!
John Riiggeberg had ten points ca, up % at 15; Leasco Data up (Flrat Pub. Thursday, Dec. 17. 1970)
conference showdown with the tion in the NFL playoffs this John Brodie won his first pass- of San Diego for touchdown
State of Minnesota
ing title in his 14th professional passes, 22. Miami's Bob Griese
for the faculty and Duane Pe- % at 15%; INA Corp., up % at
Hurricanes. Both squads have weekend.
DEPAftiMtiUr UC HIUrlWAYi
36%;
Soup,
and
Campbell
iff
%
season.
Brodie
led
in
two
of
the
with
Club
Booster
PRESS
had
the
best
average
By
THE
ASSOCIATED
terson
led
the
, 58.0 per
5-0 records for the year.
NOTICE OF CALL FOR BIDS
at .31%. ' .
Alma held the fourth spot in Kicker Fred Cox of Minne- four categories used to rate pas- cent, and the best yards gain- Bob Love and Chet Walker nine.
FOR TRUcK RENTAL
(«)
Prices on the American Stock
Vanity
are going like 6 0 . . .with a little Alumni (72)
the poll by drilling hapless Wa- sota was the only repeat cham- sers—24 touchdowns and per- ed figure, 8.24.
Close 10:00 A.M.,
FO FT TP
FG FT TP
Exchange's most-active list in- January Bids
4, 19/ 1—Kocnesmr, Minnesota
Walski
$ 1-2 ll Muelltr 1 1-3 I?
basha 70-27. It was the sixth pion in either conference, tak- centage of interceptions, 2.6— Lewis averaged 46.2 yards on boost from Matty Guokas.
1
cluded Canadian Homestead, up Sealed proposals will bo received by
0 0.0 0 Lofqulit V 0-0
•win in seven games for the Riv- ing the NFC scoring title for and was second in the other two 79 punts and Duncan returned Love and Walker combined Bauer
1 0-0 3
Benr
1 2-3 4 Plkart
'commissioner ' . ot-Highways : tor tn«
ermen, .and it appears that they the second consecutive year. with a 59 percent completion 20 kickoffs for 707 yards and a for 60 points and Guokas scored Ciaplesttl 0 o-o » Ferguson 3 7-12 13 5-16 at 7; Asamera Oil, up % at tha
State .ot. ' Minnesota, " at ine Area Main1 0-O 2 14&; BTB Corp., up % at 2%; tenance
record
and
7.78
average
yards
Smith
Farrell
2
2-3
7
Cox
had
125
points
on
a
conavenge
the
decisive
basket
among
his
Oiiice of tne Deparlmenr of
•won't get a chance to
35.4 average.
0 2-4 2
Feaitone t «-7 18 Yeske
Highways at Rocnesler, Minnesota, unul
their only loss this season as ference leading 30 field goals in gained per pass play.
Jan Stenerud of Kansas City six as the Chicago Bulls beat Hazelton 1 (Mi 2 Benson o 0-O i and Vanguard, off y8 at 2V4.
10:00 A.M., January *• 1W1, for leasing
Sonny Jurgeisen of Washing- took the scoring title with 116 the Buffalo Braves 104-103 DoHazltn 1 0-0 2 Lunda 4 - 7 13
Alma and its conqueror, O's- 46 attempts and 35 extra points.
to ihe State on a rental basil the followHeise
1 01 t Scovll ¦ ¦ 1 1-2 3
59;9
cent
completon
had
a
per
for
ing equipment to be Used tor tha mainHe
scored
in
every
game
seo-Fairchild, will be playing in
points oh 30 field goals and 26 Wednesday night for their ninth Hurlburt 3 O-O 6 Sauer . I ' M 3
tenance of Trunk Highways In Wabasha.
1-1 7 Semilog' - .' .3 2-2 I
different sectionals this year. Minnesota, extending his string tion record to lead in that cate- extra points.
National Basketball Association Kenney 03 4-7
Olmsted, Winona, Houston, Fillmore and
4
Krausg
Durand maneuvered into the of consecutive games in wheh gory and Craig Morton of Dallas The rushing title went to victory in 10 games.
MINNEAPOLIS. (AP) -Wheat Mower Counties, comprising Maintenance.
Totals 21 17-JO 41
Larson
o o-o o
«A with headquarters at Rocheswas
tops
in
average
yards
tie with Houston after sharing he has scored to a league record
Floyd Little of Denver, who was Guokas gave the Bulls a 104-99 Plachecki 4 1-1 »
receipts Wed., 64, year ago 211; Area
ter, Minnesota.
gained
per
pass
play
with
8.79.
league
1
1
2
games.
He
also
set
a
sixth place with Dover-Eyota
TABULATION OF BIDS NO. 4A-101
bothered by back injuries in his lead with his basket with 53 sec- Totals 27 18-25 72
Spring wheat cash trading basis
APPROXIMATELY F O U R SINGLH
last week; Onalaska moved from record by kicking a field goal San Francisco rookie corner- last few games but still man- onds left before Cornell Warner ALUMNI . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11 U 2J 20-72 unchanged; prices unchanged. AXLE
END DUMP TRUCKS, WITH
:.. 10 17 17 U-63
ninth to eighth with a 73-51 tri- in 31 games before th«3 string back Bruce Taylor led in punt aged 901 yards on 209 carries. and John Hummer scored for ¦VARSITY
No. 1 dark northern 11-17 pro- OPERATORS. Each truck shall hava
-fouls—Alumni 21j Varsity 20.
returns with a 12.0 average on Martin Briscoe of Buffalo led the Braves. Love had 31 points Total
a short wheel base not exceeding Mi
Fouled out—Nor*.
tein i.65%-1.92%.
inches, and shall have a minimum ca43 returns for 516 yards.
in pass receptions with 57, and Walker , 29.
Test weight premiums: one pacity of 4 cubic yards. Each trucK
Brodie, Taylor and Cox will Johnny Robinson of
^ Kansas Cincinnati beat Baltimore
cent each pound 58 to 61 lbs; shall also have been purchased, when
after January 1, 1V61.
be in action in the San Francis- City topped the punt returners
one cent discount each % lb new,
120-115
and
San
Diego
smashed
Trucks will be called for work as
co-Minnesota playoff game in with 311 yards on 23 returns
needed during 1971. Trucks will bi used
under 58 lbs.
Atlanta 133-102 in thd night's
Minnesota Sunday.
hauling sand and gravel, and for
for a 13.5 yard average.
No. 1 hard Montana winter tor
only
other
games.
emergency
flood control work or ripDetroit cornerback Dick Le1.64%-1.86*%.
rap
work.
In
the
American
Basketball
Beau won the pass interception
Bids to be submitted on an hourly
Minn-S.D. No. 1 hard winter basis.
Association , Virginia trimmed
Bidder may bid In one proposal
title with nine and will play in
SATURDAY'S GAMES
1.64%-1.86%,
on
one or more trucks.
Indiana
146-128;
New York
the other NFC playoff game, at
New York vs. Carolina at Raleigh.
BIDS
MUST BE SUBMITTED ON
No.
1
hard
ambetr
durum , 1.76drubbed
Pittsburgh
Virginia at Denver.
116-95;
Dallas.
PROPOSAL FORMS SUPPLIED BY THB
: - y-7
1.85;
discounts
" ' 7' . 7 Texas at Kentucky.
,
amber
3
to
4
. - '-NBA
Memphis
tripped Utah 105-104
UNDERSIGNED. Proposal forms with
SUNSETTERS
. Indiana at Florldiani.
Larry Brown of Washington
cents; durum 5 to 7 cents.
Specifications may be obtained without
BMTSRN CONFERENCE
W. L.
and
Denver
Only games scheduled.
turned
Westgate
back
the
at the Area Maintenance Orfica
won the rushing title and set a
Atlantic—
W. U Pet. 08
» 13.
Corn No. 2 yellow 1.35y4- charge
SUNDAY'S GAMBS
Boland's
Floridians 109-102.
of the Department of Highways, Roches21 11 .711
Niw Yor*
Kentucky at New York.
Jordan'* .. .. ................ M 23
for
1
running
,125
club
record
by
1.37V4.
ter,
Minnesota.
ai « .«« «V
Boston HVi 2JV4
Don May had 27 points to lead Mankato Bar
Virginia at Utah.
H. T. WALDOR,
M% tVt
Philadelphia ... ai v
V "
Step
Oats No. 2 extra heavy white
Florldlans vs. Carolina at G reensbort. yards.
Buffalo , which missed 7 Bob Homeward
Commissioner.
¦ ¦:
Buffalo ......... ll V .wt Htt
25 ii
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other
NFC
leaders
were
Commodort
Club
.71.
.
COLLEGES
Central-,
Kauffman the last 20 minutes of Trac Oil
2414 HV4
. . . :¦ . '
EAST- "
Dick Gordon of Chicago in pass
(First
Pub.
Thursday,
Dec 17, 1WC)
¦illlmore ...... it » .S5»
Barley, cars 90, year ago 72;
24 27
Schmtdr 'f Appllancei
the game. Kauffman , the Sunbeam
Fordham 72, Florida «.
ClncinnaSI ...... ~H " .4*4 «MI
71 for 1,026 yards;
1» 32
receiving,
Sweets
State of Minnesota ) ss.
Larker
1.11-1.28;
SOUTHBlue
Malting
Atlanta ......... VI 23 .3« VA
Braves' high scorer and leading
COMMERCIAL
In Probate Court
Memphls State 101, Mo. - St. Louis 11. Cecil Turner of Chicago in kick.on If
1.11-1.30; Dickson 1.11-1.24; feed County of WinonaNo. )14,623
Cleveland ...... 3 34
W. C.
Hal-Rod
CHAMPAIGN, IU. (AP ) - rebounder, was ej ected at 8:33
West. Ky. 17, Jacksonville 14.
32.7
average
on
23
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off
returns,
2V4
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15'A
Center
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Tennessee 19, Oregon State tl.
up roses .' at of the third quarter after he was Laka
Midwest—
W. L. Pet. SB
4
Polachek Electric ......... 14
Maude Matoney, Ward,
returns and 752 yards; and Ju- Things are turning
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1
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Mississippi
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Court
Its final account, together with It*
Nebraska 72, Wichita Stale 31.
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IT IS ORDERED, That laid petition
Wayne State 52, AkrOn 49.
the final period, and Van Arsposite sides in Saturday's playWEDNESDAY'S RESULT*
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Ivy
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includbe
heard
and
said
account
examined
and
SOUTHWEST—
Cincinnati 120, Baltimore 113.
Baltimore and passdale, who wound up with 37,
Hal-Rod
Points
Rice 93, Southwest Texas 14 (2 OTs). off game at
adlusted by this Court at Ihe Probata
ing
1970
among
three
unbeaten
tin Dleso 133, Atlanta 10!.
BTF
1»
helped the Royals overcome a Warner & Swasey
Tulsa 103, Texas ASM 71.
ing champion Daryle lamonica
Court Room In the Court House In the
Chicago 104, BuHalo 103.
Ii
Florida State 95, Pan Amar. 90.
City of Winona, County of Winona,' Stat*
Only games scheduled.
will be in action at home Sun- season. He replaces Jim Valek 100-92 deficit. Earl Monroe had Sunbeam Cakes
14
Stephen
F.
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84,
NW.
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71.
of Minnesota, on the 13th day Of Januwho was 8-32 in his four years 37 for the Bullets.
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,
Jake
down
its
first
win
of
the season Coca-Cola Co
which plans to raise tuition for on April 20, 1971 , at 10:3O o'clock A.M.,
a 1,144 rolled by Pozanc TruckWi iV/x
SATURDAY'S GAMES
Texas
12 21
.3*4 11
Winona Healing Co
21 24
this Court In the probate court
Buffalo at Montreal.
WEDNESDAY'S RESULTS
full-time students $35 per quar- before
ing of the gate Classic League. Crouthamel and Gary Golden Wednesday night by shocking Seven-Up
llVi
ajyi
room In 1he court house in winona, MinPhiladelphia
at
Toronto.
New York 114, Pittsburgh »5.
on
defense;
John
Jackson
and
St.
Paul
Cretin
50-45.
ter
next
fall
Cretin had
, will fund about 28 nesota, and that notice hereof be olven
Turner's Market also had a
B
New York at Detroit.
Virginia 144, Indiana 128.
Boston at Pittsburgh.
per cent of educational costs by publication of this order In the
Denver 109, Florldlans 102,
1,084 scratch game, second high- John Nelson , offense, and Carl lost only one game in Central
Winona Dally News and by mailed notice
Chlcags at Vancouver.
Memphis 105, Uta h 104.
Meyer , freshman coach.
Catholic Conference action prior
through tuition.
est of the season.
as provided by law,
MINNESOTA at St. Louis.
Only games scheduled.
v
He
said
he
may
retain
an
Illito Wednesday.
Grittner warned, that the state Dated December U, 1970.
California at Los Angeles.
Other 600's in that loop inTODAY'S GAMES
MARGARET McCREADY,
SUNDAY'S GAMES
No games scheduled.
faces now its own "revenue
cluded a 614 by Mike Sawyer nois coach and select one more The victory enabled Lourdes
Montreal at Philadelphia,
Probata Clerk.
FRIDAY'S OAMBI
,„ . .
gap," and cannot be expected to
(Probata Court Seal)
to move out of the conference
and a 600 by Arnie Michaels. to round out the staff.
St. Louis at New York,
Carolina at Pittsburgh.
Hull
and
Hull,
Texas vs. Virginia at Hampton.
Detroit at Buffalo.
cellar into a sixth place tie with
Mr. T's of the Westgate MaEYOTA, Minn . (Special) - be overly lavish with legislative Attorneys tor Petitioner.
Utah at Memphis.
Only games scheduled.
jor League tied Turner 's MarSt. Paul Hill. Cotter is forced The annual Holiday Basketball appropriations to the state col(First Pub. Thursday, Dec. 10, 1970)
to fill the vacancy with a 1-6 Tournamen t will be held at the lege system. 'Try,
ket for the night's high team
State
) ss .
a
rolling
series honors , also
record. Pat Larnson sparked Dover-Eyota High Sohool gym Dr. G. Theodore Mittau , chan- Countyof ofMinnesota
Winona ) in Probate Court
cellor of the state college sys2,903.
the Eagles' upset Wednesday Dec. 28-29.
File No. 15,686
¦n Ro Estate of
^
Len Strange rolled a 226, 36m
with 16 points.
In the tourney's opening tem , said he has asked state
Waller
W. Roth,
Sherman a 605 and Ferris BookSt. Thomas Academy 's; vaunt- game, Plainview will battle college presidents to discuss the Order for Hearing on Decedent.
Final Ac«nmt
loop.
Major
and
Petition
030
in
tho
possibility
of
a
tuition
hike
with
for Distribution .
ies a 1,
ed defense was at its best Tues- Wabasha at 7 p.m., followed
(Continued from page 5b)
The representative of tho above named
WESTGATE : Sunsettcrs —
day night as the Cadets walloped by a clash between Elgia-Mill- their students.
estate haying filed her final account and
downing Florida 72-65. Iowa
f<7r »otllcment and allowance,
Betty Seeling had a 199, Mary
Austin Pacelli 73-36 to gain sole ville and Dover-Eyota.
S?I'
,i« and
thereof
for distributio n to the pertrounced Iowa State 87-68 in the
Emmons a 506, Bolands an 891 SAN FRANCISCO (AP) - possession of first place. It was The losers of the first round
H
sons thereunto entitled;
579.
Coach
Dick
Nolan
of
the
Bar
a
2,
at
7
p.m.
Mankato
San
Tuesday
T
wiir
duel
and
s
0R D!=ReD, T hot Ihe
the 23rd consecutive victory for
first game between the two
_
,
hearlnfl
J
I be had
thereof
on January 5, 1971. at
and the first-round winners
Men's — Ralph Heaser had Francisco 49ers rates his team 's St. Thomas.
teams in almost 36 ydars and
1:00 oclock A.M.. before (his Court Ir.
INDOOR SOFTBALL
Ken's Bob Windsor and Ted Kwalick The loss was tho first in con- meet for tlie championship at
a
569,
Aarre
Dean
a
214,
the probata court room In the court
Nebraska shaded Wichita State
house in Winona, Minnesota, and that
W L
W L Sales & Service n 993 and as "probably the best pair of ference play
for Pacelll , now 9 p.m.
72-71.
notice hereof be given by publication
Mankato Bar s o Schultz Trim. 3 3
tight
ends
in
football.
Bar
a
2,892.
"
Buck's
of this ordor In the Winona Dally News
6-2 overall. Tlie Shamrocks
naili Bar
5 * Olion'i Bar
2 S
by mailed notice as provided by law.
Tulsa walloped Texas A&M Main Tavern 1 1 Villagalnn
I <
HAL - ROD : Commercial — Windsor , 27, and Kwalick , 23, managed to score in double figST. PAUL (AP)-Extradltion andDated
'
knee
strained
December 8, 1970.
Thomas
Allen Gappa had a 234, Lyle both will be used Sunday in the ures in only one quarter when
103-71 behind the 30-point proto Omaha, Neb., was ordered
S. A. SAWYER,
LcRoy
Anderson
recorded
his
¦
KAGE
Raa
611
and
National
Football
League
duction of Dana Lewis. UC , SanJacobson
play- they collected 17 in the third . DALLAS (AP)
Probate Judge.
,„ . .
- Duane Wetinesday for Larry Lerue
IProbale
Court
Seal)
ta Barbara , downed Temple 78- third shutout of tho season for dio a 1,020—2,978. Davo Tics off game at Minnesota , Nolan Dale Fel ton, Dan Blaser , nnd Thomas, running hack for the Clark, 21, who is wanted In con- Robertson and Wohletz,
said Wednesday.
68 and Creighton humbled Snn Oasis Bar as he fanned 14 bat- also had a 603.
Davo Winkcls were all high for Dallas Cowboys, strained his nection with tho attempted rob- Attorneys tor Petitioner.
Diego State 73-68 on four free ters and limited Schultz Transit ATHLETIC CLUB: Ace — Windsor, a four-year veteran , Pacelli with eight points.
(First Pub. Thursday, Dec, 10, 1»70)
knee
slightly in practice bery of an Omaha bank.
rolled n 217, Irv Prax- is the starter
throws in thd last 11 seconds.
St. Thomas flew out <o a 36-12 Wednesday, but club officials Ramsey County District Judge Slate ot Minnesota ) as .
to only two hits in a 1-0 Oasis Rich Lejk the Plumbing Barn 31 passes for and has caught
cl a 539 and
363 yards this halftime bulge and
Rice -went two overtimes to victory Tuesday.
in Probate Court
said it shouldn't hamper him in Otis H. Godfrey Jr., continued County of WinonaNo. )17,150
year. But Nolan says Kwalick , cd Pacelli by, an outrebound- Saturday's NFL playoff game until next "Wednesday an extraa 987-2,036.
conquer Southwest Texas 98-94.
overwhelmIn Ro Estate of
Even with the victory, howthe former Penn Stato All- ing 45-19
In other games Northern Illinois
Martha M. Lolwlea, Decedent
dition hearing for Eonald Reed ,
margin. Ted Uonsior with Detroit.
Oasis
was
still
unable
to
ever,
Ordor
tor
American
Hearing on Pinal Account
,
¦Cornell
has
caught
up
tripped
76-64, Northwes¦
with paced the Cadets with 17
20, also wanted in thd attempted
'
and Petition lor Deslrlbutlon.
Windsor.
tern overcame Western Illinois overtake Mankato Bar , tho only Eau Claire s Ratliff
B.
QOOGLK
Tho
TO NAJT1NSKY robbery at Omaha.
representative of the above named
points.
having filed his final account and
In last Sunday 's 3B-7 victory In two
95-A5, K«*nt State humbled Pitt unbeaten team in tho Indoor player of the week
CHERRY HILL, N.J. (AP ) - Judge Godfrey took under ad- estate
other
CCC
tilts
Tuesfor settlement , and allowance
petition
Softball
League.
Mankato
and
over Oakland , Kwalick caught day night
67-60, Toledo routed Virginia
and for distribution to thd per, St. Paul Hill bat- Mrs. John O. Burgwin. who has visement a request from Reed thereof
Main
Tavern
were
idle
Tues(AP)
Mike
his
first
Wis.
MADISON,
touchdown
sons
thereunto
pass
of
the
entitled)
Military 79-46, Idaho nipped
tered Cotter 68-51, and Minne. been breeding thoroughbreds at for a different attorney. He had IT IS ORDERED,
That the hearlnoj
Itatliff , a C-foot-lD scoring lead- season , making a diving catch spoils
"Washington 71-70 and Seattle de- day.
by
Warren
her
Barberry
represented
Farm near Sdw- been
thereof be had on January 6th, 1971,
Do La Salle edged St.
„,
Bill
Olson
led
the
Oasis
attack
1
Eau
at
tho
goal
rationally
ranked
line.
er
for
at
10:30
oclock
feated Montana State 104-D0.
A.M., betore this Court
ickley , Pa,, sinco 1058, bought PetOrson.
In the probate court room In the court
at tlie plate with a pair of safe- Claire State's basketball team , "He's big nnd strong and Louis Park Benilde 62-61.
Bonnie Google, dam of Bonnie Reed is being hold In Itamsety house In Winona, Minnesota,
nnd that
was named Wednesday as tlie fast ," Nolan said Wednesday of
5,000 tickets for sale ties. Len Jaszcwski led Schult2
and Gay, in 1959.
County Jail in ]ieu of *$50,0(r0 nollce hereof bo given by publication
ol this order In the Winonn Dally News
with two hits and was also the State University Conference's Kwalick, a 6-foot4, 230-pounder.
She later sold her but bought bond on a federal cbargo of and by mailed notice 01 provided by
i player of tho week.
BALTIMORE (AP) — Tho losing pitcher.
Tho 49ers worked out late BOSTON (AP) - Bobl)y Orr hier back for $40,000 in 1965.
'
possessing a sawed-off shotgun. lav/.
Baltimore Colls put 5,000 tickets
In the only other game TuesRatliff , of Racine, has played Wednesday afternoon in a of the Boston Bruins was named
In 1071 Bonnie Google goes to Conspiracy charges against Pated December S.alh,A. 1970,
SAWYE R ,
for Saturday's NFL plnyoff day, Olson 's Bar routed Vil- no small role in helping the closed practice at Stanford Uni- Tuesday winner of the Lou Najinsky because Mrs, Burgwin Reed in connection with an alJUd fle(Probate Court SnU ^'
gamo with Cincinnati on public lage Inn 9-2. The loss was the Blugolds to nine consecutive vic- versity, They 'll leave Friday for Marsh Award as Canada 's out- is a member of thd $5,440,000 leged plot to kidnap Gov. Harold
Darby S. Brewer, Chartered,
ttfile today.
tories.
sixth straight for Village Inn.
Minnesota.
standing athlete.
Najinsky breeding syndicate.
LeVander hnvd been dropped. Attorneys for Petitioner.
The voting for the top three
positions in the Daily News
''Top Tea" area basketball poll
went uncontested for the second
straight week. Each of the three
sports writers agreed that Osseo-Fairchild, Preston and Kenyon should be ranked in that
order.
Houston made the biggest
climb in the poll jumping from
the lower echelon of the unranked all the way into a fifth-place
lie with Durand. Hayfield leaped
into seventh place from its unranked status of a week ago by
clobberiag the No. 6 team in
last week's poll, Dover-Eyota,
111-67.

umph over Bangor. Goodhue
joined the poll taking over the
spot vacated by the Hilltoppers.
Dover-Eyota fell to tenth, following the 44-point defeat by Hayfield.

host team in a tourney on Dec.
28-29 consisting of Elgin-Millville, Wabasha and Plainview,
and Goodhue will entertain Pine
Island, Zurnbrota and West St.
Paul Simley in another holiday
event Dec. 29-30.
Durand will be at Mondovi
Jan. 5, for its next game, Onalaska will meet La Crescent the
same night , and Hayfield will
play at Byron Jan. 8.

Buchholz quits

Cox only statistical
champion to repeat

Winona teams desiring to
compete in the 1971 Minnesota
State Bowling Tournament must
file entries with Minnesota State
Bowling Association vice president by Jan. 9.
This year's state tournament
will be held at the Biftmore
Lanes in Minneapolis from Feb.
20 to April 25.
Thirty-six team slots are being reserved for Winona teams,
half on the March 27 4 p!m.
shift and half at 6:30 p.m.
Thirty-two sets of doubles and
singles on the' 9 a.m. shift, 22
sets of doubles and singles on
the 11 a.m. shift, 22 sets of
doubles and singles on the 1
p.m. shift, and 16 sets of doubles and singles on the 3 p.m.
shift are being reserved for
March 28.
Last year 33 Winona teams
entered the tournament with
the city providing 84 doubles
and 168 singles competitors.
Richard Stahman of Winona
won the all-events title with
a 1,907 plus a 144 handicapl for
a 2,051 total.

Livestock

Bulls nip
Braves by 1

Grain

Scoreboard

League
bowling

New Illinois
coach aiming

Basketball

for Rose Bowl

Griitoer says
state colleges
must up fees

Ruppert paces
Turners Mart
fo high game

Cretin upset by
Lourdes 50-45,
Colter now last

Hockey

Dover-Eyota hosts
holiday tourney

Hilltoppers

Anderson hurls
another shutout
for Oasis Bar

Nolan: 49ers
have the best
pro fight ends

Extradition to
Omaha ordered

Orr Canada 's best

Lost and Pound

Want Ads
Start Here
¦'
. ' ¦ « 0 T I C B.

'
." ..

This newspaper will be responsible
for only on* Incorrect insertion of my
classified advertisement published
the Want Ad section, Check your ad
and call 452-3J2I if a correction must
b* mad*.
BUND ADS UNCALLED FOR- .
¦
B-i7, ;:3i; w 3/. y

Card of Thanks

~~
~
¦ ' ."
GABBBRTWe wish to extend our heartfelt thanks
and appreciation for the acts ot kindness and messages cf sympathy received from our friends and neighbors
during our recent bereavement, the
loss of our beloved son and brother.
Mr. Si Mrs. Aymour Gabbert
David. Greg and Marlois
'
CLAUSSEN — «
I wlih to thank tvaryma} who renumbered me with cards, gilts, flowers and
visits during my stay »t Community
Memorial Hospital and now at home.
My many thanks also 16 Rav. A. L.
Mennicke and Vicar Moldenneuer for
th»|r prayer*. Dr. William Hals* and
all the nurse* on medical floor. Thanks

.' esalrt. ''

Mrs. Albert Clausien

. -,

FERRIBR-

.'

sincere thank you to Rav. George
McNery for his comforting words.
Mrs. Don Behrens and Mrs. Oavld
Bishop for the hymns, 1h» pallbearer*
and the Ladles of Saratoga far serving
the lunch; also all Irlends »nd relatives who helped In any way. This
was *ll deeply appreciated !
. Relatives of John Ferrl*r
A

In Memoriam
IN LOVING MEMORY ef our beloved
son, Brian Donald Cummlngs, who pawed away 4 years ago Christmas Day.
Dear Is the grave, ' where our darling
Sweet' Ii' tho memory 1het never will
His little soul, so pur* and »weet.
Will blossom at the Saviour's feet.
Sadly missed by
¦
Mommy fc Daddy,
Sister, Twin Brother and Brother

«*

Lost anti-Found
FREE FOUNO AOS

4 Female) — Jobs of Int. —

..

reader*,
AS A PUBLIC SERVICE to oyr
A
found ad* will t.. w bWted **•»

*ret
«»«» ,{"•
i person findlnu an article C
¦W HOM Dally
Sunday Hew* «»IHcd
*
1
nnest., 45MS1. An i*word fwen,*ef.'
ie published fr*# for a d»y» In
together.
f o r t t I brlr.0 finder and - low

r i5,
IMITATION FUR
m* r'»*J
JSi?
Tel. 452-4M8.
found at J. C. Penney Co,
Jeather
FOUND-man's brown -Imitation
Tel.
lacket on Broadway and Laird.
'
454-4440.
vicinity cf eth
TOY JWLE Coin, lost In
,nd Johnson. Tel. 454-2H3.

24, WO)
(First Pub. Thursday, Dec.
¦
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The tollowlnn Order Minnesota,
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»
ef the Cltv of Winona,
of at
Information
*
«er the
w,lh\
2 and for
persons named . In; paragraph,
th. information •» Mthe
S™
S
eswe
real^"
claiming an Interest In
described:
order No. W
COUNCIL.
ORDER BY THE CITY
Minnesota
Cltv of Winona.

~mfi*

T^^r^K^^cH.

-SS
aa
*a
s
^^

is a dwelling. • ««n» shed, end • * for
which dwelling has been unoccupied wr
a cSn.Ser.bU ,length «' *'™'r!» H"' *
trespass by children and olh*r*« hss^neveni settling of foundation and optnlnes
ng.
therein, deteriorated and leaking roof
wiring,
Inadequate, obsolete and unsafe water
facilities,
In hsatlnfl
irffing
Mackheating, and required water line, unsanlfacilities, has an
bathing
Ino in
water
iS?y and Improperly Installed flush
»••
closet and basin, has damaged •*".
cellIngs,
terlorated Interior walls and
^ foundawalls sagged cH>e to settling of
n?n, rodent-lnt«titlon, decayed structural
flooring,
sagged
members, uneven and
damaged and Improperly fitted screening broken windows and window* not
weathertlght, excessively worn thresholds, openings In plastered surfaces and
Blaster coming loose, unsafe rear porch,
combustible materials scattered about
Inside the structure, with various Items
of personal property and fixture* around
and In the buildings, and fho buildings
constitute a fire hazard and a neiard
to the public health and safety, , particularly to the neighboring residents In

73 Houses fer Sara

BABYSITTER—In my home,¦ from I to FEED-EASr silo unloaderi, bunk feed- USED ELECTRIC sewing machines, cab5. Tal. 454-3SM.
ers, conveyors, motors, flberalai bulk
inets and portables. 825 end up.
7
WINONA SEWIHO CO,. M5 W. 5lh.
Slm. EarSy winter discounts in tflect
S»JITCAJE LOST — tin, Samsonlt*. en BABYSITTER—from 7t30-S, Mon. through
iintil Dec' 31, Rupprtcht's Feed-E»sy.
Hwy. 43 between winejh* end Rushford.
Fri. Call after 5. 452-6754.
Lewliton, Minn. Tel, mo.
TVp«wrltstt
77
Lvcllla nelson prase*lotion medicine
bottle Inside. Contact Mrs. Ellon* Ar. WANTEOt Olrla to learn beauty emmr* HOMBLITE. THE NO. 1 CHAIN SAW
nold. Rt, J, Box 16?, Harmony.
Harding Beauty School. 7e Plaia "A.
Now some good used laws
TYP.EWRITERS. «tKl adding machines for
Expert repair service,
rent or sale. Low rates. Try vi for all
LADY'S GLASSES found outside Park BABYSITTER needed now. psrmanent po- POWER MAINTENANCE * SUPPLY CO.
your office wpplles, desks. (Ilea or ofPlata Hotel, Owner pleas* Tel, 454- sition, reasonable wages. In my home,
2nd & Johnson
Tal. 45M571
fice- chairs. LUND OFFICE SUPPLY
4221,
will provide transportation, Tel. 434CO„ ll» Center St. Tel. <53-J22J.
4835.
USED LAMINATED RAFTBRSI
¦
¦
¦
.
[
.
¦
¦ .¦
'
.
'
II Mil. i ».., ¦
¦ — ¦¦¦I-.
¦
'
II
.
!
moral
other
LIKE
NEW.
save
50%
or
—
;
Partonals ./ .
;.J
materials for sale. For ' more Washing, Ironing, Mach.
Male — Jobs cf Intereit — 27 building
76
Information. Tet. (son , 2W-OMU.
AAERRY CHRISTMAS
T» all our readers. May you spend
SEMI-DRIVER—over 25 year* ol age,
BQU-MATIC WILKBRfi
WHIRLPOOL wringer washer, 1 yur
reliable. For over road. Wrlro B«
a most pleasant holiday ymir your "
•ucket, plpeltn* er milking parlor.
old. Tel. Fountain City M741I1.
Dally Newi.
family and friend*, LEGION CLUB.
Ed's RHrlgirater eV Dairy Supplies

(First Pub. Thursday, Dec. 24, 1970)
Stato of Minnesota
DEPARTMENT OF HIGHWAYS
NOTICE OK CALL FOR BIDS
FOR EQUIPMENT RENTAL
Bids Closn IO IOO A.M.,
January ., IMI-Rochesler , Minnesota
S«nled proposnls will be received by
tho Commissioner of Hlnhways for the
State of Minnesota , at Ihe Area Maintenance Ofllce of the Department of
Highways al Rochester, Minnesota , until
10:00 A.M'i J a n u a r y 8, 1171, for
(amino to 1h* State on a renta l bases
the following equipment to be used for
the maintenance of Trunk Hlohwayi
matnly In Houston County and occasionally In Winona, Fillmore, Wabasha, Cirristed «nd Mower Counllos within Maintenance Area oA with headquarter* at
Rochester, Minnesota ,
Tabulation of Bid*
No. 4A-1M
ONP COMBINATION OF CRAWLfSR
TRACTO R AND ATTACHED FRONT
UNO LOADER WITH OPERATOR; Minimum of JO H.P. wllh at lent four
speeds forward, wllh «n hydraulic controlled loader having • minimum eipatlty of l.o C.Y., and including truck end
Th*
trailer for hauling equipment.
Crawler Tractor shall hive been pur1,
lf«l.
Januiry
chased when new after
estimated operatlno flmi approximately
1,200 hours of Intermittent use durina
calendar veer 1971?
..... .___ „.,
BIDS MUST BB SUBMITTED ON
PROPOSAL FORAtS SUPPLIED BV
THo UNDBtWIONBD. Proposal forma
wllh Specification! m*y b» obtained
without theme it tho Area M«lnl*nar»c»
Office of the Department of Hlohwav"'
Rochester, Minnesota .
N. T. WALOOR,
Commlisloner.

Winona Dally News VL
Winona,Minnesota
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MERRY
CHRISTMAS
FROM

eoa

wSfltM -

PETERSON
MOTORS

T REALTOR

Season's Greeting

from everyone at
Jerry's Auto Sales!

Sam Weisman & Sons

CARPET
LAYER

BOB SELOVER
REALTOR

RENT-A-CAR
5-7 pw day

NEEDLES

Hardt's' - Music Store
DAILY NEWS
SUBSCRIPTIONS

USED TRUCKS

TED MAIER DRUGS

Quick Money . . .

VITAMIN C

PETERSON
MOTORS, INC.

(Ascprbic Acid)

TED MAIER DRUGS

BOOKKEEPER
WANTE D

Its Clerk.

109

ELEGANT NEW home, exceptionally dec- PLyMOUTH - 1968 GTX, yellow with
orated, 108x300' lot, black brick fireblack vinyl top, 3-speed torque fltte " "
'¦¦
~
,'" ' - '" '• ' ¦ """ ". '¦""" ** m t—avaaimmm mmaaammt .
place end beamed celling In family
transmission. 440 cu. in., wllit air con, room, formal dining room, 24x15' living
ditioning. Tet. 454-2481.
Used Cars
1*
room, Tal. 4JJ-MJ0.
PLYMOU7H, IW Fury III 4-<toor, powetr
FORD-1M4
2-doory
I
.
.
SEVEN ROOM house located In Foun. straight trintml*.
ateertno, automatic; 1967 Ford Galaxle
tlon, winterized, itudded snow tires,
tain City, Wli. on IVs teres, main
590 2-door hardtop, power ateerlng,
tank hMtir. Excalltnt condition. •OS.
highway. Apartmtnt house In Winona.
automatic* 19(9 Roadrunner, atratgbl
T«l. 45WJ7S. «» e«ntsr' «.
4 bedroom house In Stockton, en 1
stick, slightly damaged condition. First
lots. All tiave full basements. Tel. v Hetlonral Bank, initellmint uoan Dept.
432.37M •Iter *.
CHBVROtBT-1937 4-door, good , eontllNfTW 3-BEOROOM home, double attlen, engine rebult, 4-berrelj also 4 mag
tached garage, family room with fireWheelt. Tel. 452-3959 or 4SM934.
place. 1492 Heights Blvd. Hilke Homes,
Ire. Orvil Hilke. Tel. 651-4137.
OLPSMQB1LE - 196] JeHtar SS 2-door
hardtop, power ateerlng, power brakes,
JM-Fm radio, siereo. Vary* good condh
tlen. Tal. 4S2-3S3J. 172 Or»|n St.

I -j y

Someone who is looking for
responsibility and not much
supervision, Job consists of
accounts payable, proof
reading invoices, pricing
and issuing checks for payment of invoices.
Liberal employe discounts,
paid holidays, paid vacation, hospital and surgical
plan.
Send complete resume. Salary will be based on experience. All replies will be
strictly confidential , Write
B-39 Daily News;.

POLARIS

HORSE BOARDING at J Triple R. New,
modern barn; heated lounge and feck
room. Lighted outdoor arena. Tel. Rushford 864-9414.
YORKSHIRE purebred boars. Robert
Oohni, Rushford. Tel. B64-9212.
LEWISTON LIVESTOCK MARKET
WILL NOT
have a tale on Dec. 24 or Dec. 31 1 but
will havo a sale on Dec. 29 at 1 p.m.
Regular Thurs. tales to resume on
Jan. 7.

Poultry, Eggs,Supplies

44

DEKALB CHICKS, Spelt! chicks, Beefar
meat birds. Order now end be sure of
the hatch dale you want. Send tor price
list. SPELTZ CHICK HATCHERY, RollIngstone, Minn, Tel. 109-2311.

Farm Implements

48

Merry Christmas
We will close at

MI

¦-

ES^^^SO

E. 2nd liBgHf) 454-5141

^HB^ be closed
ALL DAY CHRISTMAS

Multiple Listing Service

McDONALD'S
Guns,Sporting Goods

66

M-70 WINCHESTER .243, pre-M4, featherweloht. 1718 W. ilh.

CABS, rear entry for Fermoll H through DEER. FOOT curt rack), 2-3 and 4 gun
560, 1495 or purchase complete steel
slie. At E.B.'s Tavern, 700 W, 5th.
package cut fo alia, ready to we ld,
8170 (less glass). Tal. 262-1874. Write Machinery and Tools
89
Roger'* Cab, Rt. 4, Rochester.
MELROE
BOBCATS
MELROE BOBCAT, '41 Chavrolet 4X4,
John Deere B tractor. Tel. Lewliton NEW, used and reconditioned lor seta or
rent by Ihe hour, day or week. Your
5701; Rolllngitone 689-2745 after 5.
Bobcat Dealer — Dakota Heavy Equipment Sales Company. 4 mllti wejt ol
85,000 DTU nortable heater with therm*Dakota on County Road 12 et Nodlm.
Halt front mounted saw riot, 30"
Tal. W42r0.
blade with tilting tablet and 30' sin^_____
gle chain elevator, used 3 years for
piling manure from barn cleaner. Musical Merchandise*
70
Larry uoottcher, Alma, Wis. Tel.
240-2471.
RENT MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS trom
HARDT'S. Pianos, violins, clarlnet»,
~
FITZGERALD SURGE
trumpsts, etc. Rental payment apply
Soles B, Servlra
toward purchase price. HARDT'S MULewliton, Minn.
Tel, 6201
SIC STORE, 114 Levee Plan E.

CL vn&tAjy.

'

'¦ '

¦
— H»C.i| AMjIUI.'.tMl / ' '

¦¦
'" *'¦' ' .'• • "•- - - • • ¦¦

I't

"

"

Gutter type, all wood construction, light but durable.

and,
CL (Kaf ipip

See Diem at Joe Breza ,
503 E. 2nd St.
Tel. 452-5277.
Trucks,Tractors,Trailers 108

PORD, 1967, 4, automatic, Vt ten, S993)
1M6 Chevroltt Del Air wllh factory air
Hf\U power, $993, Merlin Hunoertioit,
Rushford.
'
" "• i'

Uifld Cars

fitOWL

109

PLYMOUTH - 19«1, e.cy|lnder, JM, like
new. Tel. W-1U9.

Anne, Pat, Jan,
Harriet , Bill,

CHEVROLET-lw? Klngiv/ood Station
Wagon, light blue wllh dark blue all
vinyl Interior, 327 V-8, automatic Iranimission, power ateerlng and brakes,
radio, 52495. Wall Bulck-Otda-GMC-Opel,
225 W. 3rd.

and Ed

OLDSMOBILE-19A) F-M, V-t, automelie. power itaerlng. 1(00. Walt Buick.
Olds-GMC-Opel, 225 W. 3rd.

AT

OLDSMOBILE-1965 Delta t$, white with
red Interior, automatic, power steering
and brakes. Excellent condition. Sieve
Gerard, Spring Grove, Minn. Tel. 49185 D«.

Winona Realty
. .- - ¦ ¦- . .

¦

,. . , ,

—

JERRY'S
AUTO SALES

$49.50

CHEVROLET-1953 pickup, runs wall.
1105. Wall Bulck-Oldi-OAIC-Ooet, 225
W. 3rd.

By Ed Dodd
¦¦

Minnesota Land &
Auction Service

SNOWMOBILE
SLEDS

mEFmmChristmas

MARK TRAIL
...

JAK.'S

MOBILE HOMES

TRUCKS

POLARIS

Frank O'Laughlin

Its Mayor;
JOHN S. CARTER

89 Uttd Cirr

US B. 4th
TtL 4SHS3X
WVHBEL CHAIRS-for every uric* range; INSPECTOR WANTED—day 'thlft, exWanted to Buy
81
perlence preferred, high school educeadluitable walkera. For rent or sale.
OLBSMOBlLE-1969 Vista Cruller, powPeed
SO
First two month* rental credited le- . lion or equivalent. on-ihe-|ob training. Hay/ Grain,
er steering, Power brakes, radio, auto'
•
'
pertotit)
Wrlta B-3S Dally News tlatlnj
ward purchase prfee. Crutches* wood
i
i
matic transmission, all that accessories.
LUMBER
SAWMILL
wanted,
sjje
any
or
qualifications
and
expected
sterling
or adlurtable aluminum. TED MAIBR
eatWANTED—baled hay. Tel. 452-3223 eveOnly $3200. Walz Bvlck-Olds-GMC-Opel.
¦
condition, either left or right hand,
ery. . . '
DRUGS.
nings.
J35 W. 3rd.
state price wanted. Write P.O. Bex 454,
Minnesota City.
MEMO TO MARK: Your high score deDISSATISFIED?
Articles-for S»U
serves something. Maybe you'll get
57 BUNK BEDS, dressers, or living room
your reward at Christmas. Ray Meyer, If-' YOU are .In a rut In your present )Db
1970 Ford Torino 4-door,
furniture and <feski. Tel, 454-21*2/
and lack the necessary experience for
Innkeeper, WILLIAMS HOTEL.
l20 CtMTEO.automatic transmission, Va higher Income job, come. In- and see CARPETS a fright? Make them a beautiful sight with Blue Lustre, Rent electric WM. MILLER SCRAP IRON & METAL
me. Perhaps you are worth $10,0008 and radio.
DECK the hallsl Panelling, ceramic tile,
CO.
pays
highest
prices
tor
scrap
Iron,
sharnpooer
Si.
H.
Choate
t>
Co.
$15,000 per year and don't know It. Mesuspended and til* ceilings. LEO G.
metals and raw fur.
chanical
ability
helpful.
Responsible
(4)
1969 Ford Galaxle 500
PROCHOWITZ,
Building ¦Contractor.
•
Closed Saturday*
married people only. Write Box 671. OLD POOL TABLE-regulatlon size. See
<n-7t4U . ¦'. ; .- - .. ;7 ' '
4-door, automatic trans322 W. 2nd
Tel. 452-2857
at the Hurry Back.
To
AH
Of
You
La Crosse, Wli.
1
mission, power steering,
VIB WILl. BE CLOSING at i p.m. on
"MAY THE chiming bells and Holly gay,
HIGHEST PRICES PAID
We Wish
Christmas Eve and will not be open
WANTED!
air conditioning
and rator scrap Iron, metals, rigs, hides,
of your Christmake
glad
every
hour
¦
1970 Javelin 2-door hardtop,
again until Tues., Dec. 29 at 4 a.m.
raw furs and wooll
155
mas Dayl B & B ¦ ELECTRIC.
.y ¦dip. - EXPEMENGED
Happy holidays to you alt. RUTH'S
•
¦
¦
¦
304
¦
A
Holiday
engine,
Season
automatic,
:
¦
¦/
; . ..
E. 3rd.
.. . .
RBSTAURANT.-1H Plaza E., downtown
with power steering, pow1969 Plymouth Fury II 4WIlWW.
INCORPORATED
Full O£ Pea«e & Joy
FLUFPY «ft end bright as new. Thal'e
er brakes, red with black
.
door, automatic transmisW..
450
3rd
you
452-J847
.
Telwhat elMnlng rujn will do when
REDUCE SAFE I
. fast with GoBese T«binterior.
use Blue Lustrel Rent electric sharnsion, V-8 and radio.
From
All
Of
Us
lets 8. E-Vep "water pills". Gibson
:
pooer $v. Robb Brol. Store.
Pharmacy. Westgate Shopping Center.
1968 Oldsmobile Delmont 88
Rooms for Housekeeping 87
'' ¦/¦ ' - '
1968 Ford Torino GT FastTo become dealer sales SOLID CHERRV rcpe leg dropleal table
. At ; ,. .
2-door hardtop, 8, autoWHY NOT let me lake over tha addrisback, automatic transmiscupbosrd.
Tel.
452and
6
chairs.
Chine
your
¦
agent
hometown
for
sing of your envelopes. I can also stuff
to
LIGHT HOUSEKEEPING units, winter
matic, power steering,
• ¦ ¦ • ¦¦ . -- "
: -.
power steering, V-8
sion,
25M. .. - .
;
rates.
Tel.
Dakota
507-643-6262.
them for you and even handle tha anlarge carpet company. No
dark blue with matching
tin mailing. Let me do ona mailing to
and radio.
Pine
Christmas
SPRUCE
and
Nerwev
investment
necessary.
Sales
interior. $1895.
»how you what I can do. Tel. 452-5641.
trees, your cholct, S3 apiece, any size. Apartments,
Flats
90
1968 Foid Torino 2-door
training and carpet samScotch Pine, S4 and up. Corner o( 3rd
1968
Chevrolet Super Sport
PURSUANT to the provisions of the Comuntil
hardtop, automatic transOpen
Tel,
452-37*1.
ples
supplied,
and
Walnut.
leads
furmunications Act of 1934, as amended,
• . ¦• ¦ ¦
2-door hardtopi 307 en120 Center
Tel. 452-5351
, ; CARPETED EFFICIENCY, suitable for
. 10. .
:
mission, .power steering,
notice Is hereby given that The Southnished. Write B41 Daily
one
adult
or
married
couple,
availgine,
automatic,
power
ern Minnesota Broadcasting Co. licenpower
brakes, V-8 and
room to
able Jan. 1. Tel. 452-92*7 for appointNews
giving
age,
experiHEATERS—1
MONOGRAM
OIL
see of Translator Broadcast station
steering, power brakes ,
7 room sizes, thermostat controlled.
ment
radio
.
ence, home address, phone,
K 74 CZ Rochester, Minnesota Is regold with black vinyl top,
GAIL'S APPLIANCE, 215 E. 3rd. .
Autos,Trucicifor Hire 105
quired to file with the FCC, no later
education, etc.
ONE-BEDROOM apartment upstairs, heat
1968 Ford Torino Moor
black interior.
than January 4, 1971, an application for
and water furnished. Tel. 452-9394. 827
HEAVY DUTY motorized 2-«peed S-moverenewal of Its license to opefate station
hardtop, automatic trans- :
Original
Exercycle.
E.
4th.
ment
Exereycle.
1968
CHEVELLE
Malibu
2Female)
28 Like new. Tel. 452-5466.
K 74 CZ on Channel 74. The officers, Help — Male or
mission, V-8 and radio.
door hardtop, 327 4-speed,
dlrectorsi and owners of 10% or more
LOWER 2 bedroom, heated, carpeted
of th« stock are G. David Gentling. COUPLE WANTED for motel manage- WE HAVE several 1170 appliances and
duplex, permanent adults only. 426
red
with
black
vinyl
top,
1968 Ford Torino GT Fastment, no experience necessary, mult
Members of the public, who deslra to
Main, $160.
color TV's. Buy these for Christmas of
black interior.
have pleisant personality and be Will: bring to th* Commlsilon'* attention
back, automatic transmis.
delivery for
big
savlngal
We
assure
ing to learn and work . Apartment fur*
facts concerning the operation of the
Christmas. FRANK LILLA * SONS, 761 COZY, SNUG 1-bedroom honeymoon
¦
sion, power steering, port1968
CHEVROLET
Bel
Air
nlshed. No children. Please give use, ' E, 8th. Open evenings.
station : should write to the FCC, Washapartment wilh garage. Please call
references and work qualifications.
/ plus
er
brakes, V-8 and radio.
4-door
sedan,
ington. O.C. J05S4, not later than Feb307
engine,
ROBB:
JIM
REALTY,
an
affiliate
of
' W o a mile
Groat : opportunity for right couple. REMINDER . , . W e Will Ve CLOSED
ruary 4, 1971. Letter* should set cut
Robb Bros. Store Inc. and Robb
automatic,
power
steering,
Write B-37 Dally News.
1968
Ford Fairlane 2^oor
In detail th» specific facl* which , th*
¦
Motors Inc. Tel. 454-5174) before 5 p.m. ••' Gas, Insurance,
Dec. 24-25-25. Open Mon., Dee. 28.
Automatic,
green with black interior.
writer -wishes the Commission to conMERRY CHRISTMAS from CADY'S.
hardtop,
automatio trans'
COUNTRY
WESTERN
A
rock
vocalist.
end
applleiflon,
the
sider In passing on,
Snow Tires, . '71 Model
PROPERTY MANAGEMENT - weekly,
1968
DODGE
Polara
4-door
mission,
power steering,
Must be able to play rhythm guitar
copy of the license renewal application
monthly pr annually. Competence. InICE SKATE EXCHANGE
and be 21 yean of. age. Be available
sedan, 318 engine, power
and related material will, upon filing
tegrity and reliability assured slnca
Now & Used Ice Skates
V-8
and
radio.
Tel.
454-2888
for
steady
weekend
work,
Tel.
Lewisbe
available
for
with th* Commission,
WFPT7
Kalter Bicycle Shop, 40Q Mankato
1882. JIM ROBB REALTY, an affiliate
steering, standard transton 523-3111,
Fl L |
\ I L 260 W. 3rd
public Inspection at 601 First Ave. S.W„
of Robb Bros, Store, Inc., and Robb
1968 Chevrolet Impala 2mission, blue with matchRochester, Minnesota between the hours
Motors, Inc. Tel. 454-5870 until, 5 p.m.
door hardtop, automatic
Monday through FREE ROOM, and board to responsible
ing
interior.
¦ Ot I a.m. and 5 p.m.
couple or woman In exchange for com-,
. Friday. ;
transmission, power steerFor All Makes
Boats,
Motors,
Etc.
panlonshlp to teenager. Weekendi free.
Apartments,Furnished
106 1967 FORD 2-door hardtop,
9}
Of Record B\mn
V-8 and radio.
ing,
Needed
Jan.
4.
454-1315
evenlngi
Seen
for
bring
may
hav*
GIFTS WISE MEN
turquoise with black inteInformation.
M.AAOST NEW 1970 Ford '/Hon, V-8,
financed through MERCHANTS NAAPARTMENT
or
whole
house
suitable
for
1967
Chevrolet
Bel Air •*•
rior, automatic, power
TIONAL BANK Installment Loan Dept.
Sport Custom, automatic, power iteer.
ns-iw PIM« ¦•
¦ 10 or ¦ 12 students. Inquire 168 Mankato
Ing. Selling below what It cost dealer.
standard
Smart shoppers know that any worth- TEACHER WANTED-Sclenea Instructor,
«
cylinder,
door,
steering,
radio.
Ave.
nrades 7-12. Apply Superintendent C. J.
19« Mercury, real eheap. Bud Johnson,
while Investment Is eligible for a lowtransmission and radio,
MAIL
Welsbrod, Elgin, Minn. Tel. office 8761967
PLYMOUTH
Satellite
2cost bank loan. Furniture, appliances,
Houston.
Minn,
ONE-BEDROOM, 590. Acorn Motel, Min3211; residence 874-2831.
automobiles, home Improvements, vaca.
nesota City. Tel. oWliO.
door hardtop, blue with
tlons, mobile homes, snowmobiles are
Motorcycles,
Bicycles
black
vinyl roof, automajust a few ot the things w* might men- Situations Wanted — Male) 30
107
ATTRACTIVE housing for 3, 4 and 5
flan. Hurry In todayl
tic, power steering, power
Students. Tel. 452-3341 or 452-3778.
1970 Chevrolet C-10 % ton
May
Be
Paid
at
HONDA
—
Immediate
delivery.
SL350>
GIL FRIESEN, your remodeling consulbrakes, radio, whitewalt
LADIES: If you want to drink that's
CUJO, CB350, Honfla Mini Traill, New
pickup, V-8 , standard
tant. For carpenter work and general
WANTED; ? students for Triple A triplex,
DON'T
want
to
YOUR business; If vou
Honda 350CC Kl. «W. CT70 Mini Train,
tires. 1-owner, like new.
maintenance. Tel. 454-4441 or 452-2598.
available approximately Jan. 1. For
transmission, custom cab
drink, that'* OUR BUSINESS. Contact
1299,
Sto
rks
Spcrr
Shop,
Pralrla du
references, lease and personal InterNo Telephone Orders
1967 PLYMOUTH Fury III
Chlen, WU. Ui. WMS3V
Women's AA for private, confidential
and radio.
view, please call JIM ROBB REALTY,
Money
to
Loan
Will
Be
Taken
40
help with your drlnklnp, problem. Call
2-door hardtop, 318, autoen affiliate of Robb Bros. Store Inc.
HONDA
454-44IO aveningrt 7,10.
Motorcyelesj
Polaris
Snowrno1966 Ford Vt ton, 6 cylinder,
and Robb Motora Inc. Tel. 454-5870
matic, power steering,
,. biles, rider 's accessories. Swell gill
before 5 p.m.
SNOWBLOWERS
standard transmission.
Ideas for Chrlstmasl
gTeen with matching in8
Transpsrtaflon
Tore — Jar) — Hahn Eclipse
ROBB MQTORS, INC
on any article of value.
COTTAGE tor rent, 8128 pir month.
terior
All sizes. A machine to tit any need.
1966
GMC % ton. V-f, auto.
Wlnona fcau Claire
NEUMANN'S BARGAIN STORH
Acorn- Motel, Minnesota City. Tel. tilSOMEONE TO share driving and exWINONA FIRE * POWER EQUIP. CO.
^
matic
transmission and
'2158.
1967
RAMBLER
Rebel,
4and
return,
54J4 E, 2nd
Tel. 5065
pans** fa Pasidena, Cellf.
^^M»^—»^—'-,
. H i-..———. ¦¦ I!..i.
i I II I WK
radio.
Livin g next week. Xarrol OKIow. Dogs,Pelt, Supplies
SnowmftWIw
10711
door
sedan,
6,
automatic,
42
FURNISHED 2 bedroom downstairs
«, Cherle*. Tel. 9M-3241-.
white with blue interior.
apartment, utilities furnished. AvailSNOW WHITE Samoyed Huskyi. Tel. 454v
able Jan. 1- West end. Tel. 454-1120 ARCTIC CAT~l»70 440, rode only MS
¦
'
Auto Servlet,Repairina 10 .. ?«»•
1986
OLDSMOBILE DynamlltJ,
like
raw.
$s3f.
Tel,
Pepin,
Wli.
for appointment.
¦¦¦
¦
¦¦
442-31BS,
y ¦ ;. .
mic
88 4-door sedan, 8,
. . -:¦ :¦ ¦
SIAMESE
KITTEN-only
1
lelt.
110.
Tel.
500
mg
Tablets
CAR SHAKE and shimmy? Tire wear unBusiness Places for Rent 92 NEW 1971 Eskimo Snowmobile JO h.p,,
452-«fl7.
automatic, power steereven? Alignment needed I SS-50 most
cars. Teggart Tiro Service, Tel. 40S«7S. Tommy's Trailer Sales, » mllei
ing, power braies, blue
- , ' . .. , . ' AKC GERMAN Shepherd pup, black .and
Downtown & Miracle Nail
577t
S. of Galesvllle on 95 and S3.
.'. - '
MODERN OFFICES on the Plaza. Slimewith matching interior.
tan female, 8 weeks old. Hevt only 1
man-Selover, Co., Tel. 452-335), 452-9233
"Your Fdrd A Mercury
left. 140. Burdell Herold,- Alma, Wli.
IS H.P. tWf Ski Daddler, oxcellent
BUIGK LeSabre 414 T«l.
1966
Buiirhtss'Servlcos
Building Materials
61 or 452^347,
Cochrane 608-248-2632.
condition. *79 model, new treck and
Dealer "
door hardtop, 8, automaS475 or best offer. Daile McRob95 belt.
NEED Carpet Installed*
HAPPINESS IS a Great Dane pup for NOW IS the time to Insulate your home Howes for Rani
Lanesboro,
Minnesota
erts.
516
4th
Ave.
E..
Durand,
Wli.
power
steering,
powtic,
MARLIN ENGRAV
173 and up, Tel. St. Charles 932-3491,
L
Call after 3:30 p.m., e?2-J721.
for added warmth and to cut fuel
Tel. 467-2195 or 2196.
t*W a»th
Tel. 452-5417.
er brakes, tan with matchIN ST. CHAFLES-3 bedroom home.
costs.
V/a
are
equipped
to
blow
InsulaAKC AIREDALE PUPPIES, healthy, 7
Karrol Glelow, St. Cliarlos. Tel. 932. SKIItOULE SNOWMOBILES —
ing interior.
tion Into your attics. Standard Lumber
TYPEWRITING DONE In my office. Letweeks, had shots. Reasonable. Mllo
' 3241. :
The only snowmobile good enough
Co., 350 W. 3rd.
ters, speeches, bulletins. Envelopes
Shepardson, 167 N. 3rd., La Crescent.
1S&6
PONTIAC Catalina 2- Mobile Homes,Trailer* 111
to
carry
the
Coleman
nemel
typed or long hand, post cards etc.
Minn. Tel . 895-4629.
2-bedroom house, close te new
BEE JAY'S CAMPER SALES
oloor hardtop, 8, automaCoal,Wood,Other Fuel
Fast, good service, neat, accurate v;ork,
63 SMALL
high
school.
Tel.
452-4059.
3M8 W, Mh
Tel. 45J-4J2»
TOWN 8, COUNTRY MOBILE HOME!
very reasonable rates. Tel. 4J2-56'41.
POODLE GROOMING, gentle and expertic, power steering, power
Open evenings and Sat.
Hwy. 43 at Sujar Loat
ienced; double Sassafras Toy Foodie DRY BIRCH fire wood, 24". Tet. Foun1
We'r* ijew and growing fast,
yellow
brakes
tilt
wheel,
BLOWN IN INSULATION - Wills an*
pups. 716 S. 2nd, La Crescent, Minn.
fain City 4B7-76f7 after « p.m,
Farms,
Land
for
Sale
98
THINK SNOWI TWnk Sno-Prln«. tot MS
Tel. Irtra Heinlen 4R4l7i er
attics. Free estimates. Fist, dependTel. 8M-2082.
with black interior.
service your «now4ttoblle for fhi winter
Mark zimmerm»n 454-1174.
> •
able service. Carlson Insulation Service,
BURN MOBIL FUEL OIL and enjoy
¦Recreational Equipseason,
Winona
FOUR
MILES
S.
or
RWgeway,
160
acre
428
1966
FORD
Galaxie
500
Ronald Carlson. Houston, Minn. Tel. AKC AFGHAN HOUND pupa, »150s St.
tha comfort ef automatic personal care.
ment Co., .76 W. 2nd. Hours. 1M weekTERRACE Mobile Home*, excludairy farm- 5 bedroom brlclc house.
Bernards, 185. At stud: Afghan Hound,
896-3538.
Keep-full service — complete burner
engine, automatio litre 2- GREEN
days; f-5 Sat.
sively Northern built Chlekainn dealer.
Barn and other buildings In good conBloodhound, Great Pyrenees and St.
care and furnace cleaning. Budget serv•
Sizes
and
prices for ewryone. S«« Earl
8.
power
TOWN
door
convertible,
839,500.
MLS
282.
dition.
UNINVITED HOLIDAV GUESTS?
Bernard. Tamarack Valley Kennel!, Arice. Order today from JOSWICK FUEL
Go One Better
Nptllemaru Tel. 454-1317 or 452--9613.
COUNTRY REAL ESTATE, Tel. 454Call Karl, your friendly exterminator.
cadia, Wis. Tel. 323-3090.
bucket
seats,
steering,
& OIL CO.. Ml E, 8th. Tel. 45*3403,
Co
Skl-Dool
3741 or 454-1476.
KARL'S PEST CONTROL SERVICE
Tbe nineteen seventy
blue with black top, blue TR COURT In Lewiston has ipse* availREGISTERED TOY black poodles, sired
rel.454-1787
able (or Immediate occupancy. TeL Bob
ONE
64 IP YOU ARE in the market for a farm
by Wishing Well's Mighty Mouse. Had Furn., Rugs,Linoleum
interior.
Hennessey, Lewliton 24J1.
DICK'S
MARINE
or
home,
or
are
planning
to
sell
real
puppy
shots.
Will
take
orders
for
Moving, Truck'g Storagr 19 Christmas. Reduced price, Tel. 454-1297. MERRV CHRISTMAS from Pat and Tim. estate of any type contact NORTH- U'»ch Island, Winona Municipal Harbor 1985 PONTIAC GTO 2-door
Many hom&i to ehooss from al
Tel, 4HJJM>
ERN INVESTMENT COMPANY Real,
Jeanne and Vivian, Dennis. Casey, TerSports Coupe, 389 engine,
COULEE MOBILE HOME SALES
HEATED SPACE .vallebla for storage BRITTANY SPANIEL pups, AKC reglsEstate Broker, independence, Wli. or Buy a Skl-Doo snowmobile for Christmas
ry, Kelley, Maureen, Brlglt, Devln. ColHwy. 14-61-e. Winona
Tel, 4S2-437fi
and
get
a
Polaroid
Colorpack
IV
comof camper* er boats, Tel. 454-4«i< for
Salesmen,
4-speed,
gold
with
black
Berg,
Real
Estate
Eldon
W.
tered, champion bloodlines, both colors.
leen, Sean, Kathleen, Erin, Mary,
.
ere PRtgE.
, . . '
additional Information.
Arcadia, Wis. Tel. 3237350,
¦vinyl top, gold interior.
Phil Painter, Lanesboro, Minn. Tel.
Brian, Kevin and Mlkeltl BURKE'S
A SMALL AD la not economical If It
467-3484.
FURN ITURE MART 3rd FranWIn.
aayi nothing or too Utile)
I MOTO-SKI SNOWMOBILES - Sales «.
230-ACRB FARM With 120 tillable, I
1962 FORD Galaxie 500 4Plumbing, R«ofIng
21
Service. Accessories. Many on display.
miles S. of Winona on blacktop. 829,500.
Vi OFF en all Lena cedar chaste and
door
Sedan,
red
and
white
Cattle/
Stock
Horses,
Also Including trackers. LA, CRESCENT
43
propAlso
a
good
selection
ot
other
record cabinets. V> olf on all hassocks.
LINDSAY" SOFT Water Is a beautiful gift
MOTORS, across from Commodore, La
erties. BILL CORNFORTH, MLS REALwith matching interior .
BORZVSKOWSKI
FURNITURE,
302
for your home this Christmas. 125 Main FEEDER PIGS, 20; also farrowing
Crescent, Tel. 895-2995.
TOR, La Crescent, Minn. Tel. 895-2106.
Mankato Ave. Open Mon.. Wed., Fri.
St., Winona. Tal. 452-3161.
crates. Albert Ziegler Jr., Trempeaevenings.
FARMS - FARMS - FARMS
leau, Wis. (3 miles H. of Centervllle).
Largest selection In this area.
MIDWEST REALTY CO.
ELECTRIC ROTO ROOTER
VINYL ASBESTOS tile, 12x11, 13toc
1964 FORD %-ton truck
Highway 35
Nelson, Wli.
SALES S. SERVICE
Osseo, Wis.
FEEDER
PIGS—10.
Milton
Herold,
Rt.
For clogged sewers and drain*.
each. All vinyl tile, 12x13, 20c each )
New S. Used Snowmobiles
Tel. Olflce 597-365*
1, Arcadia, Wis.
¦
w
ith
tool
boxes,
6-cylinJohns Manvllle vinyl asbesto tile, 18c
CALL SYL KUKOWSKI
ROBB
MOTORS
INC.
We buy, we sell, we trade.
Auction Sales
each j also large stock ot - V and 12'
der, 3-speed.
Tel. 452-9509 or 452-6434 l-year guarantee PUREBRED HAMPSHIRE boars and
Winona — Eau Claire
Tel. Res. 695-3157
linoleum Inlalds. SHUMSKI'a.
bred gilts. Guaranteed selection wllh
1957 FORD %-ton pickup,
LAST CHANCE but not last choice . . .
severa l bloodlines to choose from. Will
99
every woman appreciates the conveni65 Houses for Sale
deliver. Lyle Sell, Rt. 1, Strum, Wis. Good Things to Eat
like new. 6-cylinaer, 3ence of tha portable KlfehenAld dishTel. 878-4277 or 878-4103.
speed, new engine.
To
Buy,
Sell
Or
Trade
•Everett J. Kohner
washer and the service-free In-SlnkRUSSET POTATOES, 20 lbs., <?c l ChrlstC. SHANK
Winona, Tel. 452-7814
Eretor garbage disposer. Give tho lady FEEDER PIGS, 100, 1? each; 2 springmas candy, nuts. Order your Christ552
E.
3rd.
Pepenfusj,
Jim
Dakota Tel. 4J3-JWI
MANY OTHER FINE CARS
In your life ona er both f o brlghl«r» Ihe
ing Guernsey heifers. William Bubmas boxes end baskets now, Winona
years to come.
~"
bera, Caledonia. Tel. 724-2318,
Potato Market,
AND TRUCKS TO
FREDDY PRICK50M
Auctioneer
PUREBRED Duroc boarl. Clifford Hoff,
CHOOSE FROM
Will handle all tlios end kinds of
PLUMBING 8. HEATING
Lanesboro, Minn. Tel. Peterson 87V
auctions.
Tel. Dakota 643-4141.
Tel. 452-6340
761 E. 6th
6125.

2. That Edmund Zywlckl and his Wife,
Isabella Zywlckl, own a life estate In said
real estate, and Richard Zywlckl and
John fcodney Zywlckl own the fee Interest; It Is believed that Edmund and Isabella Zywlckl are deceased; that title
appears In Book 201 of Deeds, page 2M.
In the office of the Register of Deeds for
Winona County; there are no lien holders
of record other than the County of Winona for real property taxes,
3. That a notice of deficiencie s was
Issued April 23, 194?, and has not been
compiled with; and numerous attempts
1o secure corrective action from tna
owners have been made without effect .
NOW, THEREFORE, It Is found 'is a
matter ef fact that seld building Is a
tianrdous .building within the definition
contained in Minnesota Statutes Section
463.15 through 463.24, and
YOU, Edmund Zvwlckl, Isabille Zywlckl, Richard Zywlckl, and John Rod.
ney Zywlckl, and any and all parsons
claiming ownership of said land aro WE SELL KOHLER QUALITY
hereby ordered to raw said buildings on
PLUMBING FIXTURES.
said land within twenty (20) days after
PLUAnBING BARN
service of this order upon vou, and you
Tel. 454-4246.
154 HlSh Forost
said
to
remove
from
ordered
era further
land said personal property nnd fixture s
Int. — 26
within twenty (20) days after service of Forrmlo — Jobs of
this order upnn you,
The Cltv will moke a motion for sum. BABYSITTER-8 to J, Mon. through Fri.
Tel. 457-201? before 3 p.m.; after 5,
mary enforcr-m«nt of this order to the
454-34)9.
District Court of Winonn Counly, Minnesota, II the corrective action ta nof taka n
as ordered, or unless »n answer Is nerved as provided by Minnesota Statutes
Si'Mon 413.1ft.
Tho City Attorney Is directed to proceed with this matter according to law ,
Datr-t S'-ptfmbT 9 , WO.
CITY OF WINONA.
Dy NORMAN E. INDALL
and

48 Sewing Machine*.

28 Parm Imphmsnts

FOUND-lwig h»lr*)« Klttan. Tal. «2Wl after ¦
.
. .p.m. only.

CHBVROLBT-1M7 Impale 4dcor herdtop. 137 engine. Tel. Lewiston 2774,

-CLOSEDFridaySaturday
Sunday

Christmas Greetings
To You M

WALZ

Bulck-Olds-GMC
225 W. 3rd

759 E. 3rd
Tel. 454-2558
Open from 8 a.m. til 9 p.m.

"~"
ALVIN KOHNER
AUCTIONEER. City and atsta licensed
and bonded, ' Rl. X Winona. Tal.
452-4900.
DEC, a°-7uei. 13:30 p.m. DIcK'a Standard Station, downtctvn Galesvllle, Wis.
Wllber D ick, owneri Alvin Kohner, auctioneer) Northern In/. Co,, clerk.
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IJP | NORTHERN INVESTMENT CO. | |M|
?*$:t

I

f%i#ii#> iv
i i ii
Located downtown Galesville, Wis.

I Tuesday, December 29
i¦J

Sale starts at 12:30 P.M.

Garage and Filling Station Equipment: Purple Magic
automatic car washer with three orying fans and vacuum
cleaner; snap tool - wheel alignment; wheel balancer;
tire changer; Wllard 6 and 12 volt battery charger; air
muffler tool: Air Impact wrench; timing light; Dwell
meter; regulator and generator tester; stud gun; heavy
I duty air jack ; ono regular jack ; sockets % Inch, % Inch,
1 drive; bench grinder - 2 wheel; bench vise; work bench;
I many other hand garage tools.
Office and Miscellaneous Items: 2 large office desks;
I
I McCaskey cadi register; Paymaster check writer; coin
| operated pop cooler; coin operated cigarette machine;
| refrigerator; oil filters of an types; air filters ot aU
P types; canned oil; tires and tubes; antifreeze; batteries;
i brooms and scrapers; accessories; many other items.
Trucks: 1960 International * wheel drive wrecker with
4 speed transmission and good rubber, enow plow frame
! with hydraulic lift; l«54 Chevy pickup % ton, good
|condition.
SNOWMOBILE: 1S59 Snowflight snowmobile.
*
TERMS: florUiern On Tho Spot Credit.
\i
DICK'S STANDABD STATION
?
(Wllber Dick — Owner)
I
|
Alvin Kohner, Auctioneer
| Northern Investment Company, Lester Senty, Clerk
Represented by Carrol! Sacia, Galesville , Wisconsin
i|
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By Roy Cran*

BUZZ SAWYER

By Chester Gould

DICK TRACY

By Mort Walker

BEETLE BAILEY
l
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BLONDIE

: . T REDEYE
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By Chfck Youna

By Gordon Bess
II
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STEVE CANYON
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| REX MORGAN, M.D.

.
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LI'L ABNER

¦ ¦ ¦V .

BARNEY GOOGLE and SNUFFY SMITH

TIGER

By Bud Blafco

_
__,, ,

By Dal Curtis
By Parker and Hart

By Ernia Bushmiller
GRIN AND BEAR IT

MARY WORTH

By Fred Laswell

_

By Alex Kotoky

THE WIZARD OF ID

NANCY

By Al Capp

-¦

By Milton Canniff

¦

.—

DENNIS THE MENACE

By Saunders and Ernst

''Before you clobber him, Daughter, let's find out
what kind of pacif icalion proflram he has in mindl"

M MMot)fljy yAA PRESET...eur

ALLIGOr iSWPEMlES AJlOA/^/*
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